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For all two-way radio enthusiasts
Small Currents and Voltages:
Measuring Small Quantities of Power

Construction:
APower Amplifier for 2m HandsHelds
AUser Review:
The Pocom PRM 1200 Packet Decoder

YOU GET MORE AT RAYCOM!
BEARCAT 200XLT

YAESU FT-747GX

1COM IC-3210

Save money when you
buy this top-of-the range
scanner. 200 memories,
coverage from 66-956
MHz, priority channel
monitor, channel lockout delay and auto AM/
FM

switching

go

to

ICOM's popular dual bander, 25 watts on both

make a great package
and we add further value
still.
Choose either a free broadband mag-mount or
a free mast-mount SkyScan scanner antenna
worth £14.95 and atree cigar adapter kit when
you order your Bearcat (and £30 off RRP!)

,
£229.99 .. save

£49.45

bands, great looking and readable display, full
duplex capability, 40 memories and input monitor for instant repeater check. All you need add

HF all mode 100W transceiver, 0.1-30MHz,
with the exclusive Raycom mod improving
receiver dynamic range by 15-20 dB. Turns a
good receiver into a great receiver. Ideal as a
base and particularly suited for mobile/marine
use with it's light weight and click-stop dial.
Save money with the RAYCOM STARTER

is an antenna and we have taken care of that.

,

Regular retail prices:
IC-3210
Broadband mag-mount antenna
Total regular price

£499.00
£14.95
£513.95

Raycom package price

£479.00

COBRA SR-925

PACK -it's unbeatable value -just look!
Regular retail prices:

SAVE £35!
Raycom Credit Card is available on this pack,
just £48 deposit and monthly payments of just
\£18! Why wait, send for written details now!

j

rem •

äfr#

RI

FT-747GX
Raycom RX mod
20 Amp PSU
G5RV 1
/-sized antenna
2
Fist mic

£659.00
£59.00
£129.99
£14.95
£21.00

Total regular price
Raycom package price

£883.94
£749.00

SAVE £135!
With coverage from 29-512MHz (with gaps),
16 memory channels, 2-speed search, high
sensitivity (0.3 mV) and 1 watt of audio this
scanner is ideal for beginner and enthusiast
alike! Raycom adds £30 worth of free antenna,
cable, plugs and sockets anddrops the price to
bring a blistering scanner package to our cus-

Raycom Credit Card is available on this pack,
just £77 deposit and monthly payments of just
£28! Why wait, send for written details now!

YAESU FT-470

tomers. Call now for an information leaflet!

£159.99 .. save £30.00

,

ICOM IC-R7000

gives afull 100 watts of multi-mode power and
is the second rig to use the DDS (Direct Digital
Synthesizer) system. 10 Hz steps for smooth
tuning, all mode squelch, 26 memories, and
many other features make the 725 the starter
rig for those who want more than astarter rig -

Yaesu's new dual bander
is ex-stock at last and
packed with features dual display, dual band
monitor, 4 VFO's and 42
memories, power saver,
auto power off, CTCSS,
DTMF autodial and awide

it's unbeatable value -just look!

range of options -SAE for

ICOM's latest addition to the family, the 725

Regular retail prices:

An unbeatable offer from Raycom -£30 off the
retail price and a free Bearcat handy scanner
covering 29-512MHz (with gaps) worth £99.95
-a total saving of an incredible £129.95! Can't

IC-725
FM TX/RX (AM RX) board
20 Amp PSU
G5RV 1
/-sized antenna
2
Fist mic
Total regular price
Raycom package price

£959.00 .. save

£130.00,

RAYCOM COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LIMITED,

SYSTEMS

£10.58
£14.95
£466.74

Raycom package price

£125.00

SAVE £
1116!

SAVE .£42!
Raycom Credit Card is available on this pack,
just £45 deposit and monthly payments of just
\£16! Why wait, send for written details now!
j

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE, 963 WOLVERHAMPTON RD, OLDBURY, WEST MIDLANDS B69 4RJ. TEL 021-544-6767, Fax 021-544-7124, Telex 336483 IDENTI G.

R AIM OM
COMMUNICATIONS

Soft carry case
Broadband mag-mount antenna
Total regular price

Raycom Credit Card is available on this pack,
just £85 deposit and monthly payments of just
£32! Why wait, send for written details now!

believe it? Send SAE for an information leaflet
and offer details. Raycom Credit Card is available -just £96 deposit and £36 per month!

£759.00
£40.00
£129.99
£14.95
£21.00
£964.94
£949.00

information sheet.
Regular retail prices:
FT-470
£389.00
FNB-10 nicad 7.2v, 600mAH
£34.50
Wall charger
£17.71

LIMITED

RAYCOM gives you more BUYING POWER
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDSACCEPTED. BC,
ACCESS, DINERS. INSTANT CREDIT UP TO
£
1000 (SUBJECT TO STATUS) WITH
RAYCOM CREDIT CARD (APFI 32.9%). FREE
CREDIT ON CERTAIN ITEMS AT /ARP CALL
NOW FOR MORE DETAILS.
ORDERING INFORMATION
WE STOCK ICON, YAESU, BEARCAT, 1AFJ,
BUTTERNUT. CUSHCRAFT, AEA, TONNA,
NAVICO, TEN-TEC AND WELL AMONG
MANY OTHERS CALL FOR FULL LIST.

TEL:

021-544- 6767

PHONE BEFORE IPM FOR NEXT DAY
DELIVERY BY COURIER (Cl 5.00) •
OR 2P1A
FOR DELIVERY BY POST 00.00
PLEASE ALLOW TIME FOR CHEQUES TO
CLEAR. MANY OTHER ITEMS IN STOCK
PLEASE CALL FOR MORE INFO AND FOF
EXTRA SPECIAL DEALS!
INFOUNE 0036771500 5-9prn (weekdays)
OPENING HOURS 9-5.30 MON TO SAT,
LATE NIGHT FRIDAY TIL 7PM 73 DE RAY
G4KIII, JIM G8Z1AP AND JULIAN.

•
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6 Straight and Level
The latest news, comments and
developments on the amateur
radio scene
9 WEFAX on the Atari ST
Steven Goodier G4KUB and
John Goodier G4KUC look at
this decoding software from
Kantronics for the Atari ST
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13 Project Book
Martin Williams calculates
how much power astation
needs by multiplying dBW
14 World of Data
Don Field G3XTT with alook at
AMTOR and packet mailboxes
16 Bits to Build
George Dobbs G3RJV
concludes his two-part article
on the Jandek QRP CW
transmitter
19 Coming Next Month
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Hugh Allison G3XSE builds a
cheap converter and looks at
Satellite TV systems, the
Drake R2C Rx and the Scopex
RM4D 10A oscilloscope
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Samuel Dick looks at the
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Morse Report
Tony Smith G4FAI with his
bimonthly look at the world of
dots and dashes

32 Short Wave Listener
Trevor Morgan GW4OXB with
the latest short wave news
34 On the Beam
Glen Ross G8MWR with news
and comment on linearity,
repeater abuse and 50M Hz

36 One Megabyte Upgrade for
the Atari STFM Computer
Steven Goodier G4KUB and
John Goodier G4KUC upgrade
this popular computer
38 The Pocom PRM 1200 Packet
Decoder
Ken Michaelson GR3DG
reviews Pocom's PAM 1200
packet radio decoder
40 Musings of an Old Timer
An old timer offers some
advice as to the most suitable
equipment for novices
42 Build a Power Amplifier for
2m Hand-Helds
Harold Goble G4FDQ
constructs asimple FM power
amplifier

SERVICES
41

Subscription Order Form

46 Free Classified Ads
50 Advertisers' Index
50 Advertising Rtes and
Information
We regret to inform readers
that due to constantly rising
production costs, and to
enable us to maintain the high
standard of content in
Amateur Radio, the price of
the magazine will be £2.55
from this issue

please mention AMATEUR RADIO when replying to any advertisement
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PHONE
0474 560521
FAX
0474 333762

Semiconductors
6(125
AC126
AC127
AC128
AC128K
AC141
AC141K
AC 142K
AC176K
AC187
AC187K
AC188
188K
AC017
AD142
AD149
9D161
AD162
A0106
AF114
AF115
AH16
A0117
AF118
40121
AF124
AF 125
AF 1
26
90127
AF139
90150
AF178
AF239
ASY27
45977

0.30
0.45
0.20
4
1
.211
0.32
0.21
0.34
0.40
0.31
0.25
0.28
0.25
0.37
1.15
2.50
150
0.50
030
0.50
2.50
1.95
2.50
230
330
0.60
0.65
0.65
0.45
0.65
0.10
0.60
1.95
0.42
0.85
130

AU106
B(107A
BC 1070
BC108
8C 1088
BC109
BC10178
BC I14A
BC115
BC116A
0(112
8(119
8(125
BC 140
BC141
BC 142
BC 143
BC 1478
BC 148A
LIC149
BC153
BC157
BC159
8C161
BC170B
BC171
BC1720
BC173B
BC I74
BC177
BC178
BC 182
BC 18218
BC 183
BC 183I

6.95
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.12
0.10
012
0.09
0.55
0.50
0.19
0.24
0.25
0.31
0.25
0.21
0.24
012
0.09
0.09
0.30
0.12
0.09
0.55
0.15
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.15
0.15
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.09

0.09
BC 18418
BC204
0.25
0.25
8C20713
BC2088
0.70
13(212
0.09
15(2121.
0.09
0.09
B(213
8(2131
0.09
8(214
0.09
BC2I4C
0.09
BC2141.
0.09
BC 237B
0.15
0.15
13C238
0.15
BC239
BC 25 IA
0.15
BC252A
0.15
8(258
0.25
BC 2589
0.39
0.30
8(284
0.30
BC300
8(301
0.30
0.26
BC303
0.09
8(3078
0.10
8(327
0.10
8(328
0.10
8(337
0.09
13C338
BC347A
0.13
0.35
8(461
8(478
0.70
8(527
0.20
BC547
0.10
BC548
0.10
0.10
13C5499
0.11
BC550
5(557
0.08
BC558
0.10
8(639 IC 0.30
8(0336
19.50

Integrated Circuits
AN I
03
AN124
96214
9042140
AN736
A14239
AN240P
AN247
404260
AN262
AN264
904271
A14301
AN303
AN313
904315
AN3I6
AN331
904342
AN362L
AN612
AN6362
AN7140
AN7I 45

230
230
2.50
2.50
1.95
2.50
240
2.50
2.95
1.95
230
3.50
2.95
330
2.9$
2.95
3.95
3.95
2.95
2.54
LIS
3.05
3-50
330

AN7145M
AN7150
AN7I 51
89521
CA13521
CA3086
CA3123f
CA313EM
CA31435
CA31401
£TT6016
HA II
37W
HA I1
56W
HA1306
HA1322
HA1339A
HA1366W
HA1406
HA I
551
£AI201
LA1230
LA3201
LA4101

3.95
2.95
230
1.50
1.75
0.46
1.15
230
2.50
1.05
2.50
1.95
130
1.50
1.95
2.115
2.75
1.95
2.9$
0.95
1.95
0.95
0.9$

BELT KITS
Akai VS1-2-4-5
1.75
Amstrad 7000
1.80
Amstrad 4600-5200
2.95
Ferg 3V22 HR3360
2.78
Ferg 3V23 HR 7700
0.95
Ferg 3V29 HR 7200
1.50
Ferg 3V31 HR7650
1.50
Fe rg 3V35-36HRD120
1.28
Ferg 42-43-44-45
1.28
Fisher 710-716-722
1.50
Hitachi VT11-33
1.25
Hitachi VT5000
2.25
Hitachi VT8000
0.95
Hitachi V19300
0.95
Panasonic NV300-333-3662.25
Panasonic NV370-430
2.50
Panasonic NV777
1.75
Panasonic NV2000
2.15
Panasonic NV7000
1.55
Panasonic NV8600
2.95
Sanyo 11-13-1500
1.50
Sanyo VTC5000
0.75
Sanyo VTC5300-5350
1.60
Sanyo VTC5500
2.95
Sanyo VTC9300
3.50
Sharp 9300-9500
1.76
Sharp 8300
2.95
Sharp 7300
2.95
Sony SLC5-7
2.75
Sony 6C
2.25
Sony SLC9
3.25
Sony SL8000
3.25
Toshiba 9600
1.28
20% Discount on 10 or more
mixed belt kits
VIDEO HEADS
3HSSH
25.50
3HSSHA
25.50
3HSSHB
25.00
3HSSN
18.95
3HSSSF
35.00
3HSSSP
27.50
3HSSUIN
25.90
3HSSU2N
37.50
3FISSU3N
35.00
3HSSV
18.98
3HSSVA
29.50
INDUSTRIAL AND
QUALITY
CATHODE RAY TUES
Asmall selection from
our stock of 10,000
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1A4102
194140
LA4031 P
104400
1.94420
LA4422
LA4430
LA4461
LC7120
LC7130
LC7131
LC7137
LM323K
10832404
LM3806
108380048
1M3831
1983900
LM101 I
0851551.
0851513E
M5I5211
M83705
6183712

130
2.95
1.95
330
330
1.50
2.50
3.95
3.25
330
530
5.50
4.95
0.45
130
2.95
2.95
3.50
3.15
2.95
1.80
130
130
Io

PS38S
PS313SF
PS387
PS482S
PSB3S
10% Discount on Five
Heads

P. M. COMPONENTS LTD

80115
1301249
BD131
80132
BDI 33
80135
80136
80137
80138
130139
80140
80144
EID150(
BD159
80160
80166
80179
BDI82
BD201
BD202
BD203
80204
80222
80223
110225
130232
00233
80236
80237
80242
00246
80376
60379
80410
80434
80436
80437
80438
80510

030
039
0.42
0.42
030
0.30
0.30
0.32
0.30
0.32
0.30
1.10
0.21
0.65
130
0.50
0.72
0.70
0.50
0.50
030
0.70
0.46
039
0.48
0.35
0.35
0.49
0.40
0.65
0.75
0.32
0.45
0.65
0.65
0.60
0.60
0.75
0.95

M83756
2.50
MC1307P 1.00
MC1310P 1.95
MC1327
1.70
MC13270 0.95
MC135IP 1.75
MC13521 1.03
MC1357
2.35
MC1358
133
MCI496
1.75
MC1723
030
MC3351
2.75
MC34011
230
MC I4106P 2.95
MCI45 I
8CP 7.50
M12318
1.73
M12328
230
M1239
2.95
MSM5807 8.75
SAA500A 330
SAA1025
7.25
5991251
4.95
54,65010 5.35
SAA5020 5.75
SAB3210
3.50
SAS5605
1.75
5955705
1.75
565580
2.85

Please odd £
additional carr,aur
per tube
ICP I
29.50
35.00
I
2( SP 4

1074H
30780
CME822W
CME 1523W
CRE1400

5.45
6.35
6.95
0.95
6.95
6.35
5.45
6.95
6.35
6.35
6.95
6.95
6.00
6.50
8.50
8.50
8.50
6.35
6.95
6.95
6.95
7.50
5.45
5.45
7.95
6.95
7.15
8.50
8.50
0.90
1.25
1.10
1.40

80518
80520
80534
80535
80575
00587
80588
80698
130701
80702
80707
FIDX32
80X5341
BH 15
80119
80127
80154
80158
81160
80173
60177
80178
81179
80180
80181
E11182
BF 183
130184
8E185
80195
51197
BF 198
B1199
80240
80241
81245
8F2561.(
80257

0.75
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.95
0.95
0.95
1.50
1.25
1.25
0.90
130
1.65
0.35
0.65
0.39
0.20
0.22
0.27
0.72
0.38
0.26
0.31
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.35
0.28
0.11
0.11
0.16
0.14
0.20
0.15
0.30
0.35
0.28

565590
2.75
51.90113
7.95
SL9I 7B
6.65
51.1310
1.80
51.1327
1.10
5113270
1.10
5047414
1.50
5047121
0.85
5047611004 0.89
5876115N 1.25
5047613104 1.30
58762260N 2.95
5047622704 1.05
5047622004 2.95
5047653304 133
5047665004 1.05
SN76660N 0.90
STKOI I
7.95
5111014
7.43
STK015
5.9$
518008
7.95
518025
11.11S
5114032
7.95
STK078
11.15
$TK085
LOS
518415
1.95
511(435
7.95

OYE 713 4LEAD
POE 713 5LEAD
PYE 731/25
RANK A774
RANK A823
RANK T20A
SIEMENS 1V1176/1
SIEMENS EUROPA
THORN 1500
THORN 1600
THORN 3500
THORN 8003
THORN 8500
THORN 9000
THORN 9600
TVI 1STICK
TVI3 STICK
1V18 STICK
TV20 STICK

24.50
35.00
30.00
29.95
45.00
Mixed

EHT MULTIPLIERS
Universal Tripler
Decca 30
Decca 80
Decca 100
Decca 120
Decca 1730
GEC 2040
GEC 2110
TT CVC1-9
TT CVC20/25/30
TT CVC45
Philips 018 (550)
Philips G9
Pye 697
Pye 713 4lead
Pye 713 5lead
Pye 731/25
Rank A774
Rank A823
Rank T20A
Siemens TVK76/1
Siemens Europe
Thorn 1500
Thorn 1600
Thorn 3500
Thorn 8000
Thorn 850)
Thorn 9000
Thorn 9600
TV11 Stick
TV13 Stick
TV18 Stick
TV20 Stick

TELEX
966371
TOS -PM

SELECTRON HOUSE, SPRINGHEAD ENTERPRISE PARK
SPRINGHEAD RD, GRAVESEND, KENT DA11 8HD

11.30
8.50
8.50
6.35
6.95
6.95
6.95
7.50
5.45
5.15
7.95
6.90
7.15
11.50
8.50
0.90
1.25
1.10
1.40

MES

SPECIAL OFFRIR
100 PER TYPE
2MM 0/08 (A,006 each £.$0
130004 200MA 250084 500AAA
1
Amp I.25Amp 15Amp
1.6Amp
2Amp 2.5Amp 3.15Amp 4Amp
20MPA A/S @ 0.15 each £11-14
100MA 150584 160MA 250MA
500MA 800MA I.25Amp
2Amp 315Amp 5Amp
1.25 inch 0/8 @ 006 each
£4.00
250MA 500MA 750MA lAmp
.5Amp 2Amp 3Amp 7Amp
IOAmp
1.25 inch A/S (4T410.15 eoch
£10.00
SOMA 60MA 1006414 1507AA
250MA 500MA 750MA 15Arnp
3Amp 49179 5Amp

45.00
95.00
7.00
9.50
29.50

09 110684
010210684
010.230GM
D13.611GH
D13.630GH

80259
80271
80271
8E273
BF335
81336
81337
81338
81355
81362
81363
81371
51394
8E422
61423
8E457
8E458
81467
8E493
814995
814997
BER39
80840
81881
81058
80090
BER91
81142
[3E143
BFWIO
BFWII
BFW16A
BFW61
84992
BFX29
BFX84
8E085
BFX86
BFX 1
8
5114437
STX439
518461
STK463
STK0015
51140029
STK0039
TA706IAP
TA7072
TA7073
197108P
TA71201
TA7I 29P
TA7130P
197137P
197146P
14.7176AP
16 7203
197704F
TA7205AP
167208
197222AP
TA7227P
167228P
TA7310P
197314P
197321P

0.28
0.25
0.26
0.18
0.35
0.34
0.29
0.32
0.37
0.33
0.65
0.25
0.19
0.32
0.25
0.32
0.36
0.68
0.35
0.23
0.25
0.23
0.23
0.25
0.30
130
1.75
0.35
0.35
0.55
0.75
1.15
0.60
0.85
0.30
0.26
0.32
0.25
1.35
7.95
7.95
11.50
11.31
7.45
7.15
7.95
1.50
2.65
3.50
1.50
1.65
2.50
1.50
1.00
130
2.95
2.95
2.15
1.15
1.95
1.80
4.25
1.95
1.110
2.95
2.25

60050
80051
BFY90
81048
80100
BR 001
BRIO3
BR333
BRC4443
BRY39
BSW64
BSX60
137100A/02
81106
BT I16
81119
81120
BUI05
NU108
BUI 24
BU125
8U126
BU204
BU205
8U208
BU208A
BU208D
BU326
8U3265
8U107
8U408
8U4269
BU 500
BU508A
BU526
86007
BUY20

On
0.32
0.77
1.75
0.15
0.49
0.55
0.95
1.15
0.45
0.95
1.25
0.85
1.49
1.20
3.15
1.65
1.95
1.69
0.25
1.25
1.60
1.55
1.30
0.95
1.15
1.35
1.20
1.50
1.24
1.50
0.75
2.25
1.95
1.90
2.25
2.15

1976091
3.95
TA7611A1 2.95
TA7629
2.50
TAA3I0A 3.50
TAA320A 3.50
TAA350A 1.95
TAA5508 0.95
TAA570
1.95
TAA621
3.95
TAA6305
2.95
TAA661B
1.95
TAA700
1.70
TAA930
3.95
TBA120AS/B/C
1.00
SA/SB/T/U
18A395
1.50
184396
0.75
18944004 2.55
TBA41300
1.95
TBA5I 0
2.50
TBA5I 00 230
TBA520
1.10
18A5200 1.10
TBA530
1.10
TBA5300 1.10
TBA540
1.2.5
TBA5400 1.3S

BUV41
0.01111
GEX542
M13000
AVEU°
NUE350
M1E520
MIE2955
MPSA13
MPSA92
MRF237
MRF450A
0881453
MR0454
MR0455
0881475
MR0477
08R0479
OC I
6W
0(23
0(25
0(26
0(28
0(29
0(32
0(42
0(44
0(45
0(70
0(71
0(72
0(75
0(81
0(84
0(139
0(171
0(200
0(201
0(205

230
2.58
9.50
1.98
0.40
0.75
0.48
0.95
0.29
0.30
4.95
15.95
17.50
26.50
17.50
2.95
14.95
530
2.50
930
130
1.50
5.50
4.50
5.50
1.50
1.25
1.00
1.00
0.75
2.50
1.50
1.00
1.50
12.50
4.50
4.50
5.50
10.00

R20088
122009
0201013
R2322
8323
02540
RCAI6029
RCA 16039
RCA16181
RCA16334
RCA16335
RCA16572
520600
SKE50
76021V
16027V
76029V
16036V
19032V
T90I1V
T90I5V
79034V
19038V
THY15/80
1H01 5/85
16929
TIP29C
TIP30C
TIP3I C
TIP32C
TIP33C
110346
TIPI 1
A
TIP41(
TIP42C
TIP47
TIP48
11050
110120

1.45
2.50
1.45
033
0.66
2.41
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.90
0.85
0.85
095
1.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.55
0.55
0.75
2.15
2.15
3.95
2.25
2.25
0.40
0.42
0.43
0.55
0.42
0.95
0.95
0.45
0.45
0.47
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.60

T1P125
110142
TIP146
TIP161
1692955
1003055
11591
TV106
TV106/2
Z010112
281308
281711
282219
2142626
2042905
263053
2N3054
2043055
2043702
2043703
2113704
263705
263706
263708
2043733
283773
283792
2041280
2144427
264444
2045794
2045296
2045298
2045.496
285641
2N5643
2SA329

1845500
TBA560(
TBA5600
TBA570
TBA651R
184673
IBA 7S0
7897500
TE198(X)
TBA810AS
1898100
TBA820M
1848200
184890
184920
189950/28
TBA990
TBA9900
TCA270
TCA27050
TCA650
TCA760
TCA800
TCA8305
TCA900
TCA940
109440

1.95
1.4$
1.45
1.00
2..50
195
1.95
2.65
0.89
1.65
1.65
0.75
1.45
2.50
1.65
1.50
1.49
1.49
2.50
2.50
2.50
230
6.95
1.95
2.50
1.65
2.20

TDA1001
TDA1003A
TDA I
006A
TDA1005
TDA1035
1041037
TDA1040
TDA1170
TDAI180
MA 12700
TDA1327
1042002
1092003
TDA2010
TDA2020
1092030
TDA2140
TDA21513
TDA215I
TDA2160
10712524
1092530
1092532
1062540
TDA2541
1092560
1092576

2.95
3.95
2.50
2.25
230
1.95
2.15
1.95
2.15
3.95
1.70
0.95
1.95
I.9S
2.95
230
3.95
2.50
1.95
2.50
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
2.15
1.15
4.50

TDA2581
TDA2582
TDA2593
TDA2600
TDA2610
TDA2611A
TDA2640
12A2655
TDA2680A
1042690
1043310
1093510
1043560
11904050
TDA4600
TDA9503
TEA1009
UPC41C
UPC566H
UPC575(2
UPC1001 H
UPC102011
UPC1024H
UFC1025H
UPC I028H
UPC1032H
UPCI 158H
UPC1167C2

We hove recently introduced o special in house selection facility
and con of fer the following service for audio, hi fi etc
Special Seiect ion of pre amp volves for low rnicrophony
etc
£1.00 per raire
Supply and fitting of pre amp dumping
rings
Special selec I
ion and matching of power
volves

£1.00 per ring
£1.00 per volve

Valve Hardware List
SOCKETS
Al2
1.75
84 CHASSIS
2.50
E15 CHASSIS
2.50
85 FLOATING
2.50
87 CHASSIS
1.75
87A CHASSIS
8.50
VG PCB
0.65
87G PC8 CERAMIC
0.95
87G CHASSIS
0.65
B7G CHASSIS
SHOCKPROOF
0.65
876 SKIRTED CHASSIS 0.65
87G SKIRTED PCB
0.95
.
137G SKIRTED PTFE
0.95
CHASSIS
889 CHASSIS
0.85
0.85
B8G CHASSIS
8811 CRT
0.45
894 PCB
0.45
894 OCES THIN
0.95
B9A CHASSIS
0.95
B9A CHASSIS
SHOCKPROOF
0.50
89A SKIRTED CHASSIS
1.25
896 SKIRTED CHASSIS
CERAMIC PINCH
0.65
PLUGS
OCTAL
87G
B9A

0.85
0.35
0.65

CAMS
B7G
894

0.35
0.65

45.00 1 Dl .200GM
45.00
01613068497
4500
DH .91
59.00
ECR35
59.00
FI6 I01GM

75.00
65.00
55.00
39.50
75.00

121 1300R
131 120
If 708
M7 120W
M14 100GM

B9A SKIRTED PCB
890 CERAMIC PC8
890 CERAMIC CHASSIS
89G CERAMIC CHASSIS
B108 CHASSIS
8138 CHASSIS
814A CRT (38P11
OCATAL VINTAGE
CHASSIS
OCTAL CHASSIS
OCTAL PCB
GIANT 7FIN (8131
SOCKET
JUMBO 4PIN
GIANT 4PIN (421711)
NUVISTOR
SK406
SK410
SK4105
SK610A
CHIMNEY (5K4 10(S)
SK6 I
0A)
UX4 CHASSIS
UX5 CHASSIS
UX7 CHASSIS
XW CHASSIS
I1PGF CHASSIS

1.25
0.95
0.95
2.50
0.50
0.50
1.95
0.35
0.65
0.95
8.50
13.95
25.00
4.50
9.50
35.00
25.00
35.00
3.50
1.95
1.95
2.95
0.50
0.50

TOP CAPS
NOVAI
0.75
OTHERS ON APPLICATION
EX-EOUIPMENT
40125001 AEI BASE
15.00
4(02000 MILITARY
SOCKET
10.00
4CX300A CLAMPS
5.00
75.00
75.00
15.00
19.50
35.00

M17.151GVR
M21.11W
M23.112GV
M24.121011
M24 122WA

03$
1.75
2.75
2.85
040
035
0.20
130
1.50
16.50
1.35
0.30
0.28
0.55
0.40
0.10
0.59
0.52
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.20
0.12
0.12
930
2.75
1.35
3.50
1.95
1.1$
0.42
0.44
0.60
0.95
16.50
16.50
0.95

25A715
25(495
20(496
25(784
25(785
25(789
2SC931D
25(937
25(1034
25(1096
20(1106
25(1124
20(1162
25E11720
25(1173
25(1306
25(1364
25(14134
20(1449
25(1628
25(1678
25(1945
25(1953
25(1957
20(1969
20(1985
20C2028
20(2029
25(2078
25(2091
20(2098
20(2166
25(2314
25(2371
2SC93ID
25K19
2SK33
23KM

0.55
0.110
0.80
0.75
0.75
035
0.95
1.95
430
030
2.50
11.95
0.95
2.20
1.15
1.75
0.50
2.30
030
0.75
130
3.75
0.95
090
2.95
130
1.15
1.95
1.45
0.55
2.15
1.95
020
0.36
0.05
0.55
033
0.48

2.45
2.95
2.95
610
2.50
1.95
3.50
430
2.75
2.45
2.95
330
3.95
2.95
2.50
3.15
1.35
3.50
2.95
1.50
1.9$
2.95
130
1.95
1.95
0.95
0.75
1.95

UPCI18111
UPC 1182H
UPC I18511
LIPC1191V
UPC 1350C
UPC1353C
UPC1360
UPC1365C
UPC2002F1
51021141(
555
556
723
741
747
748
7808
7805
7812
7815

1.25
1.50
3.95
1.50
2.95
2.45
2.95
3.95
1.95
2.50
0.35
0.60
0.50
0.35
0.50
0.35
030
0.50
030
0.50

DIODES
AA119
BAI 15
8A145
86140
BA '54
86156
BA 157
BA244
BA301
89302
BA313
BA3I 8
84328
BA52I
BAV21
CIAW62
8A013
BAXI6
881058
81151
80126
81127
80133
811 64
80176
BYI 79
81182
80184
811 87
81199
130206
80208-803
81210809
81223
81298.4013
80299.80)
80X10
81X25-600

0.10
0.13
0.16
0.17
0.06
0.15
0.30
0.75
0.75
0.85
0.75
2.95
2.95
1.75
0.30
0.19
0.04
0.12
0.30
0.79
0.10
0.11
0.15
0.45
1.20
0.63
035
0.35
0.45
0.40
0.14
0.33
0.33
0.90
022
0.72
030
1.2$

BYX36-15OR
0.20
89X38 6300
0.60
81055609 0.30
B1X71 -600 1.75
BIX61
0.15
SIX88
0.10
81095(30 0.35
CS48
8.00
CS1OB
18.50
MR510
0.65
MR512
0.65
0A47
0.15
0490
0.10
0A91
0.15
0A95
0.10
0A202
0.40
042158
5.00
N238
2.95
623C
4.95
62350
4.95
N23WE
2.95
84001
0.04
N4003
0.04
N4004
0.05
144007'
0.06
N4148
0.02
044448
0.10
N5401
0.12
N5402
0.14
5403
0.12
5406
0.13
5407
0.16
5408
0.16
144
0.10
11923
0.15
12002
0.10

010481 DIODES
81X61 Series
0.15

175.00 1M28 .131G
55.00
M31.182GV
45.00
6831.184W
55.00
M31.190GR
55.00
M31 19IW

81188 Series
0.20

FEB/MAR '89
PRICE LIST
A1714 24.30
A1834
7.50
A2087 11.50
A2134 14.95
A2293
sec
A2426 29.50
A2599 37.50
A2792 27.50
A2900 11.50
A3283 24.00
A33,43 35.95
ACSP3A 4.95
AC/S2PEN
8.50
ACT22 59.75
AH221 39.00
AH238 39.00
ALGO
6.00
AN1
14.00
ARP12 2.50
ARP34
1.25
ARP35
2.00
AZ11
4.50
BT5B 83.00
BT17
25.00
61113 33.00
C1K
27.50
C3M
17.95
C1134 32.00
C1149/1
195.00
C1150/1
135.00
C1534 32.00
CCA
3.50
CO24
8.50
CK1006 3.50
CK5676 6.50
CV Nos prices
on request
03A
27.50
063
1.20
DA41
22.50
DA42
17.50
DA90
4.50
DAF91
0.95
DAF96 0.96
DC70
1.75
DC90
3.50
DCX-4-5000
25.00
DET16 26.50
06118 28.50
DET20
2.50
06122 29.50
DET23 35.00
DET24 27.50
DET25 22.00
OET29 32.00
DF91
1.50
DF92
1.50
DF96
1.25
DF97
1.25
DG10A 8.50
DH63
1.50
DH77
1.50
DK91
1.20
DK92
1.50
DL35
2.50
DL63
1.50
DL70
2.50
DL73
2.50
DL91
3.95
DL92
1.50
DL93
1.50
DLS10 13.30
DLS16 10.00
DM70
5.25
DM160 6.50
DOD-006
79.50
DY51
1.30
DY86/87 0.85
DY802
0.85
E55L
49.50
E8OCC 19.50
E80C F 12.30
E8OF
18.50
E8OL
29.50
E81C C 5.50
E81L
12.00
E82CC 4.50
E83CC 4.50
E83F
5.50
E86C
9.50
E88C
7.95
E88CC 3.30
E88CC-01
E88CC
6.
95
Mullard 4.95
E9OCC 7.95
E9OF
7.95
E91H
4.50
E92CC 3.95
E99F
3.95
E130L 18.50
E180CC
10.50
E180F
4.30
E182CC 9.00
E186F
8.50
E188CC 7.50
E235L 12.50
E280F 19.50
E283CC
E288CC 121"
17.50
E810F 25.00
E1148
1.00
EA50
1.00
EA52
55.00
EA76
1.95

P. M. COMPONENTS LTD
S LECTRON HOUSE, SPRINGHEAD ENTERPRISE PARK
SPRINGHEAD RD, GRAVESEND, KENT DA1 18HD

A SELECTION FROM
OUR STOCK OF
BRANDED VALVES
EA79
1.95
EABC80 1.95
EAC91
2.50
EAF42
1.20
61334
1.50
61341
3.95
E891
0.85
EBC33
2.50
EBC41
3.50
EBC81
1.50
EBC90
1.95
EBC91
1.95
EBF80
0.95
EBF83
0.95
EBF89
0.95
EBF93
0.95
EBL1
7.50
EC52
0.75
EC70
1.75
EC81
7.95
EC86
1.95
EC88
1.95
EC90
1.95
EC91
5.50
EC93
1.50
EC95
7.00
EC97
1.10
EC801012.00
ECC32 3.50
ECC33 3.50
ECC35 3.50
ECC81
1.50
ECC81 Special
quality 2.25
ECC82 0.85
ECC82
Philips 1.95
ECC83 0.95
NEW
ECC83
SPECIAL
Low cross
coupling
Low noise
Low

mic-

rophony
£3.50
ECC83
Brimar 2.15
ECC83
Philips 1.95
ECC83
Siemens 2.50
ECC85
1.50
ECC86 2.75
ECC88
1.35
ECC89 1.50
ECC91
2.00
ECC189 2.50
ECC801S
6.95
ECC1303S
6.95
ECC804 0.60
ECC20007.95
ECF80
1.15
ECF82
1.50
ECM
1.70
ECF200 145
ECF202 1.85
ECF801 0.83
ECF804 6.50
ECF805 2.50
ECF806
10.25
ECH3
4.50
ECH4
4.50
ECH35 3.50
ECH42
1.50
ECH81
1.75
ECH83
1.50
ECH84
1.00
ECH200 1.50
ECL80
0.60
ECL82
1.00
ECL83
2.50
ECL84
1.00
ECL85
0.95
ECL86
1.50
ECL805 0.95
EF37A
2.50
EF22
3.50
EF39
1.50
EF40
4.50
EF42
3.50
2.50
EF50
EF54
4.50
EF55
4.95
EF70
1.20
3.50
EF72
EF73
3.50
EF80
0.55
EF83
3.95
EF85
0.85
EF86
2.50
EF86/CV40855.00
EF89
1.50
EF91
1.95
EF92
2.15
EF93
1.50
EF94
1.50
EF95
1.95
EF97
0.50
EF98
0.90

EF183
EF184
EF731
EF800
EF804S
EF8055
EF806S
EF812
EFL200
EFP60
EH90
EK90
EL32
EL33
EL34
EL34
lard
EL34
marts
EL36

0.75
0.85
4.50
11.00
19.50
25.00
25.00
0.65
1.50
3.50
0.72
1.50
0.95
7.95
8.50
Mul6.50
Ste4.50
2.50

EL36 Mullard
3.95
EL38
9.00
EL41
3.50
2.00
EL42
EL71
4.50
EL81
6.93
EL83
7.50
EL84
0.95
EL84 Mullard
4.50
EL84
Sie mans
2.50
EL85
4.50
EL86
1.75
EL90
1.75
EL91
4.50
EL95
1.75
EL152 15.00
EL360
6.75
EL500
1.95
EL504
1.96
EL509
5.25
EL509
Mullard
7.30
EL519
6.95
EL802
3.65
EL821
6.95
EL822 12.95
ELL80 22.50
EM34 12.50
EM83
1.65
EM84
1.63
EM85
3.95
EM87
2.50
EN32
13.00
EN91
2.25
EN92
4.30
EY51
0.80
EY70
7.50
EY81
2.35
EY82
1.15
EY83
1.50
EY84
5.95
EY86/87 0.65
EY88
0.95
EY91
5.50
EY500A 2.95
EY802
0.70
1.00
EZ35
EZ40
3.50
EZ41
3.50
EZ80
0.75
EZ81
1.50
EZ90
1.50
FW4-800 4.50
G55/1K 9.00
G180/2M 6.95
G240/2D LOO
GC106 17.50
GC1OD 17.50
GC10/48
17.50
GC10/4E
17.50
GC12/46
17.50
0086W 6.00
GDT120M
5.00
GN4
8.50
GN10 15.00
GR1OG 4.00
GS10C 16.50
GS1OH 12.00
GS12D 12.00
GT1C
9.50
GU20 35.00
GU50 17.50
GXU1 13.50
GXU3 24.00
GXU5OSS
14.50
GY501
1.50
GY802
1.50
GZ32
4.50
GZ33
4.50
GZ34
4.50
GZ37
4.50
HBC90 1.95
HL41
3.50
HL90
3.50
KT8C
7.00
KT33C
3.50
KT36
2.95
KT44
5.95
KT45
5.95
KT61
5.00

Kt63
2.95
KT66 USA
11.95
KT66 TEONEX
5.00
KT67
9.00
KT77 Gold lion
11.95
KT81
7.00
KT88 USA
12.95
KT88
Selectron
15.00
KT88 GEC
22.50
KTW61
2.50
KTW62
2.50
KTW63
2.00
KTZ63
2.50
LB7-20 95.00
LS9B
6.93
M508
195.00
M5143 155.00
M5199 295.00
M8079
6.00
M8082
7.50
M8083
3.25
M8091
7.50
M8096
3.00
M8098
5.50
M8099
5.00
M8136
7.00
M8137
7.95
M8161
6.50
M8162
5.50
M8163
5.50
M8190
4.50
M8195
6.50
M8196
5.50
M8204
5.50
M8223
4.50
M8224
2.00
M8225
3.95
ME1400
3.50
ME1401
9.50
ME1402 29.50
MHLD6
4.00
MP25 195.00
MS4B
5.50
MU14
3.50
N37
12.30
N78
9.85
063
1.50
0A2WA
2.50
0A3
2.50
082
1.50
OB2WA
2.50
0C3
2.50
003
2.50
0M4
2.50
0M56
3.00
0M6
1.75
ORP43
2.50
ORP50
3.95
P61
2.50
P41
2.50
PABC80 0.95
PC86
0.75
PC88
0.75
PC97
1.10
PC900
1.25
PCC84
0.40
PCC85
0.55
PCC88
0.70
PCC89
0.70
PCC 189 0.70
PCC805 0.70
PCC806 0.80
PCE82
0.80
PCF80
0.65
PCF82
0.60
PCF84
0.65
PC FB6
1.20
PC F87
1.25
PCF200
1.80
PCF201
1.80
PCF801
1.35
PCF802
0.85
PCF805
1.25
PCF806
1.00
PCF808
1.25
PCH200
1.50
PCL82
0.85
PCL83
2.50
PCL84
0.75
PCL85
0.80
PCL86
0.85
PCL805
0.90
PD500
5.95
PEN25
2.00
PEN4OD 3.00
PEN45
3.00
PEN45DD 3.00
PE N46
2.00
PFL200
0.95
PL36
1.75
PL38
1.50
PL81
1.25
PL82
0.60
PL83
0.52
PL84
0.78
PL500
1.25
PL504
1.25
PL508
1.50
PL509
4.85
PL519
4.95
PL802
6.00
PL802T
3.50
PL820
2.95
PY32
0.60
PY33
0.50
PYBI
0.70
PT82
0.70
PY83
0.70
PY88
0.95
PY500A
1.95
PY800
0.85
PY801
0.65
083-300 72.00
083-1750
139.50
Q135-3500
595.00

00E02-5 19.50
00E03-12 7.95
00E03-20
35.00
00E06-40
45.00
00V02-6 19.50
00V03-10 5.50
00V03-10
Mullard 15.00
00V03-20
25.00
00V06-404
27.50
00V06-40A
Mullard 39.50
00V07 50
Mullard 55.00
00203-20
Mullard 42.50
00206 40
Mullard 45.00
QS75/20 1.50
0595/10 4.85
08108/45 4.00
0S150/15 6.95
05150/30 1.15
00150/40 7.00
051205
3.95
061213
5.00
OU37
9.50
OV03-12 6.50
OV05-25 3.50
OVOS-20 29.50
OV013-1008
145.00
0Y3-125 85.00
0Y4-250
105.00
0Y4-400
110.00
610
4.00
R18
2.50
RG 1-240A
14.50
RG3-250A 6.50
RG3-1250A
35.00
RR3-250 15.00
RR3-1250
35.00
011612 38.00
6104/2K 10.00
SC1/1300 6.00
SP61
3.50
STV280/40
11.96
TB2-5/300
95.00
TB2-300
195.00
TB3-750
115.00
TB3-2000
450.00
TBL2-300
396.00
TBL2-500
495.00
TD02-10/0 ,6/F
35.00
015
45.00
1721
45.00
1722
39.50
17100
69.00
1Y2-125A
105.00
TY8-600W
365.00
U19
9.50
U26
0.90
U35
3.50
U37
9.00
LI41
6.95
U50
3.00
U82
3.00
U191
0.70
U192
1.00
U193
1.00
U251
2.50
U801
a50
UABC80 1.00
UAF42
1.95
uBC41
3.95
UBC81
1.30
UBF80
0.95
UBF89
1.00
UBL21
2.95
UC92
2.50
UCC84
0.70
UCC85
1.00
UCF80
1.00
UCH21
2.50
UCH41
2.50
UCH42
395
UCHei
1.95
UCL82
1.75
UCL83
2.50
UF41
2.25
UF42
2.25
UF80
1.75
UF85
1.20
UFB9
2.00
UL41
10.00
UL44
3.50
UL84
1.95
UL85
0.85
UU5
3.50
UU6
5.00
UU7
8.00
UU8
9.00
UY41
3.50
UY85
0.70
V235A/1K
250.00
V238A/1K
295.00
V246A/1K
250.00
V246A/2K
315.00

V241C/1K
195.00
V453
12.00
VLS631 10.95
VP4B
9.50
VP41
4.93
VR101
2.50
VR105/302.50
VR150/302.50
VU39
2.50
W21
4.50
W61
4.50
W77
5.00
W81M
4.50
W739
1.50
4.50
X24
X01
4.50
X66/X65 4.93
X76M
1.95
XC24
1.50
XC25
0.50
XFW47
1.50
XFW50
1.50
XG1-2500
75.00
XL628FT 7.50
XNP12
2.50
XR1-1600A
49.50
XR1-3200A
79.50
XR1-64004
149.50
Y65
6.95
YD1100 75.00
YL 1020 42.50
YJ 1060
265.00
YL1060
195.00
YL1070
195.00
YL1071
195.00
YL 1290 es.00

Zn
1.20
23007
6.00
2302C
12.00
Z359
LOO
2700U
9.50
Z759
15.00
2803U
18.95
ZA1000 12.50
ZA1001
1.50
ZM1001 12.00
ZM10C5
8.00
2M1020
8.50
2M1021
8.00
ZM 1023
7.95
ZM1041 14.00
ZM1082
LOO
2M1084 10.00
ZM1175
6.50
2M1177
9.00
ZM12142 55.00
ZM1263
4.00
1A3
4.50
1AE4
3.50
1AX2
3.30
1022
10.00
1827
55.00
183GY
1.95
1835A
45.00
11(3
2.50
1N5GT
2.50
1P28
25.00
1115
1.50
155
1.50
1T4
1.50
1U4
1.75
1U5
1.50
1025
2.50
243
16.50
2AS15A 11.50
287
4.50
2822
69.50
2C36
70.00
2C39BA 39.50
2C40
37.00
2C42
29.50
2C43
60.00
3051
2.50
2CY5
1.50
2021
2.25
2D21W
3.15
2E22
49.00
2E26
7.95
2.155
295.00
21(25
59.00
21(26
95.00
21(29
250.00
21(48
140.00
21(56
250.00
2X2A
5.00
3A/1078 12.00
3A/108A 9.00
3A/10913 11.00
3A/110B 12.00
3A/141K 11.50
3A/146J
7.50
3A/147J
7.50
34167M 10.00
3A3A
3.95
3A4
1.50
3A5
4.50
3412
3.35
3822
25.00
3826
24.00
3828
15.00
3826
1.50
3C45
39.50
3CX3000A7
650.00
3CYS
1.50
30214
29.50

3E22
49.50
3E29
39.50
3EJ7
1.95
3H
0.40
3J 170E
1480.00
3L
0.40
304
2.50
4-65A
85.00
4-250A 105.00
4-403C 95.00
4-10004495.00
41332
35.00
48074
1.75
4826
1.95
4C28
25.00
4C35
145.00
4C2506 285.00
4CX125C
Eirnac 150.00
4CO25013 45.00
4CX250BM
05.00
4CX250K
E1MAC 115.00
ICX25OR
AMPERE%
125.00
4C03504
100.00
4CX1000A
425.00
4CX15008
475.00
4CX5000A
1000.00
4021/4-125A
85.00
4D32
125.00
4E27A 125.00
4GS7
2.25
4GV7
2.25
4JC6A
2.95
4/01
1.50
4785P 150.00
40150A 33.00
4X150D 55.00
45500A 350.00
5A/102D 9.30
5A152M
9.00
5A163K 10.00
5A170K
6.25
5A-180M LOO
5A-206K 10.00
5B-110M 10.00
5B-254M 11.50
56-255M 11.50
5B-256M 15.00
5B-257M 15.00
55-258M 14.50
5C22 125.00
5CL8A
2.50
5.11806
1950.00
5LJ8
2.95
5R4G8 5.50
5R4GY 4.95
5R4WGY 5.95
5T4
5.95
578A
1.95
5U4G
4.50
5U4GB 4.50
5V4G
2.50
5W4
4.95
5X4
4.95
5Y3GT
3.50
523
4.50
524G
2.50
6/30L2
0.70
6A203K 9.00
6A7
4.95
6A8
2.50
6AB7
4.50
6AC7WA 2.00
6AG5
2.50
6AG7
2.50
6AH6
3.50
6AJ4
3.50
6AJ7
2.00
6AK5
1.95
6AK6
2.50
0.85
6AL5
6AM4
3.25
6AM5
4.50
6AM6
1.95
6AN5
4.50
6AN8A 4.50
6A05
1.75
6A06
1.50
6AF45
8.95
SASS
1.30
SASS
2.50
6AS7G 4.50
6AT6
1.95
6AT8
1.75
6AU4GT 2.95
6AU5GT 4.50
6AU6
1.50
6AV6
1.95
6AW8A 3.50
6AX4GT 1.95
6AY3B
1.95
6AZ8
4.50
6B8G
2.50
61310
1.95
6BA6
1.50
613A7
4.50
6BA8A
3.50
66C8
1.50
6BR3
2.95
66E6
1.50
6BG6G 3.00
68H6
1.95
68H8
1.50
6BJ6
1.50

6131(4
6.50
68L6
85.00
6BL8
1.15
6BM6 115.00
6BN6
1.65
6BN8
3.95
61305
1.35
61307A
1.50
6BR7
4.95
6BS7
5.50
6BW6
5.35
6BW7
1.50
6626
2.50
6627
2.95
6C4
1.95
6C5
2.50
6C6
3.50
6C8G
2.50
6C9
4.95
6CA4
4.95
6CA7
3.50
6C65
3.95
6CD6GA 4.50
6CF6
1.98
6CG7
4.50
6CH6
6.95
6CL6
3.25
6CL8A
2.95
6CM7
2.95
6CS6
0.75
6057
0.95
6CW4
8.00
6CX8
3.95
6DC6
2.35
6DJ8
1.35
6DJ8
Special
3.50
6DK6
1.50
6DQ5
8.50
600613 2.50
6DT6A
1.50
6DW48 3.50
6E5
3.95
6EA7
2.50
6EA8
2.50
6E88
3.50
6EJ7
0.65
6EM5
2.50
6EM7
2.50
6EU8
1.75
66V7
2.93
SEWS
1.50
6F1
2.00
6F5
5.50
6F7
5.50
6F13
3.00
6F14
1.00
6F17
2.75
6F23
0.60
6F24
125
6F25
1.25
6F28
1.25
6F32
1.25
6F33
10.50
6FH5
8.50
6FH8
15.00
6FL2
4.50
6F07
4.50
6GE5
3.95
6GH8A 2.50
6GJ7
0.85
6GK6
3.95
6GM6
2.65
6GS7
2.15
6GV8
0.95
6GW8
2.50
6GY5
4.95
6GY6
2.50
6H1
9.50
6H6GT 2.50
61-1137
1.95
6HF8
3.50
6HM5
2.50
6H05
3.50
6HS6
4.95
6HS8
2.95
6HZ6
3.50
6.14
2.15
6.1501
2.50
6J6
2.00
6.17
4.15
6.170
4.15
6.1136A
9.50
6JE6C
9.50
6JM6
9.50
6JU8A
2.50
6JS6C
9.30
6K7G
2.00
6K8G
3.00
61(06
10.50
6KG6A 6.95
6L1
2.50
6L6GC 3.50
GL6GC
USA
9.50
6L6GT
3.50
6L7
3.50
6L15
3.15
6L19
3.95
61..113
2.50
6LD20
1.15
6LF6
11.50
61_06
9.50
6P28
2.00
60707 1.50
6R7
3.15
6RHH8 10.00
6S4A
1.95
6SA7
1.95
6SC7
1.95
6SH7
1.95
6SJ7GT 1.95
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6SK7
1.95
6SL7GT 1.95
6SN7GT 1.95
6507GT 1.50
6SS7
1.95
1.50
678
6U6GT 3.50
6U7G
3.50
6U8A
1.50
6V6G
1.45
6V6GT
2.50
6W4GT 1.95
6Y6G
3.95
6X2N
1.00
6X4
1.50
6X5GT
1.00
6X8A
2.25
7A6
4.50
7AU7
1.50
766
3.50
7B7
2.50
706
4.50
7,17
5.50
7K7
7.50
7L
1.50
707
4.50
7Y4
2.50
888
2.50
8B10
2.50
8E305
1.96
8CW5
1.50
8E13813
1.50
8FQ7
1.95
1002
1.25
100E7
2.50
10DX8
2.50
10E68
1.95
10EW7
2.95
10E1
1.95
100K6
1.95
10P14
2.50
11E3
55.00
1163
5.50
12A6
3.95
12AD6
2.50
12AE6
5.50
12AH7GT
4.95
12AL5
1.00
12AT6
1.75
12AT7
1.50
12AT7WA
2.50
12AU6
1.50
12AU7
0.85
12AV6
1.95
12AV7
2.50
12AX4GT8
2.30
12AX7
0.93
12AX7WA
2.50
12AX7S 7.95
12AY7
3.95
12B4A
4.50
128A6
2.50
126E6
1.95
12BH7A 4.95
12BL6
1.75
12BR3
1.95
12BY7A 3.50
12C8
2.50
12CA5
1.95
12CX6
1.95
120066 3.50
12DW4A 3.50
12D26
3.95
12E1
19.50
12E14 38.00
12FX5
1.95
12GN7
5.50
12J5GT 3.95
12J7GT 3.50
12J28
2.95
12K7GT 1.50
12K8Y
1.95
12KU7
1.95
1257G1 1.50
12SA7GT
1.95
125G7
4.75
12SK7
1.95
125J7
1.50
125N701
1.85
12SW7 3.50
12SY7
4.50
12X4
1.95
1307
3.20
130E7
2.50
13067
2.95
13E1 145.00
13EM7
3.50
1496
4.50
14R7
3.50
15E
5.50
16A03
1.95
16GY5
2.95
16H
0.40
16L
0.40
17A8
3.50
17AX4GTA
1.95
1713E3
2.50
17DW4A 2.95
17EW8
1.50
17J28
4.50
1803
6.00
181865
3.50
19AO5
3.50
19AU4GT
2.50
19BG6
3.50
1903
19.50
1906
9.00
19H4
35.00
19H5
33.50
20CV
9.50
20D1
2.50
F6
7.95

20L1
0.95
20P1
0.55
20P4
1.95
20P5
1.15
21J26
6.50
21K06
4.95
21LU8
3.75
24131
39.50
2469
39.50
251306
1.75
250066 2.95
25L6GT 1.75
29C1
19.50
29K06
6.60
30C15
0.50
30C17
0.40
30C18
1.48
30FL2
1.35
30FL12 0.95
30FL13 1.10
30FL14
1.25
30L1
0.45
30L15
0.60
30L17
0.00
30P4MR 1.00
30P12
1.00
30P18
0.80
30P19
1.00
30PL1
2.50
30PL13 0.60
30PL14 1.75
31JS6C 5.50
33A/158M
19.50
35A3
3.95
35A5
4.50
35C5
4.50
35L6GT 2.00
3523
1.95
35250T 3.50
38HE7
5.95
40K06
5.50
42
6.95
47
6.00
50A5
1.30
50135
1.95
5005
0.95
50CD6G 1.95
50EH5
1.50
50JY6
2.95
53KU
4.50
7561
3.50
75C1
4.50
80
4.50
83
8.50
83A1
7.50
85A1
6.50
85A2
2.95
90AV
17.50
90C1
3.50
90CG
17.50
90CV
17.50
91AG
9.00
92AG
19.50
92AV
19.50
95A1
6.50
100E1 10.00
108C1
2.50
15082
6.50
150C1K 9.00
15002
2.50
150C4
2.50
185137
1.50
211
25.00
230D
15.00
231D
15.00
250TH 150.00
307
5.00
328A
15.00
572B
59.00
705A
12.50
713A
25.00
723A/B 75.00
724A 275.00
725A 275.00
726A
75.00
8014
15.00
803
14.95
805
59.00
807
3.50
811
15.00
812A
35.00
813 Philips
35.00
813
27.50
8298
22.50
833A
95.00
845
59.50
866A
6.50

872A
20.00
873
60.00
954
1.00
955
1.00
1849 315.00
1927
25.00
2040
25.00
2050A
3.95
2050W
6.50
4212H 250.00
4471
35.00
4687A
9.50
5544
79.50
5559
53.00
5636
5.50
5642
9.50
5643
9.50
5651
2.50
5654
1.95
5670
3.25
5672
4.50
5675
28.00
5678
7.50
5687
4.50
5696
4.50
5702
3.50
5704
3.50
5718
6.16
5725
2.50
5726
2.50
5727
2.50
5749
2.50
5750
1.85
5751
2.95
5763
6.50
5814A
3.25
5823
9.50
5829WA 6.50
5840
3.60
5842
11.00
5847
10.95
5863
95.00
5879
9.50
5886
13.95
5894
39.50
5899
4.50
5963
1.75
5965
2.15
6057
3.75
6058
2.50
6060
2.25
6072
6.95
6080
8.50
6080WA 9.50
6132
10.50
6136
2.50
61466
9.50
6146W 12.50
6155
72.00
6156 125.00
6157
2.50
6158
3.20
6189
4.50
6201
6.45
6350
3.50
6360
4.50
6386
14.50
6442
75.00
6463
7.50
6550
8.95
6550A GE
13.95
6870
11.50
68838
9.95
6973
8.95
7025
2.30
7025S
6.96
7027A 10.00
7119
9.00
7189
5.50
7199
7.50
7247
8.50
7475
5.00
7486 155.00
7527 125.00
7551
8.50
7581A 11.95
7586
15.00
7587
19.50
7591A
8.95
7815
59.50
7868
8.50
7895
17.50
8156
9.95
8950
10.50
18042
10.50
9002
6.50
9003
8.50
6CB6
2.50
8417
8.95

CALLERS WELCOME
OPEN MON-THUR 9AM-5.30PM
FRI 9AM-5.00PM
'24-HOUR ANSWERPHONE
SERVICE'
ACCESS &BARCLAYCARD
PHONE ORDERS WELCOME
UK ORDERS P&P El
PLEASE ADD 15% VAT
EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
CARRIAGE AT COST
PLEASE SEND YOUR
ENQUIRIES FOR SPECIAL
QUOTATIONS FOR LARGE
REQUIREMENTS.

4!&

JUPITER II
Waters and Stanton Electronics, based in Essex, has
just launched Jupiter II, the
first full-coverage hand-held
scanner/
receiver for the UK market.
Jupiter II operates on the
bands from 25-550MHz and
800-1300MHz. It is FM or AM
switchable and includes 100
memories
in
five
bands.
There are ten programmable
bandscan memories that have
a (FAST) scan rate of twenty
channels per second. The
Jupiter also features carrier
or modulation scan/search
and
scan/search/lock/skip
modes.
The
hand-held
scanner/
receiver has an adjustable
antenna and is powered by
four AA cells, with direct 12V
operation. The retail price is
£299.00.
For
further
information
contact Waters and Stanton
Electronics, 18-20 Main Road,
Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS. Tel:
(0702) 206835.

IN-LINE FUSE HOLDERS
Rendar Limited, the Bognor-based power and audio
component specialist, has
introduced two new in-line
fuse holders.
The body parts are made
from moulded phenolic resin
and serrated, making access
to fuses quick and easy. The
two halves of the unit are
joined by a screw thread,
ensuring electrical and physical integrity.
Models MF -506M and MF 507M cater for fuse sizes 6.35
x 31.8mm and 5.2 x 20mm.
The current rating is 10
amps at 250V ac, contact
resistance is 10Mohm (maximum) at 1 amp. Insulation
resistance is 100Mohm (minimum) at 500V dc, and will
withstand 1500V ac voltage for
one minute.
For
further
information
contact Rendar Limited, Durban Road, South Bersted,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex
P022 9RL. Tel: (0243) 825811.

HEXFET POWER MOSFETS
International Rectifier has
announced that logic-level
input HEXFET power MOSFETs, compatible with CMOS
and TTL outputs, are now
available in DIP and D-PAK
packages; they include 60V
and 100V devices rated at 1-14
amps. Designated the IRL
series, they supplement the
TO-220 packages.
Logic-level HEXFETs eliminate the interface circuits
needed
between
the
CMOS/TTL logic drivers and
the power MOSFETs. The
HEXFETs
also
eliminate
snubber
components
and
other protective circuits in
order to reduce design costs.
For
further
information
contact International Rectifier, Hurst Green, Oxted, Surrey RH8 9BB. Tel: (0883)
713215.

THE TEMCON 100

Jupiter II: the first full-coverage
hand-held scanner receiver for the
UK market
6

The Temcon 100, atemperature-controlled
soldering
iron, is now available from
Electronic
and
Computer
Workshop Ltd.
This lightweight 100W iron
can be used where applications demand a lot of heat.

please mention AMATEUR RADIO when replying to any advertisement

With either the 115V or 220240V versions, the iron can
attain a temperature of 420°C
maximum.
Its
features
include iron-plated tips, a
fireproof lead and an adjustable temperature facility. The
unit measures 240mm and
weighs 170gm.
For
further
information
contact Electronic and Computer Workshop Ltd, Unit 1,
Cromwell Centre, Step field,
Witham, Essex CM8 3TH. Tel:
(0376) 517413.

ABIS Rx PREAMP
Nevada
Communications
has introduced the Abis wideband
low
noise
receiver
preamplifier,
designed
to
plug into any hand-held or be
fitted in-line with any base
scanner.
This preamp is capable of
improving all types of reception by overcoming acommon
problem
associated
with
wideband coverage: that of
amplifying the interference
along with the selected frequency.
It is fitted with three switchable bandpass filters which
will reject out of band signals,
and its lower frequency limit
is set to 25M Hz.
Built
using
GaAs
FET
technology, it also has a
variable gain control of —3dB
and +20dB. It can be powered
both from an internal 9V
battery or an external dc
supply. The retail price is
£79.95.
Nevada
Communications
has also announced the opening of their new 3,600sq ft
showroom adjacent to their
existing premises.
further
information
For
contact Nevada Communications, 189 London Road, North
End, Portsmouth P02 9AE.
Tel: (0705) 662145.

PROXIMITY SENSORS FOR
PCB MOUNTING
Hamlin have introduced a
range of magnetic proximity
sensors
and
actuators,
designed to mount directly on
to PCBs.
The new sensors feature
moulded-in
stand-offs
to
allow PCB cleaning and with a
maximum length of 0.9in, they
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All the latest
news, views, comment and
developments on the amateur radio scene
are easy to incorporate within
electronic equipment.
The sensors are based on
reed switches enclosed in an
inert gas and sealed within a
glass tube, ensuring that the
atmosphere cannot be contaminated.
The 59045-010 sensor and
57045-000 actuator will switch
currents of up to 0.25A and
voltages of up to 150V dc
maximum, while the 59050010/57050-000
combination
will switch currents of up to
0.5A and voltages of 200V dc
minimum. Typical operating
time is 1.0ms.
For
further
information
contact Hamlin, Park Road,
Diss, Norfolk IP22 3AY. Tel:
(0379) 644411.

FIBRE OPTIC BROCHURE
A new colour brochure of
fibre optic products has been
published by Five Star Connectors.
Based around the 3M range,
it encompasses a high performance range of cables and
connectors; acomprehensive
mounting kit for both single
and multimode connectors:
and a simple mechanical
splice suitable for joining all
single/multimode
cables.
For
further
information
contact Five Star Connectors,
Edinburgh
Way,
Harlow,
Essex CM20 2DF. Tel: (0279)
442851.

RF SPECTRUM ANALYSER
The Hewlett Packard modular
71100A
RF
spectrum
analyser is now available from
Carston Electronics Ltd.
The 71100A comprises a
system mainframe that takes
up to 8 x 1/8 width plug-ins, a
3/8
width
graphics
display/controller unit, 2/8 width
local
oscillator,
10Hz
to
300kHz IF section, and a100Hz
to 2.9GHz RF module.
Particularly suited to general
communications
and
satellite broadcasting test
applications, the 71100A has a
total amplitude range from
—134 to +30dBm. The displayed average noise level is
below 85dBm from 1kHz to
30kHz, and —125dBm from
1MHz to 2.9GHz.
SEPTEMBER 1989

Its frequency accuracy is
±10kHz and phase noise is —
97dBc. The dynamic range is
characterised by a second
harmonic distortion of less
than —70dBc.
For
further
information
contact Carston Electronics
Ltd, 2-6 Queens Road, Teddington,
Middlesex
TW11
OLR. Tel: 01-943 4477.

'ORYX 50
a general-purpose soldering iron, the Oryx 50, is now
available from Electronic &
Computer Workshop Ltd.
This 50W iron can be purchased in 24, 50, 115 and 220-240V
versions, and has a 240°C to
420°C temperature range. The
iron is adjustable to 2% tolerance.
Features
include
ironplated tips and a burn-proof
lead. The Oryx 50 measures
250mm in length and weighs
75gm
For
further
information
contact Electronic & Computer Workshop Ltd, Unit 1,
Cromwell Centre, Step field,
Witham, Essex CM8 3TH. Tel:
(0376) 517413.

LOGIC ANALYSER
Thandar Electronics has
introduced
a combination
pod which provides eight
channels at 100MHz, or thirtytwo channels at 25MHz for
use with their TA1000 logic
analyser. The pod also adds
5ns glitch capture and glitch
triggering
to
the
basic
TA1000. As an addition to the
TA1000 logic analyser, the
pod becomes one of the most
flexible combinations available.
The TA1000 is also available
as a base unit with either TTL
threshold
pods,
variable
threshold pods, or as the new
combination pod.
Disassemblers for a range
of eight and sixteen bit microprocessors are also available as low cost options. The
combination
pod
costs
£195.00, and the TA1000 costs
£995.00.
For
further
information
contact Thandar Electronics
Ltd, 2 Glebe Road, Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 7DX. Tel:
(0480) 412451.

JACK-PLUG ADAPTORS
Rendar Ltd has recently
announced their new range of
adaptors for interconnection
between standard and miniature jack plugs, or vice versa.
This compact
range
of
adaptors is available with
pole options. The quality
adaptors provide flexibility in
stereo, mono and other audio
and signal interconnection
applications.
The 3.5 and 6.3mm adaptors
feature smooth hexagonal
and straight and cylindrical
plastic bodies.
For
further
information
contact Rendar Limited, Durban Road, South Bersted,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex
P022 9RL. Tel: (0243) 825811.

THE 800 AWARD
The
Northampton
Radio
Club is celebrating Northampton's
Royal
Charter,
granted by Richard Iin 1189,
by setting up the 800 Award
and operating aspecial event
station (GB800) throughout
1989.
To participate in the award
you will require aminimum of
twenty-five points in the UK,
or twenty points elsewhere.
Points awarded for contacts
in the Northampton area are
as follows: GB800, ten points;
G8LED, five points
Northampton Radio Club members,
two points; other amateurs,
one point.
The award runs until 1
January 1990. Contacts made
via repeaters are not eligible.
The award can be endorsed
for contacts on mixed bands,
single band or QRP.
For
further
information
write to: D Linnell G7CMA, 19
Beech Avenue, Northampton
NN3 2HE.

CALLING RADIO WARRIOR
HMS Warrior 1860, which is
berthed at Victory Gate, HM
Naval Base, Portsmouth P01
3QX, is the weekend home of
the
Fareham
Radio
Club
which broadcasts from the
assistant surgeon's cabin.
The aim of the Fareham
Radio Club is twofold: to
make contact with other radio
enthusiasts and tell them
about HMS Warrior 1860, and

encourage young people to
become involved in amateur
radio broadcasting.
Contacts have already been
made to Russia, the US and as
far
afield
as
Brazil
and
Australia.
The station operates at
weekends from 10.30am to
7.30pm from March to October, and 10.30am to 5.00pm
from November to February.
For
further
information
contact Rodney Smith, Fareham Radio Club, 59 High
Street, Southwick, Fareham.
Tel: (0705) 373572.

SCOTAM '89
The
Scottish
Amateur
Radio
Convention
takes place on 16 September from
11.00am to 5.00pm at the Fife
Institute
of
Physical
and
Recreational
Education,
Viewfield Road, Glenrothes,
Fife.
There will be the usual
attractions
including
an
RSGB bookstall, Morse tests,
bring and buy stalls, lectures
and a talk-in on S22.
This national
event for
Scottish amateurs will be
organised by the Glenrothes
and District Amateur Radio
Club.
For
further
information
contact
John
Hardwick
GM4ALA. Tel: (0592) 742763,
evenings until 8.00pm.

CEPT NEWS
CEPT (European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Authorities)
has agreed to set up land
mobile communications via
an INMARSAT-leased MARECS-B2 satellite located over
the Atlantic Ocean.
This service will enablé
CEPT member organisations
to establish two-way telex
communications
for
longdistance road hauliers in
Europe.
The proposed system will
use the omnidirectional Standard-C
earth
terminal
antenna, measuring 30cm in
diameter and 30cm high,
which will be mounted on
road vehicles. The antenna
does not need to be lined up
on the MARECS-B2 satellite
when in use.
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APPEAL FOR HELP
A double murder took place
on Thursday, 29 June 1989,
near
Little
Haven,
Pembrokeshire,
South
Wales,
when Peter Anthony Dixon
and his wife Gwenda Dixon
were shot whilst walking the
coastal path.
Mr Dixon
was a keen
amateur radio enthusiast and
whilst on holiday in Wales he
used the callsign GWOHFQ.
The Dyfed-Powys Police
would like to hear from anyone who spoke to him on the
radio, which Mr Dixon carried
in his car, whilst he was on
holiday. The period they are
interested in is that between
19 June (the day the Dixons
went on holiday) and Thursday, 29 June, which is the day
they died.
If you have any information
contact either the DyfedPowys Police at Haverfordwest, (0437) 3355 or any police
station.

NEW BOOK
A new book entitled An
Introduction
to
Amateur
Radio has just been published. It is written by Ian
Poole, who is aregular contributor to this magazine. As the

title suggests, it is a guide to
the hobby and can be used to
help prepare for the RAE.
The
book covers
many
topics and deals with the
more practical aspects of
operating on the HF and
VHF/UHF bands, as well as
covering callsigns, codes and
jargon likely to be encountered.
The
more
theoretical
topics, such as types of transmission, receivers, transmitters and aerials are also
included.
Finally, there is a chapter
about starting out in the
hobby, setting up a station,
and useful ideas about preparing for the licence. The
price is £3.50.
An Introduction to Amateur
Radio by ID Poole, ISBN 0
85934 202 6, is published by B
Babani (Publishing) Ltd, The
Grampians, Shepherds Bush
Road, London W6 7NF.

FISTS EVENT
The FISTS CW Club will
hold their FISTS straight key
week from 0001hrs 3September to 2359hrs 9September.
This is not a contest. All
stations
are
welcome to
participate, and FISTS mem-

bers will be invited to submit
nominations for the 'Best Fist
of the Week'.
In sympathy with the EUCW
rules, any station (whether a
member
or
not)
being
accorded
two
or
more
nominations
will
subsequently receive a certificate
from the FISTS CW Club.
All FISTS members worked
during this period will qualify
towards the FISTS Century
Award. The club call (GOIPX
or GOIPX/M) will be active.
Suggested
QRG:
3.550/
3.559, 7027/70295 and 0.55 on
HF bands. Club members will
also be active on the WARC
bands.
For
further
information
contact E Longdon G3ZQS,
119 Cemetery Road, Darwen,
Lancashire BB3 2LZ.
Tel:
(0254) 703948.

BARTG
The following changes have
recently been announced by
BARTG
(British
Amateur
Radio Teledata Group).
The
new
membership
secretary is Ann Reynolds
G6ZTF, who will be responsible for membership enrolment and renewal.
Components and software

sales will now be handled by
Ted Hatch G3ISD.
BARTG's booklets, including Beginners Guides' will
now
be
obtainable
from
BARTG's editor, Peter Adams
G6LZB.
For
further
information
contact Ian Broth well G4EAN.
Tel: (0602) 592660 or (0602)
262360.

SPECIAL EVENT STATION
John
Huddlestone
and
Andy Swain of Radio Link,
Derby Hospital Broadcasting,
will be operating a special
event station using the callsign GB1RLD, from Radio
Link's
outside
broadcast
caravan at the hospital on 2m
VHF.
The dates are as follows: 30
September
from
1000
to
1600hrs, and 1 October from
1000 to 1600hrs.
They hope to make over 250
contacts during the event,
and each person contacted
will receive a special QSL
card, via the RSGB mailing
service.
For
further
information
contact John Huddlestone,
c/o 8 Wilmot Avenue, Chaddesden, Derby DE2 6PL. Tel:
(0332) 676822.

PACKET RADIO
FROM THE SPECIALISTS!
Siskin Electronics have apolicy of supplying the best range of packet radio equipment available for the radio enthusiast. We
have examined the products of many manufacturers and are pleased to be able to offer what must be the widest range of
equipment available from just one UK supplier. All prices include VAT and are valid at time of publication.
PACCOIAM
TINY 2with PMS
TNC-320 dual port NEW
MICROPOWER-2
Real Time clock option
Printer port option with cable
9600 baud adaptor

£119.00
£179.00
£149.00
£27.95
£34.95
£95.00

AEA
PK88 Budget TNC
PK232 best selling multimode

£137.95
£299.95

KANTRONICS
KPC2 HF/VHF with Wefax
KPC4 HF/VHF dual port
KAM all mode with Wefax
"Smartsocket" battery backup
"Smartwatch" real time clock

£159.00
£225.00
£265.00
£17.95
£27.95

UPDATES
PACCOMM PMS (fits TNC-200/220, MFJ 1270/74, GOBSX and AEA PK80)
KAM/KPC 2.85 UK
KPC2/KPC2400 2.85 UK
AEA PK88 (16 May 1989 UK)
AEA PK232 (30 Dec 1988 UK)

£12.50
£15.00
£10.00
£10.00
£15.00

PACKET ACCESSORIES
32K (62256) static ram
27256 32K eprom
27512 64K eprom
BBC MICRO RS423 lead
PC RS232 lead
ATARI ST RS232 lead
Custom made RS232 leads from
4way RS232 switchbox
SPECTRUM 48K TNC interface
AMSTRAD 464/664/6128 or
PCW 8256/8512/9512 RS232 i/f
HF 125 AM/SSB/CW receiver
G3RUH 9600 baud modem
BOOKS/PUBUCATIONS
BARTG Beginners Guide
ARRL AX.25 PROTOCOL.
UK Confidential freq guide
Master Packet Radio (208 pages)
Digital Comms with ham radio

£15.00
£5.00
£8.00
£7.95
£9.95
£9.95
£9.95
£24.95
£14.95
£59.95
£375.00
£95.00

£0.95
28.50
£6.95
£9.95
£9.95

SOFTWARE (Packet & FAX only)
We supply suitable software for most computers FREE of charge with all INC
purchases. Phone for commercial s/w list.

NOTE: All our units have CW ¡dent to comply with UK regulations.

Plus a wide range of audio and computer connectors, and industrial packet radio products. Phone for
catalogue and price list.

Siskin Electronics Ltd

2South Street,
Hythe, Southampton
SO4 6EB
FAX: 0703-847754
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W FAX
ON THE ATARI ST
by Steven Goodier G4KUB and John Goodier G4KUG

Many computers are now being used
for the reception of coded transmissions
such as RTTY, AMTOR, packet radio and
Morse code. For example, RTTY is a
common form of machine telegraphy
whereby text messages are transmitted
and received on rolls of paper in page
format; this type of transmission is
ideally suited for news agencies and is
still in common use today by both
professionals and radio amateurs alike.
The equipment originally used for the
transmission and reception of this type
of code was large, noisy and heavy, and it
was a blessing to all when the first
computers were used to decode this type
of transmission. Home computers are
ideally suited for this purpose and
instead of the text being printed on long
rolls of paper it is displayed on amonitor
and stored in buffers for future use.
As computer technology progressed,
packet radio was developed and is now
possibly the fastest growing and most
sophisticated form of data transmission
used by radio amateurs. Packet radio is a
subject all of its own, and it is not the
intention of this article to delve too
deeply into it. The only thing Iwill say is
that the forwarding of mail around the
country and the amount of information
that can be obtained from the many
mailboxes has to be seen to be believed.
Radio amateurs have done an extremely
good job setting up a complex and
efficient
data
network
exchange
throughout Great Britain. This network
now stretches throughout the world.
SEPTEMBER 1989

The main disadvantage of packet radio
is that you need atransmitting licence to
take part as it is an interactive form of
communication. By the very way it
operates it needs an acknowledgement
from both the transmitting and receiving
stations, you also need an amateur radio
callsign to connect to other hams and
mailboxes. The main component of
packet radio is the Terminal Node
Controller or INC for short; this sits
between the computer and transceiver
and controls the actions of both. The
TNC has its own microprocessor, memory, modem chip and operating system
and is more or less a mini computer in a
box. Over the last few years TNCs have
become more and more sophisticated,
and as better operating systems have
been introduced the features they have
to offer have become more enhanced.
TNCs produced by Kantronics of the
United States now offer afeature called
WEFAX. This enables the user to receive
and display facsimile transmissions on a
home computer when used in conjunction with suitable software. This article
will explain what is needed to receive
and display such transmissions, and is
based around a Kantronics KPC-2400
TNC, and 'Pack-Age' fax software written
by David Anderson GM4JJJ, which is
designed to run on the Atari 520STFM in
both high and medium resolution.
What is WEFAX?
Many naval weather service stations
and press agencies produce a large

amount of maps, charts and photographs
which need to be transmitted to many
stations around the world. This is done by
aprocess called facsimile (fax), where a
picture is digitised, stored in acomputer
memory and then transmitted as aseries
of tones to be unscrambled at the
receiver. In the past many of these charts
were generated on a rotating drum at a
speed of sixty scan lines per minute, but
now modern day charts and photographs, digitised and placed in the
computer's memory, can be transmitted
at the much faster speed of 120 scan lines
per minute.
Full size charts are eighteen inches
wide and can vary in length from
between ten and eighteen inches. Many
are hand drawn and consist of asummary
of weather conditions, showing such
things as atmospheric pressure, surface
temperature and wind speed. In addition
to these charts, re-digitised satellite
photographs are often transmitted and
can be quite spectacular, showing cloud
cover and land masses. The sources of
most of these satellite weather photographs are the METEOSAT and NOAH
series of satellites which are constantly
orbiting and photographing the Earth's
weather.
It must be made clear that all the
WEFAX transmissions described in this
article, including the satellite photographs, emanate from ground-based
transmitters and not directly from the
satellites themselves. When the charts
and photographs are transmitted some
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resolution is lost, this happens because
the transmitting equipment used by the
ground station will not support the baud
rate needed for full horizontal resolution. Higher definition pictures are not
used because modern day equipment
must be compatible with older and
standard equipment already in use. It
could be that sometime in the future
higher resolution will be used and the
transmission of colour pictures will be
possible.
Equipment needed
The fax stations we are interested in
transmit on various frequencies from
between 30kHz and 30MHz, so it is
obvious that the first thing we need for
reception is a good general-coverage
receiver. This must be both stable (ie,
must not drift from the frequency it is
tuned to), capable of resolving SSB
signals and preferably have a digital
readout of frequency. You may be
interested in the receiving equipment I
used, a Kenwood TS-440S HF transceiver, with general-coverage capability.
This was coupled to 30ft of wire erected
between the roof and the back of the
garden which formed the receiving
aerial.
Next in line is the Terminal Node
Controller, and this must be aKantronics
product fitted with WEFAX, as the
software used has been specifically
written to be compatible with this make
of TNC; you will also need a small 12V
power supply to supply voltage to it. The
TNC is the interface between the
computer and radio, it accepts audio
from the receiver, processes it and
converts it into a signal which is fed to
the RS232 port of the computer. When
issued
with
the special
command
'WEFAX', the INC converts into a
facsimile decoder. Most Kantronics
TNCs are now fitted with WEFAX software as standard, the model we tested
was a KPC-2400 single port unit, with a
32k ROM operating system and 32k of
user RAM.
When the TNC is in WEFAX mode it will
continually send pixel bytes to your
computer until you either switch it off or
send a CTRL-C. When in WEFAX mode
the TNC will do nothing else, it is simply
too busy handling all the data. The bytes
sent to the computer arrive along the
receive data line, so the system will work
with almost any computer so long as
suitable decoding software is available.
Thanks to David Anderson of Pack-Age
this is now possible for the Atari ST range
of computers.
Hardware wiring
Before taking alook at the software, let
us detail the interconnections that have
to be made between the computer, TNC
and receiver.
We must first supply audio to the TNC,
this can be taken from either the
extension loudspeaker socket or the
tape output connection which can be
found on the back of most of the modern
day receivers. Kantronics supply aready
10

Back view of the TNC, showing the various connections
made lead specifically for this job, one
end is terminated with a nine-pin D
connector, the other end is intended to
be plugged into astandard loudspeaker
extension socket and is terminated with
a 3.5mm jack plug. The nine-pin D
connector found on the back of the TNC
also carries anumber of other input/output lines, but as most of these are
intended for full packet radio operation
they will not be detailed here.
The next stage is to connect the TNC to
the serial port of the Atari ST. Kantronics
supply asecond lead terminated with aD
connector, the other end is bare, so you
will have to solder this to asecond 25-way
D connector which is then plugged into
the Atari's RS232 port. It is probably
better to purchase aready made lead as
this will save you the problem of having
to make your own. Having said that, for
WEFAX operation only two connections
have to be made; these are RX DATA and
GND. Full details of all sockets and their
uses can be found in the seventy-page
handbook which is supplied with the
KPC-2400.
To test the RS232 lead simply run the
VT52 emulator and switch on the TNC, it
should produce its sign-on message and
this will confirm that data is being
received by the computer from the INC.
Once you have the sign-on message type
the word DISPLAY and hit return, the
KPC-2400 should then display afull list of
commands available to the user.
Pack-Age software for the ST
The WEFAX software is contained on a
single-sided half megabyte disc, a
second disc contains a number of demo
pictures. The first thing to do is to run the
TEMPLATE TOS program to print out the
function key strip for the software. This is
printed in two halves using condensed
double-strike mode and should work on
most Epson compatible printers. The
manual is contained in the README file
and when printed out produced a five page handbook which detailed the basic
operation of the program. It was felt that
the less experienced operator may
struggle to get the program to run
correctly with the notes provided, but the
handbook included with the INC is fairly
comprehensive and details all the wiring
and parameters for correct operation for
WEFAX reception.
Before the main WEFAX program is run
the TNC must be configured for the

correct baud rate, this can be done by
using the VT52 emulator. With the
emulator program running switch on the
TNC, you should be greeted with the
usual sign-on message. The only parameter that needs changing is the baud
rate, and this is done by typing ABAUD
4800 then pressing return, followed by
typing PERM and again hitting return.
Now you must switch off the INC and the
Atari ST, we are now ready to run the
main program.
Insert the WEFAX disc into drive A and
switch on your Atari, after afew seconds
the desktop will appear. Pull down the
desk menu and click on to the VT52
emulator, switch on the TNC and the
sign-on message should appear. It is
necessary to enter the following commands: ECHO ON then press return,
WEFAX 1280 and again press return, the
screen will now fill up with characters.
Press UNDO and double click on the
WEFAX program. It should be noted that
when entering ECHO ON this command
will not be printed to the screen since
ECHO is off. After the ECHO command is
issued input from the keyboard will be
shown or ECHOED back on to the
monitor.
Once the software has loaded you are
greeted with the introductory screen,
and are prompted to press any key to
start the main program or HELP to
display a list of commands implemented
by the function keys. When fax is
transmitted a sync signal is sent at the
beginning of the transmission; this
consists of a number of lines of which
95% are black and 5% are white. After
hitting any key at the beginning, the
WEFAX program starts to look for this
sync pattern, and if it is found it will
automatically go into receive mode. If
the transmission has already started
then you can force adisplay by pressing
<Fi>, but without the sync pulse at the
beginning of the transmission the
received picture will almost certainly be
out of alignment and wrapped around the
screen.
When receiving fax transmissions the
program starts to build up the picture
line by line starting from the top of the
screen and working downwards. A full
transmission can take up to fifteen
minutes to receive, and can consist of
around three to four screens of data.
Each screen is stored in memory for later
retrieval, these are then used to build up
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acomplete picture once all the transmission has been received.
Once the transmission has finished
press <F4>, and the program will enter
into the playback fax mode. This consists
of anumber of options for correcting the
received pictures and enables you to
display all or a large amount of the
transmitted image on your monitor. It
works by retrieving the previously stored
pictures from memory, correcting the
aspect ratio and then pasting them on to
the screen line by line. Completed
screens can now be saved to disc by
pressing <F9> or printed by using <F3>.
The dumpout routine is for use with
Epson compatible printers, and if there is
more than one screenful to print, the
program will enable you to complete the
dumpout without any apparent join.
A word of warning at this stage. The
ESCAPE key has two different functions
and if pressed at the wrong time will
result in you returning to the desktop
without a warning box first appearing. I
was caught out by this anumber of times,
and at one point lost afull transmission.
It would have been better to use the
UNDO key to leave the program and then
only after being warned.
Most fax stations transmit at aspeed of
12Orpm, but occasionally you may come
across a slower scan rate such as 60 or
9Orpm. Both the TNC and software will
cope with this speed, but it does mean
leaving the program to reissue a different command to the INC. This was most
annoying, and the software would be
more efficient if aScan Speed Menu was
provided which could be used to alter the
scan rate without first having to leave the
program.
Other options
The program also features anumber of
other options, all controlled by the
function keys. These include inverting
the screen <F2>, load screen from disc
<F8> and clear memory and wait for sync
<F10>. FUNCTION key <F5> has a
similar function to that of <F4>, but is
used to playback fax in a mirror image.
This is useful because some stations
transmit negatives, which of course are
mirror images and therefore need reversing to produce the correct picture. Also
featured is an Auto Timer controlled by
<F7>, this enables the program to go
into Wait For Sync mode at agiven time, it
will then receive one full fax transmission for later use.
Screens are saved to disc under FAX1
IMG, FAX2 IMG etc, and can be either
reloaded and displayed from the main
program, or viewed with the LOOK TOS
supplied on the disc. There appeared to
be abug in this program because it would
only read the contents of drive A, even
though B: was displayed on the screen
indicating that drive B had been
selected. This slight problem should be
cleared up on future releases.
Snapshot utilities can be used to save
screen in DEGAS or NEO format by
simply running the snapshot program
before the main WEFAX or LOOK TOS
SEPTEMBER 1989

software. Pressing <F3> will now produce a screen snapshot instead of a
screen dump on to the printer. This is
very useful if you wish to edit or change
screens before printing. I used the
screen grab utility from Signum II and
then reloaded the pictures into this
program for final sizing and printing
which produced excellent results. When
screens are printed on either a twentyfour-pin head printer or the Atari laser
printer, spectacular images can be
produced.
Receiving WEFAX transmissions
WEFAX can be received twenty-four
hours aday from transmitters broadcasting from all parts of the world. The
number of different stations heard will
greatly depend upon your receiver and
aerial set-up, but even with my modest
30ft of wire Ireceived transmission from
all over Europe, plus the east side of
America and Canada. Table 1 shows a
short list of stations Ireceived plus a
description of the type of transmission
broadcast.
Tuning WEFAX transmission can be
tricky, and you may need alittle practice
to get it perfect. First of all, you need to
set the receiver to the USB position and
tune it to the desired frequency, usually
you will find that you have to tune down
about 1.7kHz from the published frequency. Watch your monitor as you tune,
once the correct spot is found a
recognisable picture will start to form.

Test transmission of a meteorological isobar
chart sent out by a fax station
By far the best frequency to try first is
134.2kHz used by DFC-54 Offenbach,
Mainflingen, located in Germany. This
station spends most of the day transmitting weather charts, but between 1200
and 1315GMT and from around 0100
transmits satellite weather pictures. The
quality of these pictures was excellent
and no problems were encountered
receiving the station's transmissions in
the north-west of England. If you are
interested in more satellite picturesthen
try USN, Norfolk, USA on 16.410MHz or
20.015MHz. Iunderstand that this station
transmits full Earth disc pictures showing North America plus the usual
weather charts at various times throughout the day and night. Imust admit the
only pictures Ireceived from this station
were the usual weather charts.

Table 2
Frequency
in MHz

Station Details

United Kingdom
4.24785
Northwood
6.43685
Northwood
3.2895
Bracknell
4.782
Bracknell
8.000
Royal Navy Thurso

Maps
Maps
Maps
Maps
Maps

Time
GMT

and
and
and
and

Charts,
Charts,
Charts,
Charts,

etc
etc
etc
etc

1737
1700
1700
0900
1030

West Germany
134.2 kHz
139.0 kHz
3.8550
7.8800

Offenbach
German Press Agency
Pinneberg
Pinneberg

Maps and Satellite pictures
Photographs
Weather maps
Weather maps

1100
24hr
1745
1746

20.0150
16.4100
10.8650

Norfolk
Norfolk
Norfolk

Weather maps
Weather maps
Weather maps

1400
1044
1047

Canada
13.5100

Halifax

Weather maps

1718

Italy
13.5970
8.640

Rome
Rome

Weather maps
Maps and charts

1540
1540

Spain
13.5980

Madrid

Maps and charts

1551

USA

All stations were received on aKenwood TS-440S using a30ft long wire aerial.
The receiver was set to Upper Side Band (USB), and the TNC was issued with
the command WEFAX 1280
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being built up before my eyes. No bugs
were noted in the program and it seemed
to work without any unexpected crashes.
The criticisms Ihad regarding the early
release have now been dealt with.
The software is available from PackAge, Braeside, Urquhart, Crossford, Fife
KY12 8QJ, Scotland. It is priced at avery
reasonable £15.00 plus £1.00 post and
packing. Pack-Age also stock a large
range of TNCs, and can advise on your
particular needs regarding packet radio
and WEFAX reception. Other information can also be obtained from Siskin
Electronics, Southampton Road, Hythe,
Southampton SO4 5HU, tel: (0703) 849962
(24hr). When writing to either of the
above companies please enclose alarge
SAE for a reply.
I would like to thank both David
Anderson of Pack-Age and Phil Bridges
of Siskin Electronics for their help with
this review.

Satellite photograph of Europe and the North Atlantic Ocean received from Offenbach, West
Germany on 134kHz. The transmitted quality is superb
Just above DFC-54 Offenbach, Mainflingen, is a press agency on 139kHz
which transmits photographs most of the
day. Ifound this avery interesting station
to monitor, reception was good and a
great variety
of
photographs
was
received throughout the day.
Latest version 1.21
I had quite a long chat with David
Anderson about the points raised in this
article and he informs me that his latest
version has corrected many of the minor
errors Ifound in the earlier release. Ihad
a chance to briefly try the latest version
which now features an improved redisplay which is 50% faster, and a better
mirror-image display which now works in
realtime without inverting the screen.
The problem with the ESCAPE key has
been resolved. ESCAPE will now exit the
program at any time, whilst UNDO will
now exit the playback fax mode and
leave the program waiting for the next
transmission. There is still no way of
changing the fax speed without first
leaving the program, but Iunderstand
that this is very difficult to implement
when using the Kantronics TNC, and as
most fax stations transmit using 120 scan
lines per minute (WEFAX 1280), there is
little need to keep changing speed
anyway.
I also raised the point about the
handbook, and Pack-Age will now supply
a printed README and FUNCTION key
strip on request for those of you without
access to a printer.
Congratulations
David Anderson must be congratulated on writing such a fine piece of
software for the Atari ST computer. He
has now made it possible for the ST user
to receive and display facsimile trans12

missions with ease. Overall the package
worked very well, Ienjoyed receiving
transmissions not normally available to
me, and it was a thrill to watch satellite
weather pictures and press photographs

Finally...
Technically, reception of fax requires a
licence. If you feel fax reception will
become an active part of your hobby,
then you are strongly advised to apply for
a licence. This can be obtained by
sending a cheque for £10.00 to The
Secretary, Meteorological Office (Licensing), Room 601, London Road. Bracknell, Berks RG12 2SE. Applications for
the above licence should be made by
letter.

Pack-Age Fact File
Product

WEFAX decoding software for the Atari ST

Price

£15.00 plus £1.00 post and packing

Supplier

Pack-Age, Braeside, Urquhart, Crossford, Fife, Scotland KY12
80J. Tel: (0383) 721169 (24 hour)

Features

Displays all standard facsimile formats
Works on medium or high resolution monitors
Automatically synchronises the fax picture on display
Adjusts displayed aspect after reception
Prints screens with most dot matrix printers or Atari Laser
printer
Auto timer allows unattended operation
Mirror-image display for correcting some photographs
Choice of inverting screen before printing

KPC-2400 Fact File
Product

Kantronics KPC-2400 TNC

Price

£178.00 plus £3.50 post and packing

Suppliers

Siskin Electronics, Southampton Road, Hythe, Southampton SO4
6WQ

Features

AX25 packet operation with 300/1200/2400 Rx/Tx
WEFAX receive capability
Works on all RS-232 and most TTL computers (not just the Atari ST)
Built-in mailbox
Suitable for both VHF and HF operation
12V dc supply
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by Martin Williams
There seems to be alot of confusion as
to just how much power is indicated by
[xldBW. This has occurred principally
since the powers that be started using
this term in the licence conditions
instead of simply using watts. You will
have to work out the answer in watts so
why not start there?
On most bands this would be asimple
matter but if you are using 50MHz then
the dBW bit becomes important. This is

dBW

Watts

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1.3
1.6
2.0
2.5
3.2
4.0
5.0
6.3
8.0
10.0
12.6
16.0
20.0
25.0
31.5
40.0
50.0
63.0
80.0
100.0

Table 1: RF power in dBW to mean power in
watts. The Table may also be used in reverse

because the power we are allowed to use
is the actual radiated power not the
power generated.
The problem
At first glance this might seem to be
one and the same thing but, in fact, it is
not. First you have to bear in mind that if
you are using a beam of some sort your
aerial will have some gain with respect to
a dipole. Then you have to take into
account the loss in your feeder cable.
A simple example should make this
clear. Let us assume that you have a10W

dBd

Ratio

1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.0
12.0

1.0
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.5
2.8
3.2
3.5
4.0
5.0
6.3
7.9
10.0
12.6
15.8

transmitter feeding an aerial with 6dB
gain (reference a dipole) and that the
loss in your feeder is 3dB. What is your
ERP? Start with the 10W and multiply it by
the gain of the aerial, 6dB is apower gain
of 4, so we have 40W. Now deduct the loss
due to the feeder, 3dB is a loss of 2, and
we end up with an ERP of 20W.
As you can see every station is going to
have different power, aerial gain and
feeder losses. This is why the DTI has
gone for the dBW bit.
Let us recalculate using dBW. The
transmitter power - reference 1W - is
10dB, the aerial gain- reference adipole
- is 6dB. Add these two and we get 16dB.
Now subtract the feeder loss of 3dB and
we end up with an ERP of 13dBW.

Gain
ratio
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Table 2: Aerial gain as power ratio. Note: if
aerial gain is given in dB1, subtract 2.1dB from
dBd figures

Tx power
output
200.0
100.0
66.6
50.0
40.0
33.3
28.6
25.0
22.2
20.0
18.2
16.6

Table 3: Power required to give 100W ERP for
various aerial gains after allowing for 3dB feeder
losses
•

The tables
All the information you need is contained in the tables. To save using ridiculous decimal
parts of a watt the figures have been rounded slightly. This will not make any significant
difference in practice as, to give one example, it is virtually impossible to measure your
feeder loss accurately.
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Would you like to run the 400 watt legal limit and:-

TEL: 0532 509581
(24hrs Answerphone)

83B High Street, Yeadon, Leeds
LS19 7TA (FAX 0532 508772)
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS -on hand to help guide' you towards an
interesting and rewarding pastime
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ACCESSORIES •MAPS •BOOKS •CHARTS •CAA PUBLICATIONS •TIE PINS
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1) Keep that daily eked with VK, even when the band seems dead?
2) Work all the DX, even when you have no beam, tower and rotator?
3) Beat the pile ups, get through to the DX stations first call?
4) Be 2'S points stronger, the strongest signal on the band?
5) Discourage those heathens who try to steal your frequency?
6) Conduct tests and QS0s on frequencies being used by illegal
intruders?
7) Present a5011 load to your rig and maintain the full 400w output
power, right up to the band edges, without use of an ATU?
Then help yourself. For only £499 you can treat yourself to our 9band,
400w continuous output, mains powered, mighty midget.
FOR MORE DETAILS CONTACT STEVE WEBB, G3TPW, AT
SIM Communications Ltd, Astrid House, The Green, Swinton,
NIALTON, N Yorks Y017 OSN.Tel: Melton (0653) 697513
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The World of
DATA
BY DON FIELD G3XTT
Although RTTY is popular and, indeed,
growing in popularity all the time, it has
its limitations. When the QRM starts to
build up characters can be lost, and your
terminal starts to print out all kinds of
rubbish. In this sense RTTY is less
effective than CW when the going gets
tough, because our ears have a marvellous ability to sort out the sounds we
want to listen to, even when they are also
picking up all sorts of other sounds (the
so-called
cocktail
party'
effect).
However, in the commercial world,
trained OW operators are relatively few
and far between these days, and there
have been various attempts to improve
RTTY to cope with high levels of
interference. One of these was TOR, or
Teleprinter Over Radio, developed by
the Dutch equivalent of our Diplomatic
Wireless Service, for passing traffic
between Holland and embassies overseas. It was also adopted for maritime
purposes where it is known as SITOR.

Derivation
AMTOR is a derivation of TOR for the
radio amateur, and was pioneered by
Peter Martinez G3PLX in the late-70s
through aseries of articles in RadComm,
CIST and elsewhere (see, for example,
RadComm, August 1979 and June/July
1980). The first AMTOR OSO took place
on 2m on 9September 1978, over a200km
path between G3PLX and G3YYD.
Basically, AMTOR works by sending
characters three at atime and waiting for
an acknowledgement from the receiving
station before carrying on. At this point,
various possibilities exist. The receiving
station may send an acknowledgement
to the effect that it has received the three
characters correctly. In this case, the
transmitting station sends the next three
characters. Alternatively, the receiving
station may ask for a retransmission if
the characters have been received
incorrectly. How does it know? Well,
AMTOR characters have seven bits, as
against the five in RTTY. The AMTOR
character set is chosen from those
combinations of bits which have three '0'
elements and four '1' elements. All the
receiving station has to do is to check
whether the characters it receives fit the
bill. If they don't, it knows something
must be amiss. The final possibility is that
no acknowledgement is received by the
sending station, in which case, it asks for
14

a repeat acknowledgement. Actually,
there is a bit more to it than this, but
that's the guts of how AMTOR works.
As you will realise from the above,
AMTOR requires a much more sophisticated terminal than RTTY, and it was the
advent of cheap microprocessors which
made it a practical proposition. You will
realise also that with all these short
transmissions zipping back and forth,
AMTOR has some fairly demanding
timing requirements. This is a problem
for some transceivers, although most
modern HF rigs are designed to cater for
this increasingly popular mode. You may
also have spotted that, because AMTOR
assumes the two stations in QS0 are
synchronised in some way, there must be
a special way of 'hearing' an AMTOR
station and starting the C)S0 in the first
place. This is achieved by having two
quite distinct modes of operation within
AMTOR, but more of this next month.
It should be clear from what Ihave said
about AMTOR that it is much better
suited than conventional RTTY to situations where there is heavy QRM, severe
fading, or weak signals. This means, of
course, that it is particularly appropriate
for use on the HF bands. Like RTTY, as
well as being used for realtime QS0s,
there is a number of HF AMTOR
mailboxes. Some of these also act as
gateways to the VHF packet radio
network. For bandplanning AMTOR is
regarded as a variation of RTTY and
shares the same frequency allocations.
AMTOR also has more going for it than
packet radio on the HF bands, at least
when QRM levels are high. By definition,
even the shortest packet will contain
callsign information, parity bits etc, even
when there is no data to be sent. As a
result, a packet transmission will always
contain many mote characters than the
three in an AMTOR transmission, and is
therefore much more likely to be

corrupted by interference. Of course, on
aquiet band with high signal levels, such
as might be found on 15m or 10m, overall
throughput can be higher on packet.
Packet also has the advantage of being
essentially error-free (its protocols are
more
sophisticated
than
those
of
AMTOR) and of carrying full addressing
information. Packet can also handle a
wider character set than AMTOR which
is limited to letters, numbers and a
handful of other codes.

Live experience
The debate about which mode is best
has been in full-swing for some time now.
The DTI, with encouragement from the
RSGB, has licensed both packet and
AMTOR mailboxes on the HF bands,
initially for one year, with the hope that
live experience can be gained using the
two modes for international and intercontinental forwarding of mailbox traffic
originating from and destined for national VHF packet networks. The HF
gateways also provide an access to the
international
mailbox
network
for
amateurs in countries where there is no
national VHF mailbox network, eg much
of the Middle East and Africa.
The GB7PLX AMTOR mailbox is typical
of many of the AMTOR mailboxes to be
found on the HF bands (I will try to
include a list next time). GB7PLX is run
by G3PLX, the station consists of a
TS930S, ICS AMT-2 terminal unit, and
home-brew computer. There is also a
VHF packet node on 2m. The clever thing
about Peter's mailbox is that it is able to
scan atotal of sixteen spot frequencies
on the 80, 40, 30, 20, 15 and 10m bands; the
TS930S being controlled by the computer. When a call is detected the scan
stops, and the caller can then log on to
the system and send or read mail in much
the same way that readers will be familiar
with on the VHF packet network. Indeed,

Table 1

GB7PLX HF Frequencies
80m
40m
30m
20m
15m
10m

3587.5
7035.0
10140
14075
21080
28075

3588.0
7036.0
10146
14076
21081
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if you are aVHF packet user you can take
advantage of this gateway to send mail
abroad. To send a message-to-message
to VK4AHD at the VK4BBS mailbox, for
example, you would need to address the
message:
SP VK4AHD @ VK4BBS.AUS.AMTOR
This message will be routed to the
nearest AMTOR gateway (GB7PLX, in the
case of the UK), from there to Australia
via AMTOR, and onwards to the VK4BBS
mailbox
by
whatever
medium
is
appropriate. Table 1 shows those frequencies which GB7PLX is able to scan
(though the current licence covers only
7, 10 and 14MHz), and Table 2 shows
those AMTOR mailboxes to which
GB7PLX is able to forward, together with
the relevant list of country codes.
This should give you an idea of what
AMTOR is about, together with how you
can take advantage of the system, even if
you operate only on VHF packet.
Next month, I will say more about
getting started on AMTOR, with some
hints and tips on operation.
September contest
The CO World-wide RTTY Contest
takes place on 23-24 September. Activity
was high in last year's event and is likely
to be even higher this year, with good
propagation expected on all bands. The
contest runs for forty-eight hours from
midnight GMT on the Friday, though
single operators are limited to thirty
hours of operation in total. Contacts can
be made using Baudot, AMTOR, ASCII
and AX25 on 80, 40, 20, 15 or 10m, but
digipeated QS0s are not allowed. The
contest exchange consists of RST and
CO zone, while US and Canadian
stations include the state or province. I
can supply further details on scoring etc,
if required.
At this point, it may be worth including
some hints and tips on RTTY contesting,
due in the main to John Devoldere
ON4UN, who won the BARTG RTTY
contests for several years running.
Firstly, John recommends filling the
various memories of your system with
useful contest messages such as:
1(CR)CO TEST DE G9ZZZ G9ZZZ G9ZZZ
CO TEST AR K;
2(CR)QRZ TEST DE G9ZZZ AR;
3 DE G9ZZZ 59914 — 59914 BK;
4 (CR)QSL 73 QRZ DE G9ZZZ;
5 (CR)PSE REPEAT REPORT BK.
Note: (CR) equals Carriage Return.
This way, the amount of typing you
have to do is kept to a minimum. For
example, when VKOZZ answers your CO
you need only send his call, followed by
the contents of memory 3 to complete
the required contest exchange for the
CQWW Contest. The same principle
applies in other contests, though when a
serial number or time must be inserted,
you may need to use awider combination
of memories and insert some of the
information manually.
John has anumber of other useful tips:
1. Use a dash rather than a space
between figure groups (as in the example in message 3). This is because adash,
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GB7PLX Forwarding List
AMTOR Mailboxes

Country Codes

GB7PLX
SM6GXQ
SK7CS
KS5V
WA8DRZ
KB1PJ
VK2AGE
HB9AK
PAORYS
LA90 K

AUS
GBR
IRL
SWE
USA

Texas
California
Ohio
Sydney

Australia
United Kingdom
Republic of Ireland
Sweden
United States

Table 2
like figures, is in figure case. A space is in
letters case, which means that extra shift
characters have to be sent. This tip will
both save time and reduce the chance of
your message being corrupted by interference.
2. In those cases where shift characters are lost in the QRM you may get a
'garbage' message, such as:
TOOQRATOOOR
Keep beside you a table showing the
corresponding characters in figures and
letters shift. Then you will realise
immediately that the message should
actually read:
59914-59914
This makes perfect sense and means
you don't have to ask for a retransmission.
3. Always give the contest exchange in
the order required (eg, RST plus zone)
and repeat the whole exchange several
times if QRM is high. Sending RST
several times, followed by zone several
times is less likely to get through in full if,
for example, QRM only pops up for the
first or last half of your transmission.
4. If possible, get the computer program to log for you as well as handling
much of the OSO. After all, why use a
computer to generate and decode the
RTTY signals? Then keep your log by
hand.
5. Don't send strings of RYRYRY tuning
signals. In these days of computers and
TNCs, it really isn't necessary and just
adds to the contest ()RM.
Happy contesting, and if you have any
hints or tips of your own Iwould be
pleased to receive them.
ARRL computer conference papers
As Icontinue to browse through the
papers from last year's ARRL conference, some interesting snippets have
turned up. One paper describes what its
authors rightly term, 'A totally awesome
high-speed packet radio I/O interface for
the IBM PC XT/AT/386 and Macintosh II
computers.' The device is, in fact, aplugin card for these computers which will
handle two 56kpbs and ten slower speed
(9600bps or less) channels via interrupts
without main processor intervention.
The development is targeted at highspeed network nodes of the future and
certainly promises adramatic advance in

forwarding speeds along the main
routes. As the authors say, 'The availability of such speeds would also open up the
possibility of digital voice so that a mail
message could include a short voice
message, as well as text (and graphics, of
course).' Further development was planned for 1989, so it will be interesting to
see how far they have gone when this
year's conference comes round.
Another paper which took my interest
mentioned binary to text data conversion. Although eight-bit data can be
transferred across the existing packet
network by going into transparent mode,
problems can occur, the ideal would be
to convert to seven-bit ASCII which can
then be sent in the normal manner. The
paper proposed avariable length encoding scheme (Radix 95) which would
permit this to happen. As in all these
things, what is technically possible and
what is finally adopted by the users can
be quite different, so it remains to be
seen whether Radix 95 will ever see the
light of day in amateur usage. Indeed, I
sometimes wonder how many users are
really interested in sending anything
other than plain text over the packet
network.
Next month, Iwill cover some of the
papers given at the RSGB's Dataspace
Symposium at Surrey University.
Books
There seems to be a dearth of useful
books on datacommunications, many of
them being at a very involved technical
level. For a basic and well-written
introduction
to
datacommunications
generally, Ican recommend Understanding Data Communications, published
by Howard Sams & Company. A much
cheaper edition, identical in every way, is
available from Tandy stores under the
'radio shack' banner.
If you want to delve into TCP/IP, then
the definitive text is Internetworking
with TCP/IP by Douglas Comer, published by Prentice Hall in 1988. The snag
is the price, at £18.95.
That's it for this month. As always, if
there is anything you want to see
included, or if you have some news which
would be of interest to other readers,
please drop me a line c/o the editorial
office.
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THE JANDEK TRANSMITTER PART TWO
Part one of this article described an
80m transmitter, which can be built by a
novice constructor from kit modules
available from acompany called Jandek.
Idescribed the VFO (Variable Frequency
Oscillator), the transmitter and a halfwave harmonic filter module. This
second part adds a transmit/receive
switch module and gathers the modules
together to form a viable QRP transmitter for the 80m band.

Transmit/receive changeover
Users of commercial amateur radio
transceivers probably never give a
thought to the actualities of transmit/
receive changeover, since they simply
press the microphone button or the
Morse key and it happens. In the early
days, amanual switch was often used to
changeover from transmit to receive. In
fact, my very first home-made transmitter, asingle 807 valve on 160m, required
three switches to be operated every time
I changed from transmit to receive.
These days radio amateurs have come to
expect 'full break-in': being able to
changeover so quickly that received
signals can be heard even between the
characters of transmitted Morse signals,
or semi break-in; the receive facility
returns very quickly after sending has
ended.
Fig 1 shows the circuit diagram of the
Jandek JDO10 CW transmit/receive
switch module. It may seem a complex
circuit to those not used to digital
electronics, but it is really very simple.
The heart of the changeover action is
found in the two BC327 PNP transistors,
Q3 and 04. These form series dc
switches for the 12V supply. The 12V
supply goes to the emitter of these

transistors, and the bases of the transistors are biased to switch the 12V supply
at the collectors.
The Morse key controls this switching
action through gates on an integrated
circuit: a 4049B CMOS hex inverter.
These gates control the switching time
sequence of the 12V supply at the
collectors of Q3 and 04. Fig 2 shows the
effect of the gate circuitry on 03 and 04.
The top square-wave graph in Fig 2
shows the rise and fall of the switching
action when sending Z' in Morse code.
The output from 04 appears at point Z
and the output from Q3 appears at point
Y. The speed at which the keying is
followed is governed by resistance and
capacitance values in the gate circuitry.
In the case of Y, the values of R1 and Cl

cause the 12V at point Y to follow the
character switching, but there is adelay
of about ten milliseconds before the
switching action begins.
On keying, point Z switches to 12V
without aswitch-on delay. The values of
R5 and C2 provide a long delay of about
0.7sec in the keying action. This delay is
such that the individual characters of the
Morse code (at normal sending speeds)
are not followed, but when the keying
stops, the 12V supply is switched off after
0.7sec. Therefore, it is possible to use the
supply at Z to give a semi-break-in
switching action on transmit/receive,
and point Y may be used to key the
transmitter.
The layout of the Jandek transmit/
receive module is shown in Fig 3. The

Fig 1: JDO10 CW T/R switch circuit diagram

Fig 2: T/R switching sequences
Z character
+12V supply

OPEN
Key
CLOSED

Point Z
(T/R control)

11-13V
0.7S
OV

Point Y
(PA/driver
keying)

delay«

11-8V

OV

10mS
delay*

16

*delays

may be altered
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BITS TO BUILD
module is simple to build, although care
must be taken to ensure that the pins of
Cl are correctly placed on the board;
pins 1and 16 face each other at the end of
the package marked with the indentation. The correct placing of diodes D1
and D2 is also essential.
Once built, the module is easy to test
with avoltmeter set to read 12V, or more.
Connect a 12V supply to the board
between the points marked 12V' and 'OV'.
Begin by connecting the meter between
OV and point Y. Keying point K to ground
will result in the voltage at Y following
the switching action of the key. Connect
the meter between point Z and ground.
Keying point Kwill switch on the 12V at Z,
which will be switched off shortly after
the keying action ceases.

Fig 3: JDO10 CW/TR switch layout diagram

T/R Switch Parts List
Resisters (all 0.25W)
R1 100k
R5 330k
R9 560R
Capacitors
Cl 220nF
C2 2µ2
C3 4/£7
C4 100nF
C5 100nF
C6 100nF
Semi Conductors
ICL
Q1,Q2
03,04
D1,D2

R2
R6

47k
4k7

R3
R7

10k
560R

R4
R8

10k
4k7

tantalum bead
tantalum bead
radial electrolytic
ceramic
ceramic
ceramic
40498 CMOS hex inverter
BC182
BC327
I
N4148

Miscellaneous
16 pin DIL socket
Five 1mm terminal pins
PCB

Fig 4: The basic transmitter arrangement
+12V
Key

AE

To Tx
offset
circuitry

c/o

relay

from
JDO04
VFO

•Y

Z •

•K

JDO10
CW T/R switch

-
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•Driver
HT
JDO09
CW Tx
module

PA.
HT
•

•
JDO05
To Aerial c/o
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• 1/2 waverelay
contacts
filter
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e

Joining the modules
The Jandek module interconnections
to produce abasic transmitter are shown
in Fig 4. The VFO, transmitter and filter
are connected in line', and the T/R
switch module is used to control the
functions. The VFO must be directly
powered from the 12V supply and remain
on at all times. Switching a VFO on and
off is asking for trouble, because the
worst drift in aVFO circuit usually occurs
when, and just after, switching on the
supply. Look at the block diagram in Fig4
and consider what happens when the key
is depressed.
The relay used to switch the ,antenna
from receive to transmit must be wired so
that
the
non-energised
condition
switches the antenna to the receiver. So,
in the key-up state the VFO is running,
the relay is non-energised, and the
receiver is connected to the antenna.
One problem here is that the receiver
will hear the VFO, which will impede the
copying of received stations.
When the key is pressed down the
voltages appear at points Y and Z on the
T/R module. Z is used to energise the
relay and switches the antenna from the
receiver to the output of the filter
module. Z is also used to provide the
supply to the driver stage on the transmit
module. Point Y is used to key the PA of
the transmit module. Thus, the transmitter module is switched on and the keying
of the transmitter is performed by the
supply to the PA stage.
What about the problem of the VFO
being heard in the receiver? Y is also
used for the frequency offsetting of the
VFO module. The VFO module has a
facility for fine tuning with varicap
diodes via avoltage change. This facility
may be used to 'offset' the transmit and
receive frequencies. That is, the VFO
frequency is not the same on transmit
and receive. If the receive condition of
the VFO offset is such that the signal
cannot be heard in the receiver, then the
problem of the signal interfering with
received signals is removed. However,
this does mean that a 'spot switch' is
required to net the transmitter to the
receiver. In the receive state, this switch
provides the frequency offset on the VFO
normally used in the transmit state. This
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Fig 5a: (left) Circuit addition Fig 5b: (centre) RFC3 Fig 5c: (right) Board addition

Fig 6: Final module interconnections
enables the transmitter to be netted on
to the required frequency or station by
listening to the VFO. The connections for
this arrangement are shown in Fig 6.
Increasing the power output
The basic Jandek transmitter has only
a modest power output, around 1W, on
80m. Although I have worked many
stations on 80m with 1W to a G5RV
antenna, the constructor may like to
increase this power level.
A simple way to do this is to add asmall
Radio Frequency Choke (RFC) to the
input of the PA transistor on the transmit
module. This stage is operated in Class
C, and increasing the RF voltage into the
base will give alittle more RF output. The
circuit of the input to the PA stage on the
transmitter module (JDO09) is shown in
Fig 5a. A small RF choke can be made by
winding four or five turns of 32swg
enamelled wire through a small ferrite
bead, as shown in Fig 5b. Do take care
not to scratch the enamelling off the wire
on the sharp edges of the ferrite bead.
The way of adding this choke to the
board is shown in Fig 5c. This shows the
18

section of the transmit module board
around the input to the PA transistor
(02). Desolder the lead of R7 at the top
end and pull up the freed end of R7. One
end of the RF choke can now be soldered
into the vacant hole, with the other end
soldered to the free end of R7. Keep the
leads as short and neat as possible.
The amount of extra power output
gained will depend upon the transistor
used. Idecided to go astage further and
replaced the 2N3866 supplied with the
Jandek module with an old 'workhorse',
the BLY33. Although a little dated now,
these transistors are still available.
Some constructors may like to try other
RF transistors, such as the CB driver
stage types, in place of 02. Using the RF
choke and the BLY33, Iobtained 3W of RF
output power, which is avery useful QRP
level to use on 80m.
Although the output level is higher,
another problem has appeared. The
current required by the PA transistor is
now higher than the switching transistor
(on the T/R module at point Y) can handle
without overheating. Therefore, the PA
stage cannot be keyed using point Y.

Final transmitter arrangement
The problem of the current handling
capability of the T/R module could be
solved by substituting a beefier transistor in place of 03 on that module, but I
decided on another approach. The
alternative to keying the PA stage is to
key the driver stage. One problem here
may be RF leakage through the PA
during the key-up condition, or even the
PA stage oscillating if it is connected to
the power supply without drive. But
trying to key the driver with the PA stage
connected to its supply all the time
showed that this arrangement worked
well. The final arrangement of the
Jandek 80m QRP transmitter is shown in
Fig 6.
The VFO, transmitter and filter modules are connected in line; the output
going to the contacts on an antenna
changeover relay. This is a 12V singlepole changeover relay (or adouble-pole
with only one switch bank used). The
keying activates the relay from point Zon
the T/R module. The Jandek transmitter's antenna and receiver input are both
connected by the normally closed (NC)
state of the relay contacts. A diode
(1N914) is connected across the relay
coil to suppress back EMF surges
appearing at point Z.
The transmitter is keyed from point Y
on the T/R module. The slight switch
delay allows the changeover action on
the antenna to occur before a signal
leaves the transmitter. This transmit
module is keyed at the driver stage
(driver HT). The keyed voltage at point Y
is also used to offset the frequency of the
VFO on transmit. This is connected to the
offset input point on the VFO module
(also designated as Y). The frequency on
transmit is therefore shifted away from
the frequency of the VFO in the receive
condition. As the receiver will normally
be set to the same frequency as the
transmitter, the VFO will not be heard
during the receive periods.
The PA stage on the transmit module is
powered directly from the 12V supply
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and, like the VFO, it is on all the time.
However, the supply goes to the PA via a
spot switch, which is a double-pole
changeover toggle switch. In the normal
state, the power is switched on to the PA
stage. The spot switch allows the
transmitter frequency to be aligned to
the receiver frequency, usually called
'netting'.
When a station is located on the
receiver or a clear frequency, the
transmitter can be moved to this frequency accurately by using the spot
switch. When the switch is on, the key is
shorted to ground and operates the TIR
switch. At the same time, the spot switch
removes the supply from the PA stage.
The result is that the VFO and driver are
operating, with the VFO on the correct
transmit frequency, but there is no RF
output. The signal is clearly heard in the
receiver, and the VFO frequency can be
adjusted by listening to the receiver.
This enables the transmitter frequency
to be set to a required point on the
receiver without transmitting a signal.
The transmitter cannot transmit asignal
with the spot switch in the 1' position.
My completed transmitter was built
into a case measuring 2in x 4in x 71
/ in
2
(WHD). This was a junk sale find which
originally housed an old 2m AM receiver.
It came complete with a slow motion
drive and dial. An extra hole for a
potentiometer was mounted on the front
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panel should I decide to use the
transmitter with a direct conversion
receiver board, in which case, it will be
the RIT control. The transmitter could
easily be built into the Minffordd
Engineering A105 box.
Conclusion
On the 80m band, the little transmitter
performed well. Ihave had several C)S0s
around the UK and have worked several
European countries using a G5RV and
3W of RF power. It represents a simple

effective way to try QRP on 80m.
Remember the QRP operating code:
avoid calling CQ; call other stations on
the band; try 'tail-ending' other QS0s;
use short overs and believe that you will
work stations —and you will. Oh! Ialmost
forgot, avoid telling the other station
your power output until he has given you
your report, because that can be worth
two to three points! The usual operating
frequency for working CW QRP on 80m is
around 3560kHz, perhaps Iwill hear you
there?

Suppliers
Jandek modules
VFO
JD004
£7.75
Transmit module
JD009
£5.85
Filter
JD005
£2.65
T/ R switch
JD010
£3.25
(Add £1.00 postage)
Available From: Jandek, 6 Fellows Avenue, Kingswinford, West Midlands DY6
9ET. Tel: (0384) 288900
Equipment case
Aluminum Case Type A105 £2.35 (80p p&p)
Available From Minffordd Engineering, Sun Street, Ffestiniog, Gwynedd LL41
4NE. Tel: (0766) 762572
Alternative PA transistor
Type BLY33 £1.85 +p&p and VAT
Available From: BCD Electronic Services, Somerset House, Somerset Street,
Hull HU3 3QH. Tel: (0482) 225437
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Cheap converters
Hot on the heels of last month's 'use an
old PMR transceiver as a linear' idea,
comes a really excellent suggestion
from areader for making aVHF (or UHF)
converter out of one. Before we go any
further, PMR stands for Private Mobile
Radio, ie, old taxi, police, ambulance
stuff.
OK, what's a converter? It's a radio
frequency amplifier (RF stage), a mixer
and acrystal oscillator/multiplier. What's
in a PMR machine? Well, an RF stage,
mixer and oscillator/multiplier, amongst
other junk. Beginning to get the idea? In
fact, a few moments' thought will lead
you to realise what aversatile idea this is.
Suppose you have ageneral-coverage
receiver, tuning 1to 30MHz. You purchase a high band FM PMR box (no more
than a quid, please!). Stand by for some
sums. The PMR box was on, say, 170MHz,
you want to tune 144MHz with your
general-coverage
wonderbox.
Now
there is a rock (crystal) in the PMR box
that enabled it to tune 170MHz. Assume
10MHz IF to make the arithmetic a bit
easier. Thus he must have injected
160MHz into the mixer to get 170
(160+10=170).
You
want
144
(160-144=16MHz), so your receiver is
going to have to tune about 16MHz to
cover 2m. Incidentally, think of 146MHz in
the above example, that will come up on
160-146, ie, 14MHz, so the bugger is
going to tune backwards. Not ideal, but
cheap!
Practicalities. A major problem seems
to be finding where to connect in your
receiver. In practice look around for the
crystal filter (most likely marked 10.7 and
lots of other stuff). This is probably
driven from acoil in the collector of the
mixer transistor. You can try coupling in
via afew hundred pFs or so direct to the
collector. Obviously a coil tuned to the
'new IF' would be better, but acapacitor
is a good start.
Tuning. Well the oscillator/multiplier
may not even need touching if you are
going straight in and using a'funny' IF, as
above. Obviously the front end coils are
going to need re-tweaking on 2m — a
signal generator or afriend with a2m rig
and a load are good ideas.
Westminsters are Al for this bodge up
converter. The boards are all conveniently marked up— RF stage etc—and
handbooks are available. Ilashed up a
very reasonable 6m converted from alow
band AM Westminster to try out the idea
and am quite surprised at how well it
works. Luckily a crystal to give 60M1-ez
was to hand; thus, the 10MHz IF coil in the
donor Westminster was able to carry on
tuning as nature intended.
Satellite TV systems
There have been
20

several

dealers

flogging off bits of TVRO (Television
Receive Only) systems. The situation is
such that it is possible to build up a
complete system, albeit fairly basic, for
fifty quid or so. There are also total
working systems becoming available
second-hand at quite attractive prices.
As a rough guide dishes (2-4ft), set top
converter and outside head seem to go at
about £20.00 a lump, plus or minus a bit
for condition. You've got to add on some
extra dough to allow for cable, which has
got to be reasonable 1GHz stuff, and
some form of dish-mounting hardware.
As a quick aside, Icame across two
amateurs earnestly discussing the trials
and tribulations of mounting a TVRO
system seen for sale on abring and buy at
arally. They seemed to think it had to go
up their aerial mast. Ididn't have the
heart to tell them that, having travelled
twenty-odd thousand miles, the extra
thirty feet or so up their mast really
wasn't going to make a los
tof difference
to signal levels.
Still stalking of money, motorised
systems, ie, ones that can be remotely
'steered' from one satellite to another,
still command big bucks—expect to pay a
ton or so for just the motor/control
gubbins.
Popular confusion
Why are some systems' massive dishes
akin to Goonhilly yet others are little
things on the side of the house? 'Cos the
big systems are watching 'distribution
level' satellites, intended for cable
systems, hotel chains and the like. These
birds are only radiating 3to 5watts out,
which really is bugger all, to use a
technical term. To 'gather up' enough
signal level you need a big dish, which
has a higher gain. Astra, the satellite
carrying Sky etc, radiates hundreds of
watts, hence a bigger signal, hence a
smaller dish is required.
Aligning the dish
I've seen grown men jumping up and
down in sheer frustration at trying to
align aTV dish. You have got to have both
the set top converter tuned to the right
channel and the aerial pointing in the
right direction to start getting a picture.
Just to add to the fun of it all the dish has
to be correct, within adegree or so, left
and right plus up and down. Here comes
the trade secret way of aligning the dish
left/right (ie, about the horizontal axis).
You need a length of 2in x 1in wood,
longer than the diameter of the dish, plus
a compass with square sides (ie, not a
round one), obtainable from camping
shops. Push the wood up against the
diameter of the dish, then the compass
against the wood. You can now read off
the direction in which the dish is
pointing. How do you know where to

point it? Any satellite program listing
magazine carries beam headings.
A moment's thought will give you a
rough idea of how to do the same thing to
align the dish in the vertical plane using a
spirit level, a protractor and two lengths
of 2in x 1in wood. One goes on the
ground and is levelled off (using scraps
of wood), as indicated on the spirit level,
the other bit of wood goes across the
dish diameter in the vertical plane and
carries on down to the level wood on the
ground. The angle of inclination is then
read off where the two lengths of wood
meet, using the protractor.
Rough and ready? Sure. Inaccurate?
Sure. The above will get you within 5° or
so, which isn't enough, but you are close
and in with achance. With the converter
tuned to the right channel you should
see something, then it's trial and error
time with afraction in all directions until
you get the best picture. NEVER, EVER
use a mains powered telly outside, even
on a dry day, it's lethal so don't try
anything clever.
Drake R2C
We were wandering around the flea
market at the Elvaston Castle rally when
we espied a Drake R2C, an absolutely
super amateur bands only receiver, well
designed and ruggedly made. Usually
very expensive, £150.00 to £200.00. 'How
much' we asked. When he said afiver the
world sort of swayed and everything
went into slow motion. As Ipaid him I
vaguely heard him telling me it had never
worked, apparently it had been bought
new as not working.
Next day it was out-on-the-bench time.
In the box were numerous spares— afull
set of valves, all coils, several boards etc
— and it was obvious that nigh on
everything within the set had been
changed for genuine new replacement
parts. The assorted paperwork contained bills for all the bits at a total of
roughly what a new receiver would have
cost. There was also correspondence
going back ten years between various
parties on the subject of repairing it. The
circuit diagram was well thumbed to the
point of disintegration, this was going to
be some battle.
Tentatively I brought him up on a
Variac. With the set wired for 240V he was
gently brought up to 120 then all the rails
were checked—all read roughly half what
they should have been, so full mains was
applied and there was no smoke. A finger
on the volume control produced hum so
we had audio, but a volt of RF up the
aerial hole produced no action.
How does the set work? Basically it's a
triple
conversion
superhet
thingy.
Incoming signals are amplified (at signal
frequency), converted down to atunable
IF of 5MHz, then 455, then 50kHz, a
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fearsome brute indeed. The volt of RF
was left up the aerial and a'scope up the
grid of the first mixer showed the
preselector coils had been twiddled a
great deal, but twenty minutes later he
was properly aligned.
The next stage (first mixer) was up and
running, but the tunable IF seemed
wrong. A counter showed the tunable
local oscillator way out, another ace
tweaker no doubt, but it was soon reset.
The 455kHz IF was mistuned, and the
switchable (sideband select) third mix
oscillator was also out.
Now we had several volts of signal into
the grid of the 50kHz IF stage, but
nothing on the anode. Time to check the
dc volts round the valve. Anode lots, grid
2 lots, grid 1 nothing, cathode lots and
lots! This was definitely not right, up to
10V or so maybe, but 100 plus? The
cathode tag of the valve socket had
never been used, likewise the adjacent
earth tag. Joining the two brought forth
lots of action, in fact an excellent
receiver all round.
The reason for the 50kHz last IF is so
that LC filtering at this IF is possible. In
use this filter is truly excellent on CW
and makes the receiver ajoy to listen to.
Uncontrollable brilliance
A fault I've come across on many
modern 'scopes, and by modern Imean
mostly transistor, made within the last
fifteen years or so, is one of uncontrollable brightness. The brilliance pot on the
front panel does nothing and, like as not,
there is no flyback blanking either. The
cure is often simple, there is a diode
between the cathode and grid of the tube
and I'll bet it has gone a short.
The diode is normally mounted on the
tube base itself, often with a high value
resistor of 1to 1011 across it. To check,
you want the 'scope off, give it a minute
or two for the voltages to subside, then
simply check it for ohms, forwards and
backwards.
For
most
'scopes the
replacement doesn't have to be anything
special, a I
N4148 seems to be all right.
'Slick'
Iseem to have missed out on these fine
transceivers until now. They are small
(car radio sized), solid state and use
modern components. Ibought one for
50p, not working, at the Spalding rally —

sometimes Ithrow my money away! To be
honest, Iwas extremely impressed with
what Ifound. The receiver is excellent, a
decent 10.7MHz filter plus a good front
end seem to equal 20dB quieting for the
microvolt. The transmitter is conventional up to the driver stage, then a
Motorola power module does the action
up to agenerous 20W or so. Sure, crystal
controlled, but at this sort of price who is
complaining?
Incidentally,
although
sold as not working, it did!
As is the way of these things, a few
weeks later at the Newbury car boot sale
(excellent do, loads of bargains) I'm
gleefully extolling the virtues of the rig
to some acquaintances, when they say
they know all about them. One story goes
that they were British made, in Wales, by
a now defunct manufacturer.
All present said they had only seen
high band FM versions and agreed that
they are excellent on 2m. In comes
another vehicle to the sellers' area, the
impromptu meeting is called off and we
adjourn to see what is up for sale by the
newcomer. There is a whole trayful of
Blicks, again sold as not working, mine
for afiver the lot — irresistible.
There seem to be three variants
available on the surplus market at the
moment: a single channel, a multi
channel (6) and a multi channel plus
leads dangling out the bottom for some
kind of tone calling system. Of the twelve
Ibought most of the faults were broken
coils/cores and snapped ribbon cables.
The rigs are obviously reliable, but
people have buggered them up with
careless handling.
Scopex RM4D 10A
These 'scopes are appearing all over
the
place,
mainly
ex-educational
establishments. They are randomly
priced, from £5.00 for a non-worker,
£45.00 to £125.00 for a worker — guess
which ones Ibought?
The 'scopes are all transistor, dual'
trace (chopped or alternate, it's not a
dual gun tube) and are sold as 10MHz
bandwidth. All the examples Ihave come
across are well over 10MHz, 3dB down at
about 23MHz seems typical, and have
excellent triggering being well able to
trigger on 35MHz traces. It's got to be
said that the trace is a bit dim on the top
timebase speeds with the multiplier in
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use, but that's the only gripe. Incidentally, don't buy one as a20M Hz 'scope
on my say so, you're buying a10MHz unit
and anything else is a bonus.
Faults, I'm really going to let the cat out
of the bag here. Whole heaps of them
came my way, dirt cheap, sold with duff
tubes. Why duff? Well, all the appropriate
voltages were present and correct on the
tube base, yet no heaters and thus no
trace.
What was actually the matter with
them? A white growth on the tube pins,
totally isolating them from their sockets.
A quick rub round with Scotchbrite and
all was well. Seems acommon fault, I've
come across it in examples bought from
numerous sources. Remember, 'scope
tubes are dangerous (they implode) and
must be treated with care — if you ain't
sure, don't touch.
Some of the 'scopes had other faults,
I've not seen acircuit of them yet, but the
layout is fairly obvious and faultfinding is
easy. Most failures seem to be duff
transistors — following
the signal
through, watching where it stops then
changing the transistor seems to be the
best approach.
Old duff video recorders
You know the type of kid. Dead bright,
cute and streetwise —obviously going to
be successful in his chosen career in a
few years time. Why was one of these
youths busy filling up his dad's car with
duff videos at the Newbury car boot sale?
When Iasked, he told me the reason.
Anything up to £2.00 he would buy, and he
stripped them down for the components.
Apparently he had a thriving business
repairing CB sets but didn't wish to pay
full price for components. Several videos
contain power transistors well able to
give lOW plus at 27MHz. For £2.00 avideo,
if he used one power transistor he had
got his money's worth, all other useful
components were free. Sometimes he
made one working video up out of two or
three duff ones, then he was really quids
in.
I
ncidently, the Newbury car boot sale
was great. Loads of tempting old rubbish,
all at reasonable prices. If you are wise to
'Old Warden' this is a mini version.
Probably only a hundred or so cars, but
quality junk none the less. It's certainly
well worth a visit.
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MEASURING
SMALL CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
by Samuel Dick

Small currents and voltages appear
throughout electronics. Nowadays, afew
microamps can power many kilobytes of
memory or carry information deep within
aCPU chip, and receiver sensitivities are
measured in microvolts. But small voltages and currents are just as important
in electronics. Most transducers produce relatively small amounts of power
and, since these form the interface
between electronics and the real world,
knowing how to handle this power
correctly may often be critical to the
success of a project.
How can we measure them?
Measuring small quantities of currents
and voltages is never easy. Analogue
multimeters used to place such aburden
on the circuit under test that some small
voltages could not be measured without
significent error. Today, this problem has
been eased by using digital multimeters
which have a much higher input impedance of up to 10M11, or more. Th is means
that sources with impedances of 'IMO
can be measured with 91% accuracy, and
many circuits with lower impedances
need suffer no significant error at all.
For home projects, the humble op-amp
has many applications. Op-amps with
MOSFET inputs have a very high impedance and are suitable for coupling to
low power sources. The reason why
MOSFET op-amps are particularly useful
is that the gate of the input FET is
insulated, and is only capable of passing
avery small leakage current through the
metal oxide (the MO' in MOSFET) which
is in the pico -amp region. The same is
true of CMOS logic chips. With these, a
small capacitor, when charged up to the
positive supply voltage, will keep agate
high for some minutes before its charge
is dissipated (see Fig 1).
One very important factor is to ensure
that, if you want to extract the maximum
power out from asource, the impedance
of the source equals that of the
equipment measuring it. This is quite
easily proved,
either by empirical
calculations or calculus.

temperature then the currents generated would cancel out (see Fig 2), but
using atemperature difference allows a
small current voltage to be generated. If
a copper-gold or copper-silver junction
is used, around 300nV per °C will be
generated. This will increase to 400mV
per °C for copper-silicon, while coppercopper oxide junctions give lmV per C.
These voltages are useful if you want to
make a thermocouple, but can ruin
sensitive measurements if such junctions happen accidentally. To avoid
unwanted thermal EMFs, metal-metal
junctions should always be between
identical metals where possible. Soldering introduces other metals but coldwelds (produced by crimping) offer a

solution, since many connections can be
made symmetrical, ensuring that all
parts of equipment are kept at roughly
the same temperature thereby minimising any EMFs present. So, if, say, a
copper-iron junction cannot be avoided
then putting in an iron-copper junction
elsewhere may help, provided both are at
similar temperatures.
We are all familiar with the electric
generator — a coil of wire moved in a
magnetic field will have an EMF induced
in it. But even very weak fields such as
transformers, magnetic actuators, or
even the earth, may induce EMFs. The
movement in the conductor does not
need to be large — a lead which is not
firmly attached may pick up noise from

Fig 1: Charging 'C' by momentarily closing SW1 keeps the output low for several minutes
Fig 2: Thermocouple effect: two dissimilar metals are bonded into two junctions which are held at
different temperatures

What are the problems involved?
As well as being produced by transducers, small EMFs are also generated by
many other effects. Some form the basis
of transducers but if the effect is not the
one in which you are interested, then
they can be a problem.
The first example occurs when dissimilar metals are joined together. One
practical application of the thermoelectric effect is the thermocouple. Here two
junctions are used, with one being
maintained at a known temperature,
while the other performs the desired
measurement. If both were at the same
22
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MEASURING SMALL CURRENTS AND VOLTAGES
induced EMFs. Since the EMF generated
is proportional to the area of the loop
made by the circuit, keeping connectors
close together (so minimising loops) is
essential.
Of course, exposed wires in the radio
shack are very prone to picking up RF
voltages from the transmitter, or even
local oscillators in receivers. If this is a
problem, by ensuring that good earthing
is used throughout the shack, with ferrite
beads and feed-through
capacitors
being used where possible, should help
to reduce stray and unwanted signals
(see Fig 3).
Thermal and magnetic effects are
rather obvious compared with the next
three effects.
Triboelectric effects generate EMFs
inside cables, even in coaxial cables,
which are normally assumed to keep
noise at bay. If such cables are bent or
twisted in use, friction between the
conductor and the insulating material of
the cable generates an EMF. In a poorly
designed cable currents of around 50nA
can be generated, which is easily enough
to upset very delicate systems. Even
equipment which you think is not
particularly sensitive may pick up noise
and unwanted signals (at very low level)
from many sources. Thus, obscure
sources of noise start to be important!
The piezoelectric effect is used in
microphones, record player cartridges,
and ultrasonic transducers, and when

Fig 3: Measuring ground loops
Fig 4: A guard track around a weak input
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certain materials (quartz, ceramics and
some plastics) are subjected to stress,
voltages appear across opposing surfaces. While a very small amount of
power is available, the voltage can he
quite high. A serious use of such high
voltages is in battery-less gas lighters!
When their handle is squeezed, acrystal
is compressed and, on release, generates sufficient voltage to produce agood
spark. Occasionally piezoelectric materials find their way into equipment,
perhaps as insulating bushes or PCB
supports. If they are in contact with, say,
tracks on aPCB then, if the equipment is
bent or twisted, a voltage may be
injected into the nearby circuitry.
The last effect imitates a battery.
Often,
during
the
manufacture
of
assemblies, some flux or other mildly
corrosive material is left on PCBs. In time
this absorbs moisture from the atmosphere, and where it comes in contact
with the copper tracks the effect will
generate an EMF which can reach up to a
few microvolts, although in typical cases,
an order of magnitude reduction might
be expected.
Guarding
Once
a pure'
signal
has
been
obtained, it is all too easy for the signal to
leak away to ground over high resistance
conduction paths on, say, aPCB. The use
of guard tracks helps this (see Fig 4). A
guard track is a track on a PCB which

runs very close and on both sides of the
track carrying the signal. The guard track
is typically connected to the output of
the first buffer amplifier, which has the
weak signal as its input. This means that
the area of the PCB surrounding the
signal track has roughly the same
voltage as the signal. So, by Ohm's law,
little leakage current flows because the
voltage drop from the signal track to its
surroundings is negligible.
Noise
Yet another hazard of trying to measure low voltages and currents is noise.
This can come in the form of interference
from nearby equipment, although this
can be reduced by good shielding and
grounding.
However, there is also
irreducible noise, given to us by nature.
The random motion of electrons in a
conductor causes an unequal number to
be thrown against opposite sides. This
creates a random voltage across the
sides of the material. In resistors, this
voltage is called the Johnson noise and
is given by:
V2=-4kTRAf
Where k' is Boltzmann's constant, 'T' is
the temperature, 'R' is the resistor's
value, and 'Af' is the bandwidth used for
the measurement. Therefore, a wideband amplifier connected to the resistor
is going to produce a noisier output
compared to a narrowband amplifier. As
a guide to the magnitude of this noise
voltage, a iokn resistor will have 51.LV of
Johnson noise over the dc to 40kHz
frequency range.
Similarly, if acurrent is flowing along a
wire, then not exactly the same number
of electrons pass a given point during
consecutive seconds. There is afluctuation, rather like the number of cars
passing under a motorway bridge, and
the mean square of this is:
(I,) 2 = 2 e lAf
where `e' is the charge on the electron,
'I' is the current flowing, and 'I m 'is the
RMS variation on top of the 'steady'
current 'I'. This type of variation, which is
due to the particle nature of current, is
called 'shot noise'. It is unlikely that shot
noise will trouble you, unless you wish to
measure exceedingly small currents in
the pico -amp region.
Both these sources of noise cannot be
reduced, although Johnson noise can be
reduced by making 'T' zero (ie, operating
circuits at absolute zero). But this is not
very practical!
The trick to reduce both Johnson and
shot-noise sources is to take advantage
of the 'Af' term in both equations. If you
keep the bandwidth of the circuitry to a
minimum (while still retaining the features you require, of course), then this
will cut down the amount of noise which
gets into the system. Note that in the
case of shot noise in currents, asmaller
current will have a larger percentage of
noise, so higher currents can keep noise
down. With Johnson noise, the implications of the equation are that low value
resistors will generate less noise than
their high valued counterparts.
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The World of
DhAITIA
BY DON FIELD G3XTT
will be in the region of a staggering
$200,000, and fund-raising efforts have
already begun. G4DY0 of DX News Sheet
is running a'DXCC Speed Challenge' in
aid of Club Bouvet, and we can expect
other similar ventures. In the initial press
release about Bouvet there is talk of
strong, frightening gusts of wind,
'impossible' landing conditions and
worst case ocean-wave heights up to
30ft, making landing and especially
departure very difficult. Seals, weighing
up to five tons, guard the shore, while the
smell of the penguin colony is disgusting. The operators will likely to have to
carry from one to two tons of fuel and
equipment up to half a mile from the
landing site. No fresh water is available
on the island. If you want to find Bouvet
Island on amap, look well to the south of
South Africa, though to the north of
Antarctica.
Now to sunnier climes. OH1RY is
planning yet another tour of the Pacific,
this time with OH2BAZ, OH2VB and
OH2BGD (who plans some RTTY operation). The dates are 19 October until 23
November. They hope to sign YJORY
from Vanuatu, 3D2VV from Fiji and 3D2RY
from Conway Reef (3-13 November).
The rumour mill has it that El4GV, who
is actually Belgian, and others will
operate from Mount Athos from 2-9
WARC bands
September, and from Albania from 9-16
Good news as you probably now know.
September. Now wouldn't that be nice!
The DTI had a last minute change of
K5M K/5 may operate from 20-22 Octoheart regarding 18 and 24MHz, and has
ber from Dernieres Island. This one
agreed to extend to them the same
ought to qualify for an IOTA reference
power, antenna and mode privileges that
once activated. Check on or near 28600,
we enjoy on the other HF bands. This
took effect from 1July, and since then I 21250, 21260 and 14260kHz. Ron Wright
ZL1AMO, may appear from the North
have noted a relatively high level of UK
Cook Islands between late September
activity. For my own part, some brief
and early November. I have no more
forays on to 18MHz, using just avertical
information on this one.
antenna, have produced contacts with
most continents. You really don't need a
Prefixes
beam or high power to succeed, at least
Moroccan amateurs were allowed to
for the moment. Listening to 18MHz
use the CN60 prefix from 9-15 July to
while writing this, Ihave heard HZ1AB,
celebrate, if Irecall correctly, the King's
J52US and FM5CW in just the last few
sixtieth birthday. Some of the US trust
minutes. Japanese stations have also
territories in the Pacific have recently
been coming through at good strength in
been allocated new prefixes by the ITU.
the evenings.
It is anticipated that KC6 stations will
soon appear with callsigns in the V63AA
Forthcoming DX
to V63ZZ series and KX6 stations, with
The big news is that the LA-DX Group,
callsigns in the V73AA to V73ZZ series.
who put Peter First Island on the air in
Some of the recent USSR prefixes
early 1987, is hoping to make a similar
have been confusing, to say the least.
success of Bouvet Island, with aplanned
Back in May there was a number of
starting date of 24 December. The cost
The highlight of July was my operation,
with friends from the Cambridge University Wireless Society, from the Flannan Islands (as GBOFLA) and St Kilda (as
GBOSK). Ihope many of you managed to
work us. Having suffered force eight
gales and the pleasure of ferrying
equipment ashore in an open dinghy, I
began to get a taste of what serious
DXpeditioners have to go through.
Comments from callers such as, 'Can't
you activate some of the other islands in
the group while you are at it?' didn't go
down too well when it was blowing agale
for much of the time. And the other
islands, which we could see from where
we were, had no landing stage — just a
sheer rock-face covered in slime and
seaweed!
Those of you who attend the RSGB's
HF Convention on 1October at the Belfry
Hotel, near Oxford, will get more of a
flavour of DXpeditioning. F6EXV will talk
about the operations from the Marquesas and Austral Islands, and there is
the possibility of some other, equally
intrepid, DXpeditioners on hand as well.
Slides of some recent IOTA operations
will be shown on the Saturday evening
for the benefit of those staying overnight.
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stations using prefixes EM, EO, ER, EU,
EV and EW. They were all to do with
victory in WWII and were allocated as
follows:
EM — Stations located in former capitals
of guerilla activity;
EO —Stations in cities that were awarded
medals for their contribution towards
victory;
ER — ER3A, ER3W etc, were located in
Moscow;
EU —Stations in the capitals of the fifteen
Soviet republics;
EV — Stations in the capitals of Soviet
autonomous republics;
ENV — Stations located in 'hero' cities.
How do you identify the DXCC country
of these and other special USSR callsigns? The first or only letter of the suffix
identifies the second letter of the
standard USSR prefix. The digit is
meaningless, except for stations located
in Asiatic Russia, like E00AAK and
E09ACS. For oblast collectors, in callsigns with two or three letters in the
suffix, the second letter of the suffix
usually indicates the station's oblast. For
example, EMOCOG would be in Byelorussia (UC) in the oblast normally associated with UC20.
Liberian amateurs used the 6Z prefix
during July to celebrate the 142nd
anniversary of independence. If you
worked five of these stations you qualify
for an award. Send acertified log extract
(signed by your national awards manager
or two licensed amateurs) to: LRAA
Awards Manager, PO Box 10-0987, 1000
Monrovia 10, Liberia. The fee is $5.00 or
ten IRCs. No QSLs are required for the
award, but if you want QSLs for any of the
special stations, then apply to: RWynhoff
K5HUT, 12915 Memorial Drive, Houston,
Texas 77079, USA.
Awards
ZD8MAC kindly sent me details of a
number of new awards. The South
Atlantic award is available for working at
least one station on each of the South
Atlantic dependencies, ie, Ascension, St
Helena and the Falklands. The Ascension Island award is for working at least
three stations on Ascension Island. The
Air Bridge award is for working one
station in the British Isles, one on
Ascension and one in the Falklands. To
apply for any of these: list the relevant
log entries, certify that the QS0s have
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taken place, and send twenty I
RCs, $10.00
or five pounds sterling to: Awards
Manager, PO Box 2, Ascension Island,
South Atlantic.
As well as the special award mentioned
earlier, the Liberian Radio Amateur
Association has a wide-ranging awards
program. These include:
—Worked All Liberia Award. For contacts
with stations in the nine counties of
Liberia since 1April 1964. The contacts
must cover at least three different bands.
— Work Fifty Countries Award. Worked
stations in at least fifty countries since 1
April 1964.
— Work 100 Countries Award. As above,
but 100 countries.
— Six Counties Award. Worked six
Liberian counties, with the contacts
covering at least two bands.
—West African Countries Award. Worked
eight West African states plus at least
five Liberian stations, using at least two
different bands since 1January 1962.
— Work ECOWAS Countries Award.
Worked stations in at least twelve
member countries of the Economic
Community of West African States
(consisting of Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape
Verde, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea
Bissau, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra
Leone and Togo), one of which must be
Liberia, on at least three bands since 28
May 1975.
The charge for each award is $5.00 or
ten IRCs, and the application method
and address is as given earlier. The log
extract should include the callsign of the
station worked as well as the date, time,
band, mode and signal reports.
Contests
The major contests to look out for
during September are the Worked All
Europe SSB Contest on 9-10th (see last
month), the Scandinavian Activity Contests (CW on 16-17th and SSB on 23-24th),
and the CQWW RTTY Contest on 23-24th.
Looking further ahead, the IRSA
Contest Championships, sponsored by
American Radiosporting Magazine, take
place on 1 October (CW leg) and 7
October (SSB leg). The VK/ZL SSB and
Ibero-Americain SSB contests are on 7-8
October, and the RSGB 21128M Hz Phone
Contest is on the 8th. The VK/ZL CW
Contest is on 14-15th and the RSGB

21MHz CW is on the 15th. Jamboree on
the Air is on 21-22 October (how about
offering to help your local scout group
with this one?). And then the big one of
the year, the CQWW Phone Contest,
takes place on 28-29 October. Next
month Iwill give some operating tips for
this one, as well as a list of some of the
DXpedition operations which will be
active for the contest. Just to start you
off, Ihope to join other members of the
Chiltern DX Club in a major multi-single
effort from Jersey as GJ6UW, with some
CW and WARC band operation before
and after the contest.
While on the topic of contests, Iwas
fascinated recently to read the results of
a survey, conducted by the US National
Contest Journal, of those who take part
in contests and what equipment they
use.
According to the survey (of US contesters), the typical HF contest enthusiast is
forty-three years of age, degree educated (89% of respondents to the survey
had a university degree, 20% also had a
higher degree), with a family income of
$60,000. He has been licensed for twentyseven years, having first obtained his
licence when sixteen years old, much
prefers CW to SSB operation, and
regards the CQWW contests as far and
away his favourites —well ahead of WPX,
ARRL DX etc. He uses two towers, owns
two transceivers, and works an average
of 6,600 contest QS0s a year. He enjoys
contests mainly for their competitive
nature; and his competitive instincts are
likely to extend to other sports, such as
Baseball or Softball. Interestingly, he
shares the popular view that contests
can be antisocial and that there are too
many of them, but regards the major
contesting events as something special,
deserving of lots of effort and enthusiasm.
At first sight these results may seem
surprising, but I think that if such a
survey was conducted in the UK, the
results would be similar. We may need to
make do with more modest stations,
mainly due to space limitations (the
biggest stations in the US were those in
the midwest where space is more readily
available), but the majority of serious UK
contesters have been at the game for
many years, and are professional people
who work hard and play hard.

ORP KITS at QRP PRICES! E73
BUILD THE 'CARLTON'
SSB/CW RECEIVER KIT
FOR JUST £63.00 COMPLETE!
INCL P.P
* 3 bands: 80/40/20m
* Direct conversion
* Full, clear instructions
* Needs only a 12V power supply,
standard 8 OHM 'phones/LS and an aerial!

Preparing for autumn
That wraps it up for another month,
except for a final piece of advice. Do
ensure that all your antenna work is done
before the autumn winds and rains set in.
If all the predictions are to be believed,
we could well see some of the best
propagation for years during the next
few months, and it would be a shame to
miss out. If you are pushed for space, why
not try aquad or yagi just for 10m? They
don't take up too much space and need
not be more than about 30ft high, and 10m
should yield some of the best DX of the
lot. My guess is that anyone working
exclusively on 10m in the October
CQWW Contest could well expect to be
able to work up to 150 countries in the
one weekend, but you will need to put out
a reasonably competitive signal to
achieve that score.
As always, if you have any news or
views, or would like further information
on awards or contests, then drop me a
line via the editorial office or direct to:
105 Shiplake Bottom, Peppard, Henleyon-Thames, Oxon RG9 5HJ.

MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!

More than 8million students throughout the world have found it worth
their while! An ICS home-study course can help you get abetter job, make
more money and have more fun out of life! ICS has over 90 years
experience in home-study courses and is the largest correspondence
school in the world. You learn at your own pace, when and where you
want under the guidance of expert personal tutors. Find out how we
can help YOU. Post or phone today for your FREE INFORMATION PACK on
•
the course of your choice.
Electronics
Basic Electronic Engineering
(City 8. Guilds)

REMEMBER! OUR KITS ARE COMPLETE IN EVERY DETAIL! OTHER
KITS IN THE 'ORP' RANGE INCLUDE: TRANSCEIVERS, ATU'S, SWR
METER, FILTERS etc. PLUS A READY-BUILT POWER SUPPLY.
For full details, SAE please to:

LAKE ELECTRONICS
7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG18 1BX
Or ring Alan, GAD« on (0802) 382509
Callers by appointment only
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A dream antenna
Another article in National Contest
Journal caught my eye, and is also
related to serious contesting. Jeff Briggs
K1ZM, wrote about .his experiences
operating from NP4A using Pedro's new
full-sized, three-element, 80m beam up
to 160ft! Jeff operated with this monster
antenna in last year's CQWW CW
Contest, going for a new single band
world record on 80m, and ended up
working 2,256 stations in thirty-one zones
and 103 countries. Over 1,500 of the
contacts were with Europe and Japan. As
far as Iam aware this is the first time
DXCC has been worked in a contest
weekend on 80m, though it is afrequent
occurrence on the higher bands. Jeff
found it hard-going in the early hours of
the contest, simply because of the vast
number of European stations calling him
at any one time. However, he found the
front-to-side ratio of about 25dB invaluable in keeping the US signals to a
minimum, allowing him to press on with
working three point QS0s. Apparently an
article on the construction of this
antenna is due to appear in CO Magazine, though somehow Idoubt that there
will be many imitators!

Electrical Engineering
Electrical contracting/installation

Radio, Audio and TV Servicing
Radio Amateur Licence Exam
(City & Guilds)
Car Mechanics
Computer Programming
GCSE and A' level subjects

. Course of Interest:
Name:
Address:

P. Code

I 'CS International Correspondence Schools Dept EFS99, 312/314 High
MMMMM
Sheet, Sutton, Surrey SM1
.....
1PR. Tel, 01-643 9568 or 041-221 2926 (24
MNhe)
we
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1C-725 Budget HF
•••••••-•

..1•11•1•111,

• General Coverage Receiver
• 105dB Dynamic Range
• 100W Output

• DDS System
• 26 Memories
• Scanning

The new ICOM IC-725 budget H.F has been
produced due to the demand for asimple, high
specification transceiver. Despite the limited
features, compared to more expensive equipment
this set retains asuperior level of technical
performance necessary to operate on the H.F.
bands today.
Additional features include Noise Blanker,
Pre-amp, Attenuator, AGC and RIT. The DDS
Sytem (Direct Digital Synthesizer) ensures fast
Tx/Rx switching times, ideal for Data
Communications. An A.T.U. controller is built

• CI-V Computer Control
• Semi Break-in

into the IC-725 for use with the AH -3 H.F.
Automatic Antenna Tuner for mobile or base
station operation.
Accessory options available are the PS-55
20A P.S.U., AH -3 Auto Antenna Tuner, UI-7 AM Tx.
FM Tx/Rx Unit, FL-100 500Hz CW Filter,FL-101 250Hz
CW Narrow Filter and SP-7 External Loudspeaker.
For more information on the IC-725 budget
H.F. and other ICOM amateur equipment contact
your nearest authorised ICOM dealer or phone us
direct.

Icon" (UK) Ltd.
Dept AR ,Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD. Tel: 0227 363859. 24 Hour.

Count on us!
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ICOM have awinning line-up for fixed, portable and mobile
operations. The deluxe "75" series of transceivers offers a
new standard of excellence from VHF to UHF communications. Each compact all mode unit delivers maximum
performance, reliability and ease of operation.
The "75" series transceivers feature 99 tunable memories,
twin VFO's, pass band tuning, I.F. notch, noise blanker and
CW break-in. The scanning modes include memory scan,
mode scan, programmable scan and frequency skip.
These transceivers can be used in avariety of ways, for
propagation experiments, satellite communications,
moonbounce, D'xing or straight rag chewing contacts.
When high speed digital systems such as PACKET or AMTOR
data communications are used then the ICOM DDS system
provides alock-up time of just 5msec.
2Meters
ICOM's 25 watt IC-275E is asuperb transceiver for contest
operating and for general DX working. This prestige

144MHz multimode is also available as aIC-275H 100 watt
version, which requires an external AC supply.
70cms
Enjoy 430MHz operation with the 25 watt IC-475E, or go high
power using the IC-475H. An optional CT-16 Satellite
Interface Unit is available for combining ICOM "75" transceivers for easy tuning.
6Meters/10 Meters
The 10 watt IC-575 covers 28-30MHz and 50-54MHz and
includes the AC supply. Join in with the recent openings to
the U.S.A. with this superb transceiver. Also to be released
soon is the IC-575H 50/100 watt high power version, which
will operate with an external AC supply.
With the introduction of the "75" series you now have all tile
technical quality you'll need to enjoy VHF and UHF communications. For more detailed information on these transceivers
contact your local ICOM dealer of ICOM (UK) Ltd.

lielpline: Telephone us free-of-charge on 0800 521145. Mon-Fri 09 00-13 00 and 14 00 -17 30 This service is strictly for obtaining information
about or ordering lcom equipment We regret this cannot be used by dealers or for repair enquiries and parts orders, thank you
Datapost: Despatch on same day whenever possible
AIL
Access & Barclaycard: Telephone orders taken oy our mail order dept. instant credit & interest-tree H P

THE PYE M2000 RADIOPHONE
CONVERSION FOR THE 2m BAND
by Bernard Nock G4BXD
The M2000 is a 25W, fifty-five channel
(25kHz spacing), VHF radio telephone
which operates at around 165MHz. The
onboard microcomputer controls the
frequency selection and all the Tx/Rx
switching in the phone system.
Conversion
This 2m band conversion involves
removing the PCB with the micro and the
PCB housing the tone circuitry, and
provides a means of manual channel
selection. You will need a small 12W
soldering iron to carry out the work
inside the black box, but this only
requires abasic knowledge of soldering
skills.
The basic layout of the M2000 in Fig 1
shows the PCB edge connector, the
micro PCB and the tone PCB. After
removing the retaining screws, these
PCBs can be removed and discarded.
Two new xtals need to be fitted to tune
the synthesisor oscillator and mixer on
to the right frequency and to give Tx/Rx
on the same channel. One xtal is a
standard 10.7MHz and should present no
problem, but the other will depend upon
the coverage
required
(I
used
a
40.650MHz xtal to give a coverage of
144.400-145.975MHz. This xtal will need to
be ordered). Fig 2 shows both xtals and
their positions. The formula for the
40MHz xtal is given as:
(fRX +18.2)/4
The manual channel-change is in the
form of abinary bit pattern and replaces
the digital signal coming out of the micro
PCB. Six bits are required to obtain full
coverage on 2m. Fortunately, there are

six spare lines in the control box cable
once the control box is modified. There
are a few component changes required
in the radio, mainly replacing several
capacitors to lower the oscillators. No
additional caps are needed on the Tx or
Rx tuned circuits. Fig 3 shows which
capacitors require alteration.
If you are unlucky enough not to have
the back-plate housing the voltage
regulators and connectors but, simply,
the black box ending in the two D way
connectors, then a bit of work will be
required. Fig 4 shows what is on the
back-plate, but all you basically need to
provide is the 5V regulated supply and a
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few connectors with which to hang the
aerial, LS and power input, etc.
In service, the handset came in
through the back-plate, but this can be
fed down the control box cable with abit
of rewiring, and the LS can still be taken
from the back.
After fitting both xtals and replacing
the three capacitors, you can start on the
control box. Remove the front-plate and
discard the contents of the box. Then cut
apiece of copper-clad board to size, fit it
in place of the front panel and secure the
board with four bolts.
The actual configuration of the control
box is up to the individual, but the best
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Fig 1: The basic layout

Fig 2: The positions of both xtals
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Fig 3: Schematic diagram showing which capacitors measure alteration
Bit
144.400
145.975

32
0
1
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0
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8
0
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Handset

/ •

C7
C5

Table 1

11

Test

box1

I ICI

IC2

Bit

32

145.600 Ax RO
145.000 Tx RO

1
0

16
1
1

8 4 2 1
C3

0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0

\

9

1

1

+12V

C4

(ci)
8
C60

0c2

Table 2
solution is to keep it as simple as
possible. The circuit of the original box is
shown in Fig 5, and Fig 6 shows an
alternative. Fortunately, enough lines
can be obtained to supply the six channel
select lines: PTT, volume, squelch, on/off
lamp, Tx lamp, mic and ground.

Fig 4: Rear view of the back-plate
The digital code for selecting the
frequency is shown in Table 1.
This code requires certain alterations
when a repeater shift is needed. The

example in Table 2shows why.
Bits 32 and 8need to be reversed on Tx
by using a relay which only operates
when a shift is needed. A complicated

Fig 5: Print connector plug for the mother board and circuit of the original box

PRINT CONNECTOR PLUG FOR MOTHER BOARD C53A

Function

Colour

No

o

No

Colour

Function

FRONT SECTION
NR 206-0V2F
Function

Colour

Ground

whde/blue

On/Orf

grey

A

2

Area code I

red/block

Area code U-X

red/white

3

Area code U-X

red/white

Area code 0

red/green

D

4

Area code 0

red/green

Area code I

red/block

E

5

Area code A-E-I

blue/black

Area code F-X

blue/white

Area code E-X

blue/while

Area code A-0-U

blue/green

Aleo code A-E-I

blue/block

Area code A-0-U

blue/green

+5V supply

violet

-5V supply

violet

Volume

brown

Ground

white
blue
block

On/Oft

grey

N
7

9

brown

Volume

-12V or lamps

light green
dark green

Key land

pink

10

N

11

S

12

E

13

D

14
-12V for lamps
15

Search lamp

red

Called lamp

yellow

Ground

black
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Area code
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16

Key lamp
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17

Search lamp
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V

18

Called lamp

yellow

o

o

light green
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y

pink

o
o
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r
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ON

CND
A (WHITE .1. BLUE )
8 (GREY )

C (RED/WHITE )
D (RED/GREEN )
E (RED/BLACK )

Channel

Code

145.500
145.525
145.600
145.700
ETC

2C
2D
30
34

F ( BLUE/WHITE )

Table 3

H ( BLUE/GREEN )
J ( BLUE/BLACK )

K

VIOLET )

.5V

L ( BROWN )

N (LIGHT A DARK GREEN )

330R
R ( PINK )

fie-7
330R

TX ON

Isçe,
T (RED )
U ( YELLOW )
V ( BLACK )

Fig 5: Alternative circuit (see Fig 5)
CCT could be used which automatically
gives RPT shift when the code falls on an
RPT channel, but the easier option of
manual switching should be used (Fig 7
shows the wiring). Originally, the relay
was wired so that the switch on the
control box supplied the volts and the
other end of the relay was wired to the
PTT line, but this upset the PTT switching
too much, so an alternative OCT was
devised.
One of the pins on connector 1 goes
+12V on Tx. The switch in the control box
now feeds 5V to the gate of a FET which
has the relay coil in the drain; this gives
no problems at all. Again, acomplicated
CCT could be devised to obtain a more
realistic display of the actual frequency
in use, but two hex thumb-wheel counters, each giving a 4 bit binary pattern,
should be used; the code representing
the channel soon becomes familiar with
use (see Table 3).
In the main box the two transistors and
their associated caps and resistors are

located near the front of the box on the
micro side; these being the driver CCT
for the searching and called lamps in the
old control box. Connections U' and T'
on the edge strip (see Fig 8) can now be
removed; this gives afew copper pads to
hang other wires on. The end pin on the
edge connector goes to ground. This
track is cut because pin 5is used for the
PTT line.
The multipin plug that used to feed the
code signals to the tone PCB can now be
used to get the 6 bit channel select
across to the synthesisor (see Fig 8) by
using the old connector 2 on the micro
PCB. On the PCB 061 (mod amp), remove
the capacitor connected to pin 5and link
a wire from pin 5 to pin 1; this gets the
new mic connection from the edge strip.
Tuning
Having changed the xtals, inserted the
new capacitors and completed the new
control box, the final task is to tune the
set for use on the 2m band.
Synthesisor: Connect high res dc VM
to TP1 on B11. Tune L1 for approx 3V. Coil
L2 is for frequency adjustment.
PLL: Dc VM to TP1 on B17. Oscilloscope (1V/DIV) to TP1 on B17. Adjust the

VCO trimmer for 'lock'. Lock is a stable
25kHz which ripples as the dc volts
increase while adjusting the trimmer
(adjust for 3V). Set channel select to the
highest and lowest setting and ensure
that the lock remains.
Rx mix: Dc VM to TP2 on B08. Tune 017
and 018 for maximum. Connect the
signal generator to the aerial socket. Dc
VM to pin 4 on 049. Tune the following
trimmers and coils on B08: C2, C3, C6, C9,
010 and L6. Tune L1 on 049 to maximum.
Decrease the signal generator output to
help get the COTS right on peak. If a
signal generator is not available, then
use alocal repeater. Finally, fine-tune L6
(B08) and L1 (049).
Tx mix and amp (B07): Dc VM to TP1
(B07) and tune L1 for maximum. Set caps
C2, 6, 11, 13 and 18 to maximum. Dc VM to
can of transistor 2 (the middle one) and
tune 02 and 06 for maximum. Use an RF
probe on the output coax link, tune C11,
013 and 018 and readjust 02 and 06 for
maximum output (150mW).
Tx PA: Turn pot R1 (B57) counterclockwise. Use an SWR bridge into a
dummy load on the aerial socket. Tune all
PA trimmers to maximum output, with a
final tweek on 018 (B07). Adjust the pot
R1 to set the output power level.
Frequency: If the xtal is set correctly,
the set should be on the 25kHz step
channels. Frequency adjustment for the
Ax is via coil L2 on B11. Set the Tx
frequency using 029 on B11.
The set will now receive and transmit
on 2m. The 25W Tx/Rx has a quoted
sensitivity of 0.4mV for 20dB sinad, and
the RF and mixer transistors can be
replaced with more active devices later.

Fig 8: Directing the 6bit channel select across to the synthesisor

Fig 7: Repeater shift CCT
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effect of abandoning the Morse test
completely would be inside amateur
radio, resulting in greater use of the HF
bands by existing amateurs, rather than
the attraction of more newcomers to the
hobby. Whatever the eventual result,
however, the Morse test is unlikely to be
dropped as a qualification for amateur
operation up to 30MHz until it is no
longer a requirement under the international radio regulations.

Tony Smith G4FAI takes his bimonthly
look at the world of dots and dashes
No-code entry in USA?
A Morsum Magnificat reader in South
Africa runs an amateur Morse class.
After reading the debate about the
future of Morse in recent British and
American magazines and seeing the
results of readership surveys, he tells me
his students are convinced the test will
be abolished shortly in both countries.
They think that other countries will
follow suit and they are wondering
whether it's worth continuing with their
classes.
There have certainly been a lot of
words generated on the subject but at
the present time it's all wishful thinking
based on a misunderstanding! The
heated debate in the USA relates to
various proposals that there should be a
'no-code entry' into amateur radio for
operation on certain frequencies above
30MHz; something we have had in Britain
for years! In CQ magazine, June 1989, Ed
Judge W5T00 reports on the conclusions of an ARRL Committee specially
set up to study the issues and make
recommendations to the ARRL board of
directors.
The Committee recommended that the
present USA Technician class be
renamed 'Technician Plus' and that a
new code-free Technician' licence be
created with all operating privileges
above 30MHz, including 50MHz but
excepting 2m, where only digital operation between 144.9 and 145.1MHz would
be allowed. Upgrading to the new
Technician Plus grade would be effected
by passing a Morse test of 5wpm giving
access to the 80, 40, 15, and 10m bands,
exactly as with the present Technician
grade.
Using virtually the same argument as
the RSGB, the ARRL thinks that under
future pressure the greatest strength of
amateur radio will be in numbers. W5T00
comments that bright, young people
'computer literate, technically adept,
and creative' are willing to prove their
competence in areas of regulations and
technical knowledge but are unwilling to
submit to what they view as a nonSEPTEMBER 1989

relevant, out-moded and unreasonable
requirement — the Morse code.
During the Committee proceedings,
Dave Sumner K1ZZ, Executive VicePresident of ARRL, advised that the
League estimated a growth rate in new
licensees — with a no-code licence — of
12%, provided they worked hard at
recruiting. But it was agreed there would
not be the flood of new people some
seem to fear. ARRL will now decide if it
wishes to petition the FCC for an
amendment to the amateur regulations
to permit code-free entry as recommended by the Committee.
By contrast...
Undoubtedly national societies everywhere are attempting to do what they
think is best for amateur radio, but it is
interesting to compare their different
approaches.
On the basis of the American argument, the fact that the UK already has a
code-free licence for frequencies of
50MHz and above should surely mean
that we are already successfully recruiting our fair share of 'computer literate,
technically adept and creative bright
young people'. Yet the RSGB in its own
efforts to bring these same elusive folk
into amateur radio is proposing a new
novice licence to include a5wpm Morse
test, which in the States is thought to
keep them away!
While their concern on behalf of
amateur radio is to be applauded, one
sometimes wonders if the societies are
on the wrong track. Iwas particularly
struck by the comment of an industry
spokesman at the Miami Hamfest,
reported by W5T00, 'If you stood at the
entrance to the World's Fair and handed
out blank Extra Class tickets, maybe onehundredth of one percent would ever be
used'. W5T00 also commented, 'We all
love amateur radio ...But the sad fact is,
in the eyes of a public accustomed to
supersonic jet travel and intercontinental long-distance calls, amateur radio has
lost its magic.'
It seems more than I
i
kely that the major

FCC licence revision
The FCC has just approved afull-scale
revision of their regulations relating to
the Amateur Service, effective from 1
September 1989. Thjs retains the Morse
test in accordance with international
regulations, although their interpretation of the test requirement is different
from ours. The FCC says that while the
international rules require amateur
operators to prove they are able to send
correctly by hand and to receive correctly by ear texts in the Morse code,
their policy is that atelegraphy receiving
test is adequate proof of both sending
and receiving ability, although volunteer
examiners do have the option of
administering a sending test in any
particular examination if they wish.
The rules
The test involves receiving all the
letters of the alphabet, numerals 0-9, full
stop, comma, question mark, oblique and
the prosigns AR, BT and SK. The test
must last at least five minutes and
contain
each
required
telegraphy
character at least once. Five letters
count as one word while numerals,
punctuation marks and prosigns are
counted as two letters. Tests are administered at different speeds according to
the amateur licence class applied for.
Novice and Technician Class need a
minimum of 5wpm; General and Advanced Class, 13wpm; and Extra Class
20wpm. Acknowledgements to W5YI
REPORT for this item.
FISTS straight key week
The above event takes place from
0001hrs on 3 September to 2359hrs on 9
September 1989. It is intended to
encourage not only the use of the
straight key but also to foster activity in
CW.
This is not a contest. All stations are
welcome to join in and FISTS members
will be invited to submit nominations for
the 'Best Fist of the Week'. In sympathy
with EUCW rules, any station (whether a
member or not) receiving two or more
nominations will receive a certificate
with the club's compliments.
All FISTS members worked during this
period will qualify towards the FISTS
Century Award (send an SAE for details)
and the club call (GOIPX or GOIPX/M) will
be active.
The suggested frequencies to try are:
3.550/3.559, 7.027/7.0295 and 0.55 on HF
bands. FISTS members will also be active
on the WARC bands.
All enquiries about the FISTS Morse
Club should be sent to: George Longden
G3ZQS, 119 Cemetery Road, Darwen,
Lancs BB3 2LZ.
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SHORT WAVE
LISTENER
TREVOR MORGAN GW4OXB
Phew! That's about the first
word that comes to mind! As
the man said, 'It ain't half hot,
mum!' However, some of you
have been brave enough to
venture into the shack and
get some listening done, particularly our awards' chasers.
Awards
With two claims in for Gold
this month, it's a fight as to
who's first in line, so it's out
with the old coin again. So,
winning the toss is our old
mate
Darrell
Jacobs,
of
Mortimer, who has claimed
his second Gold Award for
1,000 prefixes logged, this
time on 15m only! It's taken
him three years to compile
the list.
Among the expected usuals
are such niceties as the
following:
0E5JTK/YK
(Syria), TG/W2JGR (Guatemala), V3JRS (Belize), HH7GE
(Haiti), ZA6AL (Albania, logged in 1986), TXOA (French
Guiana), 5U7/TU4BR (Niger),
9V1WP (Singapore), FT8TWP
(Crozet Island), HN7C (Syria)
and VS6, A4X, A6X, 6CB, 150,
3DO, HSO, WP6, H44 and
HB9SB/MM at 9'5"N, 47'46'W!
Darrell now uses an Apple III
computer, so he may go off on
a
different
tack ... who
knows?
Our other Gold winner is
Terry Lincoln, of Weymouth,
who also claims one for 15m
(this band is really showing
some excellent stuff lately).
Terry had some good loggings too with: A47, BV4, CE7,
CX6, HLO, JW5, KX4, TR8, IZO,
VQ9, VS6, XQ2, 368, 6TB, 6W6
and 807. Very nice effort,
Terry.
Our next claim is from Brian
Biddle, of Leicester. Brian
uses an FT-707 which has a
good receiver section, and he
claims the North America
Continental
award
with:
W7ABX,
KL7BJ,
VE8RCS,
8P6OV,
J37AH,
J6LB,
KP2A/KP5, J7DSL and 188AQ,
among others. It's a respectable start to the hunt, so well
done, Brian.
Peter Cain, of Newcastle,
claimed the Broadcast Monitor award for 100 stations
logged. Nothing exotic here,
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but
some
nice
loggings
nevertheless
(frequencies
are
in
brackets).
They
include: Ibra Radio (7110),
Radio Damascus (9950), VO
Ethiopia (9560), Radio for
Peace (13660), KUSW, Utah
(15225),
Radio
Bangladesh
(11510), Radio Ventas (15465),
Voz del Cid (6305), KFBS,
Saipan (12025) and Radio
Globo (11805).
Pete uses the R1000 which
has agood reputation, but it's
amazing what can be heard on
the simplest receivers with
just a little patience.
The idea behind offering
these awards is to encourage
owners of even basic radio
receivers to really listen to
the different bands. The technique of slowly moving the
tuning control
instead of
whipping between Radio 1
and Capital Radio is easily
mastered, and you will be
surprised by what can be
heard
on
those
foreign'
broadcasts.
My first receiver
The first receiver Iever had
was an Ultra 'all band' radio
which was powered by accumulators (we still had gas
lighting in those days!). The
aerial was a 'Woolworth's
wonder' wire: a length of
stranded copper wire that
was sold as a radio aerial at
that emporium. My father and
Ihad some fun with that set
until the valves started to fail,
and when we got real electricity (240V dc!). We upgraded
then to a radiogram which
wasn't as much fun, but dad
loved Caruso so that was the
end of 'DXing' for awhile.
By the time real receivers
were available in the late
forties to early fifties, Iwas
suffering from puberty and all
that entailed. So it wasn't until
the early sixties when Iwas
able to afford a Perdio portable that I rekindled my
interest in world broadcast
reception.
What a difference nowadays! Not only is there a
surplus of equipment available, but most of us can
actually afford to buy it!
However, it is not necessary

to spend heaps of money to
enjoy exploring the world of
radio. Even some of the older
receivers are capable of giving good results.
Successful listening
When you are interested in
listening, it doesn't pay to get
too bogged down in technicalities. Many of the lads who
claim major awards, not only
ours but national or international ones, owe their success, not to technical superiority, but by simply knowing
what their equipment is capable of and how to get the
best from it. This knowledge
comes from pure 'hands on'
experience of where to look
and at what time for that rare
station. There's nothing to
beat it, and the more time you
spend just listening and logging the better. You'll soon
realise that certain frequencies are better at certain
times and that certain atmospheric conditions are a sign
of good
DX propagation.
Aerials are also a study in
themselves, and it's only by
using
different
configurations of wire aerials and
comparing them that you'll
find out what is best for your
locality.
From the mailbag
Derby and District ARS
have released the results of
their
Third
Annual
144/146MHz contest. There
was only one participant in
the SWL section, D Gilbert, of
Surrey, who scored arespectable 288 points.
Winner of the full-power
section was GOFEH/P, with
G1 EUU/P and GW4VVX/P as
runners-up. The low power
(30W maximum) winner was
G4RLF/P with G7APD/P and
G4ARI in the chase. This
contest, held in March, is
always well-supported, but
the listeners' section could
do with a boost, lads!
The British Amateur Radio
Teledata Group has had a
couple of retirements from
the
committee. The
new
membership secretary is Ann
Reynolds G6ZTF. The components/software
depart-
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ment is now in the charge of
Ted
Hatch
G3ISD,
and
publications are handled by
Peter Adams G6LZB (they do
a nice range of beginners'
guides, too).
The 91st Leicester Scouts
ARC is promoting the GB
Award in November using
their callsign, GB4GBA. The
award is available to listeners
and licensed amateurs having
100 confirmed contacts with
UK special event stations,
and endorsement stickers are
available up to 500. Full
details are available from
G4SJX or myself.
The Ormskirk and District
ARC will be on the air from 910 September with G4SNX
from the National Vintage
Tractor and Engine Club Rally
in Bickerstaff. Mike Marsden
BRS85477 will be there to
greet any listeners who pop
in.
Some readers may remember me mentioning the Great
Circle Short Wave Society of
Virginia, USA, a couple of
years ago. The President, Dr
Harold Cones, and Icreated a
'sisterhip' between the GCS
and the International Listeners Association, which was
started through this column
four years ago.
On 15 September, my wife
and Iwill be joining Harold
and the gang at the ARRL
Convention at Virginia Beach.
Among other things planned,
Iwill be operating 20m portable, so I would be very
pleased
to
receive
any
reports on signals heard from
there.
The dates to listen in are
from 14-19 September (from
Virginia and Ohio) and from
21st to 24th (from Florida). I
will be operating SSB around
14.200 to 14.250 and CW
around 14.045 to 14.075. The
times
should
be
around
2300BST and I'll be signing
with GW4OXB/W4.1'11 try to do
something special in the way
of QSL cards!
Well that's about it for this
month, so have a successful
month of listening.
Any band reports, news or
comments to: 1Jersey Street,
Hafod, Swansea SA1 2HF.
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THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!
FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
BARGAINS GALORE!

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL!
Very high resolution, fully cased 14" green or amber screen
monitor with non-gare screen and swivel/tilt base. The very
latest technology at the very lowest pricel Fully compatible and
plug compatible with all IBM PCs and dones fined with a high
res Hercules or equivalent cardl Enables superb graphics and
resolution, all at a eve away price. Has many extra features
including aux +5 & 12v DC outputs to power at least 2disk drives,
Nyour PC power supply Is gating hotl Suppiled BRAND NEW
and boxed. State whether amber or green screen required.
Amber ............£79
Green
.£69
E

SPECIAL EXPERIMENTERS PSU's
These 2 PSUs are bunt to BTs rigorous specs and give fully
protected DC outputs ideal for the electronic hobbyist & experimenter. Type EPSU1 Input is 240v AC; outputs are 5v 0
2a,t12v 0 la, 24v 0 1a, 5v fully floating 50ma. EPSU2 Input
Is 30-70vdc outputs are 5v
6a,12v
la,-12v 0 0.5a & 5
others. Circuit diagram on request for EPSU1 .No data with
EPSU2 -hence the price! Both at parts alone pricel
EPSU1
.
£16.95 C
EPSU2
£9.95 C

NEW 514 Inch from £29.951

Massive purchases of standard 51/
4' drives enables us to
pr ,sent prime product at Industry beating low prices' All units
(unless stated) are removed from often brand new equipment
and are fully tested,aligned and shipped to you with a 90 day
guarantee and operate from +5 & +12vdc, are of standard size
and accept the standard 34 way connector.
Sil JGART SA405. BRAND NEW
£29.95(B
TANDON Tit100-2A IBM compatible DS
£39.95 LB
Its stock taking time once more so we have made up alot of our
TANDONT1A101-4 80 Track DS
£48.05
famous bargain parcels again' These parcels represent the best
CANON,TEC etc.DS half height.State 40 or 80T
value for money available and the greatest bargains of the
TATUNG PC2000. Big brother of the famous Einstein. The TEAC FD-55-F.40-80 DS half height. BRAND NEW £09
century -a real thrill to open them up when you find that you
TPC2000 Professional 3piece system comprises: Quality high
392 INCH BRAND NEW AT £19.9511
have bought equipment and components (mostly brand new)
resolution Green 1r monitor. Sculptured 92 key keyboard and Never before seen price for a31/
2 drive. Standard size believed
plinth unit containing Z80A CPU and all control circuits. PLUS 2 to be by Canon. Brand new and packaged -mint conditionl 40 for well under athird of our normal low pricer!'
Integral TEAC 5.2580 track double sided disk drives. Generous track SS, run from +5 & +12vdc with standard power connec- lAbc of general electronic parts & equipment:
5Idoe weight for.... £8.95(B) 20 'dos weight for ....£22.50(D)
other features include dual 8" IBM format dsli drive support. tor
Only
£19.95 or 2 for £34.50(B)
Board* Parcels for parts recovery:
Serial and parallel outputs, full expansion port, 64K ram and
CHOOSE YOUR 8 INCH!
Parcels contain almost any type of boards Including ICs.
ready to run software. Supplied complete with CM. Wordstar Shugart 900/801 SS refurbished & tested
and Basic. Brand new and covered by our famous 90 day Shugart 851 double sided refurbished & tested
memory, loglc, passives and vast assortments of partsi
guarantee and backup. Normal price of this unit Is over £14001
10 board parcel...17.50(B) 20 board percal.. .113.95(C)
161280483 double sided switchable
Our price -- only .---£299 (E)
£250.00(E)
hard or soft sectors- BRAND NEW
PC-AT 2E16 CLONE Lowest ever priced 8 mhz PC-AT clone
SPECIAL OFFERS!!
complete with a20mhz hard drive, a 525' 360k floppy, 640k of Dual 8" drives with 2megabyte capadty housed in asmart case AM PSUs 220-240vac input and are BRAND NEW unless
RAM plus Hercules card compatabillty. The keyboard Is NCR with bullt In power supply1
stated. Many types ranging from 3v to 10kv always in stock.
Only £499.00 (F)
with 85 keys in an attractive beige, grey and cream finish to Ideal as exterior drIves1
Byte B0301 5vdc 01.6e. 12vdc @ 1.5a.Perfect for disk drives;
match the computer. The moritor is very high resolution 14' End of Ilne purchase scoopl Brand new NEC D2246 8' 85 with Molex sockets.Very attractvely cased.Illum. SW. £19.50(B)
non-glare, with your choice of amber or green screen. A very megabyte of hard disk storagel Full CPU control and industry Greandele 19ABOE 60 watts switch mode.+5v 0 6a,.±12v
standard SMD Interlace. Ultra hl speed transfer and access time la,.±15v 0 1a. RFE and fully tested.11 x20 x5.5crns. £24.95(C)
doe package at a super pricel
leaves the good old ST506 interface standing. In mint condition Conver AC130. 130 watt hi-grade VDE spec.SwItch mode.+5v
Our prIcs.-. only .....-£799 (E)
and comes complete with manual. Only
£399(E)
15a,-5v @ la,t12v @ 6a.27 x 12.5 x 6.5cms
£49.95(C)
Boehert 13000.SwItch mode.ideal for drives & system. +5v0
The 'Man' from Crotan Is aBritish made high current mains 6a, +12v 0 2.5a, -12v 0 0.5a, -5v 0 0.5a.
£29.95(B)
spike suppressor and RF filter In one, capable of handing up Famed G6/40A. Switch mode. 5v @ 40a.Encased £95.00(C)
We got a tremendous buy on further stocks of this popular
to
10
arnps1The
attractive
case
has
an
Integral
13
amp
socket
Master System e2/12 microprocessor controlled V22 full duplex
12® baud modem -we can now bring them to you at halt last for yourequipment plug and aflying lead terminates in aquality
advertised price! Fully BT approved unit, provides standard plug (to BS 1363A standard) to go to the mains socket. There A replacement or backup keyboard, switchable for IBM PC,
V22 high speed data comm, which at 120 cps, can save your is an Internal fuse plus one In the plug. Two LED Indicators, one PC-XT or PC-AT. LED's for Caps,Scroll & Num Locks. Standard
phone bill and connect time by astaggering 75%1 Ultra slim 45 forpower on and the othe rlights if the internal fuse falls. Dims:6' 85 keyboard layout. Made by NCR for the English & US markets.
mm high. Full featured with LED status indicators and remote x3' x2". Brand new. Normal distributor's price Is £65.001
Absolutely standard. Brand new & boxed with manual and key
error dagnostics. Sync or Async use; speech or data switching; Our price only
£15.95 each or 2for £29.95 (B) template for user slogans on the function keys. Attractive
built in 240v mains supply and 2 wire connection to BT. Units Belling-Lee type L2127 mains RFI filters rated at 250 volts 3 beige,grey and cream finish, with the usual retractable legs
are In used but good condition. Fully tested prior despatch, with amps maxlmum. Comes complete with a built in mains cable underneath. A generous length of curly cord, terminating In the
data and afull 90 day guarantee. What more can you ask for
(English coding), and athree pin miniature non-reversible sock- standard 5 pin DIN plug. A beautiful clean piece of manufacand at this prIcell
ONLY £69 (D)
et and a mating plug, to go to the equipment. Ideal for those turers surplus. What adealt
BRAND NEW AND BOXED ONLY
(B)
who are bugged by RF interference. Very compact. Dims 3-1/8'
Write to us today and get your narne on our mailing
x2.5" x1.5"
£3.95 each or 3for £10 (A)
Ilst for our FREE eight weekly bargain flyer ,Tre Dirpta9
7i&ws with thousands of unadvertised special offers.
Converts your colour monitor Into a
Please specify 110 or 240 vats for AC fan*.

BARGAIN PARTS 8, BOARDS PACKS

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

POWER SUPPLIES

SPECIAL PURCHASE
V22 1200 baud modems

MAINS SUPPRESSORS & FILTERS

IBM KEYBOARD DEAL

£49

THE AMAZING TELEBOX!

COOLING FANS

MONITORS

COLOUR MONITORS
Decca 16" 80 series budget range colour monitors. Features
Include PIL tube, an attractive teak style case and guaranteed
80 column resolution, features which are only normally seen on
colour monitors costing 3times our price' It is absolutely ready
to connect to ahost of computer or video outputs. Manufacturers
fully tested surplus, sold in little or hardy used condition with 90
day full RTB guarantee. Dacca 80 RGB TR and sync input for
BBC and *filar type interface etc.Decce 80 COWO 75 ohm
composite video Input with integral sudo amp & speaker. Ideal
for use with video recorder or our Telebox ST „or any other audio
visual use.
Any type only £99.00 (E)
HI-DEFINITION COLOUR MONITORS
Brand new Centronic 14" monitor for IBM PC and compatibles
at a lower than ever pricel Completely CGA equivalent. Hi -res
Mitsubushl 0.42 dot pitch giving 669 x 507 pixels. Big 28 Mhz
bandwidth. A super monitor in attracUve style moulded case.Full
90 day guarantee.
Only
£149 (E)
20",22" and 26" AV SPECIALS
Superbly made UK manufacture. PL all solid state colour
monitors, complete with composite video & sound Inputs. Attractive teak style case. Perfect for Schools.Shops,Disco, Clubs.
In EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.

3 inch
31
/ inch
2
4 inch
4inch
10 Inch
62 mm
92 mm
4 inch
4 Inch

AC. 11
2 "thick
/
AC ETRI silmline.Only 1' thick.
AC 110/240v lle thick.
AC 11
/ 'thick
2
Round.3 1/
2 thick. Rotron 110v
DC 1' thick. No.812 for 6/12v.814 24v.
DC 12v. 19 mm thick.
DC 12v. 12w 11
/ "thick
2
DC 24v 8w. 1" thick.

£ 8.50(B)
£ 9.95(8)
£10.95(B)
£ 9.95(1
£10.95(13
£15.95(A
£10.95(A)
£12.50(B)
£14,50(B)

QUALITY COLOUR TV!!
2
.•

TV SOUND
& VIDEO
TUNER!

Brand new high quality, fully cased, 7channel UHF PAL TV tuner
system. Unit simply connects to your TV aerial socket and colour
video monitor turn ng same Into afabulous colour TV. Dont worry
if your monitor does nt have sound, the TELEBOX even has an
Integral sudo amp f
or driving aspeaker plus an auxiliary output
for Headphones or HI Fl system etc. Many other features: LED
Status Indicator, Smart moulded case, Mains powered, Built to
LEAD ACID
BS safety specs. Many other uses for TV sound or video etc.
Maintenance free sealed long IN.. Typo A300.
Supplied BRAND NEW with full 1year guarantee.
12 volts
12 volts 3amp/hours
£13.95(A)
Telebox ST for composite video Input monitors
£29.95(B)
6 volts
6yolts3 amp/hou rs
£ 9.95(A)
Telebox Sit as ST but with Integral speaker
£34.95(B)
6-0-6 volts Centre tapped 1.8 amp hours
£ 5.95(A)
Telebox RGB for analogue RGB monitors
£59.95(B)
12 volts
12 volts 24 amp hours. A200. RFE.
£29.00(B)
NOT suitable for IBM or Clone type colour monitors.
SPECIAL OFFER!

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES

100 amp/hours at 6 volt! Brand new Chloride Powersafe
3VB11. Leakproof with additional snap-on security lid. Perfect
for uninterruptable power supplies, portable power source, Epson MX-80 FIT One of the most popular printers around'
BI-directional printing with full logic seeking. 9 x9dot matrix for
caravans etc. Normally costs £801
£39 (E)
eni arged,bold, condensed etc. Standard parallel interface. Brand
NICKEL CADMIUM
Quality 12v 4ah cell pack. Originally made for the Technicololor label removed from front. Hardes tractor,fanfold and individual
(F)
video company . Contains 10 GE top quality D ricad cells in a paper. OK with IBM PC and most others. A tremendous buyl
£128.00 (E)
MONOCHROME MONITORS
smart robust case with aDC output connector. Ideal for portable
Haze/tine EsprInt small desktop.100 cps with RS232 and
Wang green screen 12' chassis monitor with composite video equipment. Brandnew.
£19.95(B)
standard
parallel.
Full
pin
addressable and 6 user selectable
Input. Adjustable for tilt. Requires 12 vdc. Brand new and boxed Ex-equipment NICAD cells by GE. Removed from equipment
£149.00(E)
In perfect condition.
Only £39 each or 2for £75 (F) and In good, used condition: D size 4ah
4 for £5(B) fonts. Up to 9.5" paper. Sheet & tractor feed.
Motorola M1000-100 5' black & white compact chassis measurF size 7ah
6 for £8 B) Centronics 150 series. Always known for their reliability in continuous use -real workhorses In any environment. Fast 150 cps
ing only 11.6H x 12W x 22D. Ideal for CCTV or computer
SPECIAL INTEREST
with 4 fonts and choice of Interlaces.
applications. Accepts standard composite or Individual H á V
150-SN up to 9.5' paper
£155.00(E)
syncs. Needs 12vdc at only 0.8a. Some units may have mlnor Racel-Redmic real time colour drafting PCB layout system. In£190.00(E)
screen blemishes. Fully tested with 30 day guarantee and full cludes furniture and bUge moritor.Complete ready to gol £3950 150-SW up to 14.5' paper
data.
£29.00(C)
DEC VAX11/750 Inc. 2Meg Ram DZ and lull documentation, in
Specify whether serial or parallel required
Fully cased as above In attractive moulded desk standing brand new condition'
£3000
CALL FOR THE MANY OTHERS IN STOCK
swivel. Dim 12 x 14.5 x26crn.
£3L00(C)
Larkteeni
Celcom
m
eotter
£ 650
INCLUDING DAISY WHEELS.
JVC 751 ultra compact chassis monitor for 12vdc 0.7a. Dim 1
e
Waveform Moritor
£ 300
x14 x 18cm. Simple DIY data Included to convert to composite 1.5kw115v 60hz power source.
£ 950
Visit our Shop -Technical help always on hand
'Me° Input .Full data. BRAND NEW
£65.00(3) Wayne Kerr RAM audio real time freq.res.analyser. £3000
plus many un-advertised specials. You can buy a
20" Bieck & white monitors by Aztek, Cotron & National. All VG Electronics 1033 Teletext Bridge
£3750
solid state, fully cased monitors ideal for all types of AV or CCTV Tektronica R140 NTSC TV test signal standard.
£ 875
colour television for as little as £29! Come and
applications. Standard composite video inputs with integral Verestek V80 Printer plotter
£1500
join the gang at 215 Whitehorse Lane!
sudo amp and speaker. Sold in good used condition -fully tested DEC LS11/02 CPU board
£ 150
with 90 day guarantee.
C85.00(F)

BRAND NEW PRINTERS

20"....£155 22"....£170 26"....£185
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-Electronics-

MAIL ORDER/OFFICES
Open Mon-Fri 9.30-5.30
32 BIggIn Way,
Upper Norwood,
London SE19 3XF.

LONDON SHOP
100s of bargains for
callers!
Open Mon-Set 9-5.30
215 Whitehorse Lane,
South Norwood,

DISTEL CD The Original
Free dial-up database!
1000's of items+Info On Line
300bd 01-679-1888,1200 ,75
01-679-6183,1200 1200
01-679-8769

ALL ENQUIRIES

toil

01-679-4414
Fax- 01-679-1927
Telex 894502

Visa

All pies to UK Mainland. UK customers ADD 15% VAT to total onier amount. Minimum order £10. PO orders from Govemmert,Universbesechoole ILocal Authorities
weicome-minimum account order £25. Carriage charges (Ai-£l.50. (B).£3.50. (C).£6.50. (D)wfi0.50. (E)«el 2.50 (F).£15. (G)-Call .
AM goods suppled subject to ow
standard Concitions of Sale and unless otherwise stated guaranteed for 90 days. AS guarantees given on •return to base basis.We reserve the right to change paces I
specifications wihout prior notice. Orders accepted subject to stock.Ouitaticns willingly given for higher quantities than those stated.

else would have used from the start,
Novice. Full details of the proposals are
not known as yet, but the mole is working
on it.

News and comment from
Glen Ross G8MWR

Several letters have come my way
recently containing complaints about
the spreading of SSB signals. The
problem lies in the fact that people
believe the manufacturer's blurb, which
tells you that the device you have just
bought from them is a100W, or whatever
watt linear. Now the fact that the gubbins
will produce 100W is not denied, but
doing so in a'linear' manner is very much
in doubt.
Definition
Let us recap on what alinear should do.
For this purpose we will assume that it
has apower gain of ten times and is rated
at 100W maximum output. The output
should follow the input drive power
exactly, or in a linear fashion, hence the
name. So, 1W in gives 10W out and 5W in
gives 50W out, but as the drive power is
increased beyond this sort of level you
find that the increase in output does not
follow the increase in drive: you have run
up against a phenomenon known as
compression.
Nasties
This has the same effect as overdriving
an audio amplifier; when this runs into
compression the peaks of the wave are
clipped and you hear the result as
distortion. The same thing happens in
our linear, and the resulting distortion is
heard as splattering noises up and down
the band.
Much investigative work on this was
done a couple of years ago by G3OSS,
and his figures for various commercial
amplifiers were published in several
reviews for this magazine. His general
conclusion
was
that
transistorised
amplifiers maintained linearity only
when driven to around 70% of rated
power, push them much beyond that and
you are in trouble. All the preceding
remarks only apply to SSB. If you are
working FM then the non-linearity is of
no consequence.
Rough guide
Having established the electronic
cause of the problem, we now need to
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look into why so many I
inears get
overdriven. As the problem with the
linear was believing the paperwork, the
majority of overdriving is caused by
believing the SWR meter. In most cases,
the operator sets the SWR meter to read
forward power and then runs the linear
up on FM to see what he can squeeze out
of it. He then goes to SSB and talks it up
to the same meter reading. Here he
makes his big mistake. He forgets that
the meter needle suffers from inertia and
that there is no way it can respond fast
enough to follow the speech peaks.
While the meter needle is on its way up
the speech peak is falling again, and the
best the meter can do is to average it all
out.
Practical
What does all this mean in practice? If
you get 100W out on FM, then you should
only talk up the power so that you get a
reading of around 30W on speech peaks.
You will still get 100W output on peaks,
the meter just can't read it fast enough.
Fortunately some of the latest SWR
meters can measure PEP output, and if
you are lucky enough to have one of
these, then simply drive the rig for full
output from the linear.
The mole report
One of the major events in the VHF
man's diary has been the RSGB exhibition at the NEC, because this is where he
has the opportunity to examine all the
latest gadgets and new equipment. This
year the RSGB decided not to run the
show, and many people assumed that
this signalled the death of the event. Our
friendly mole tells me that this is not the
case, and that the RSGB will return to the
NEC next year. The dates for your diary
are probably 21-22 Apri I. If you want more
information contact G3MVV, who is
QTHR.
More news from the mole is that the
RSGB has sent the proposals for the new
entry level licence to the DTI and that
they have bowed to public opinion and
dropped the Student name; henceforth,
it will be known by the name everyone

Abusive
During the last couple of months there
has been a lot of talk about repeater
abuse and just whose responsibility it is
to clear up the problem. The DTI took the
matter in-hand afew days ago when they
closed down GB3SL, the south London
repeater, for a period of twenty-eight
days to allow a cooling off period.
Anyone who listens to the London
repeaters will know the abuse and foul
language to be heard make most other
repeaters' problems appear insignificant by comparison. The snag is that all
the hassle will start up again just as soon
as the repeater comes back on air. It is
not the repeater that needs closing down
but the people who cause the problem.
Shutting down GB3SL simply means that
all the good guys suffer the inconvenience of being unable to use the system,
whilst the people who caused the
problem will simply move on to another
repeater. Effective monitoring by the RIS
is now a thing of the past, and far too
many operators actually play into the
hands of troublemakers by responding to
them. This gives troublemakers the
satisfaction of knowing that they are
causing problems. The far better solution is to completely ignore them and let
them assume that their efforts are in
vain.
50MHz report
This is the band where the VHF man
can get into the serious long-distance
stuff. Ishall be carrying detailed monthly
reports of the best activity. Not on a'who
worked where and what' basis, but as a
general synopsis of the better days'
activities each month.
On 19 July the ZB2VHF beacon was
being received before 0800hrs and was
still audible as late as 2300hrs. During the
morning CT4K() and T77C were worked
on the south coast with signals up to 599.
By early afternoon, many French stations
were being worked as far north as the
Midlands. Other stations heard or
worked were: 9H5EE, 9H50 and 9H5FL —
all from Malta. Around 1600hrs SV10E
was heard calling QRZ W for some
considerable time, but there is no report
of an actual contact. At about 1630hrs
9H1FL and 9H5E were working into
Finland, and SV10E contacted G3JVL.
Shortly afterwards, various Greek stations were heard on the band. At 1735hrs
ZS3J0 was calling CO and reporting
reception of GB3RMK. Mid-evening saw
several Spanish stations contacting England and Holland.
On the 21st the band opened around
1130hrs when the ZB2VHF and 9H1SIX
beacons were audible. At 1200hrs T77C
was heard working G stations and was
still there at 1300hrs. At about the same
time 9H5EE was heard contacting G and
PA stations. Between 1400 and 1730hrs
many Finnish stations were on the band,
and at 1700h r5 ZS3J0 was heard contacting many OH stations and also had
contacts into Scotland. From around
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1930hrs there were many French and
Dutch stations working into England, and
the ZB2VHF,
CTOWW and
9H1SI X
beacons were all very strong. From
around 2100 to 2145hrs ZD8MB was
putting a good signal into G and GW.
There are also reports of many OH
stations contacting ZS3E during the day.
Even better
The following days showed even better
results. On the 22nd the band opened at
0700hrs with strong signals from Norway
and Finland, and a little later the 5B4CY
beacon was S7 in southern England.
Right up until 1300hrs there were many
OH stations getting into England, and at
1020hrs ZB2VHF was peaking at S9+. By
1330hrs GM4GPP in Shetland and
GMOEWX were coming into the south
with signals up to 59. Conditions were
good to the south with G4UPS reporting
reception of ZS3VHF, which was heard
by various people from 1415 to 1735hrs. At
1720hrs ZR6A was in contact with G4AHN
and shortly afterwards, 9H1GB was
getting into Finland. CR8LN was heard
calling CO at 1750hrs, but there are no
reports of anyone working him. Midevening saw huge signals from Finland
getting into G land, and at 2230hrs
PAOHIP was heard calling K1TOL. A little
later W8IGY and various W5 stations
were heard by G4I HN.
On the 23rd the band conditions were
rather poor until about 1600hrs, when
ZS6WB was heard working G3JVL. The

ZS3VHF beacon was running at S9 and
ZS6CE was also putting in agood signal.
At 1700hrs French stations were heard
calling the USA and W4DR was contacting stations on the south coast. During
the next hour K2MUB, K1HTV/3 and
KA1GD were also worked. By 1800hrs the
good conditions had moved around to
the south, with good signals coming in
from South America. Among calls
reported were: LU6DLB, LU2E10, CX8BE
and CX4HS, who finally faded into the
noise at about 2030hrs.
Dishes
Many people run equipment on the
bands above 1GHz from their home
location, and it looks as though a
planning problem may be looming on the
horizon. On most of the higher bands, the
most common aerial system is usually a
3-4ft diameter dish. With the arrival of
satellite TV many councils are giving
blanket permission for dish installations
in an effort to avoid a great number of
planning applications. The problem is
that most councils are limiting the size of
the dish to about 30in, stating that the
dish must not be mounted in a location
where it can be seen from the front of the
house. What happens if your neighbour
objects to your amateur radio dish, which
you have installed at the top of the tower
well clear of all obstructions, hence in
open view, and tries to get it included in
the new planning regulations? At the
moment the outline planning conditions
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in some areas do not specifically
mention television dishes, so it could be
that a more general view might be held,
to our disadvantage, particularly in those
'amenity sensitive' areas of the United
Kingdom.
Spacing
The RSGB VHF committee is deliberating amove to 12.5kHz spacing on 2m and
is asking for your help in the matter. If
you are a member you will find a
questionnaire on page nine of the July
issue of RadCom. Several questions are
asked, including this gem, 'What is the
average density of 144MHz amateurs in
your area?' Iadvise you to reply that most
are as thick as two 'short planks! A quick
note including how active you are and
your views on moving to narrow spacing
would be very much appreciated by
G3ZVW.
Close-down
Time to throw the big switch again.
Thanks to Ken Ellis for keeping the
50M Hz pages alive for so long. Ishall be
attempting to give the band fairly
substantial coverage in future issues and
to this end, I would ask all 50MHz
operators to let me have their news so
that we can continue to give good
coverage to this excellent band. If you do
not send it, Icannot use it. All news and
comment to me at: 81 Ringwood Highway, Coventry, or contact G8MWR g
GB7NUN.
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FOR THE ATARI 520STFM COMPUTER
by Steven Goodier G4KUB and John Goodier G4KUC
The Atari 520STFM and Atari 1040
range of computers is becoming very
popular with both radio amateurs and
home computer enthusiasts. The Atari
520STFM uses the very powerful Motorola 16/32 bit 68000 CPU, which runs at
8MHz; the same chips as used in the
Apple Macintosh. It comes complete
with abuilt-in 3.5in disc drive and power
supply unit and displays superb graphics
with up to 512 colours on screen. It will
also drive the Atari SM-125 high resolution monochrome monitor.
Menus
The Atari ST range also makes extensive use of GEM (Graphics, Environment,
Manager) and WIMP (Windows, Icons,
Mouse,
Pull-down
menus),
which
replaces the old operating system commands such as those found on the IBM,
CPM and BBC micros, making the
machine very easy to use. Once you are
familiar with using the menus and
mouse, then very sophisicated and
powerful software can be run with great
ease and with only occasionally having to
refer to the handbook.
The main difference between the
520STFM and the 1040 is the size of the
memory and disc drive. The 520STFM
comes complete with 512k of RAM and a
single-sided disc drive, whilst the 1040 is
fitted with 1megabyte of memory and a
double-sided disc drive. The 520STFM is
also fitted with aUHF output for driving a
•television set. One of the most popular
modifications to the 520STFM is to
increase the size of the RAM to 1
megabyte.
512k RAM upgrade
This modification is only intended for
the Atari 520STFM, which already has
additional places on the PCB to take
extra RAM chips. The Atari 520STFM
requires sixteen additional RAM chips,
sixteen decoupling capacitors and three
68R resistors (may not be needed on
some models) to increase its memory
capacity to that of the 1040, ie 1
megabyte. Before starting this modification, be sure in your own mind that you
have the necessary skills and patience to
complete the work successfully. If you
have little or no soldering experience,
then have someone else do the work for
you. Not only do you need to be skilled
with asoldering iron, but you also need a
good-quality 'solder sucker' and a few
simple tools.
The recommended memory chips are
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type 41256-15, the same type already
fitted into the machine. My memory chips
consisted of four 41256-15, four 41256-12
and eight 4256-15. The 4256-15 is equivalent to the 41256-15, and Ihave had no
problems with my extra memory. The last
number on the chips denotes the
memory access time, eg types 41256-15
and 41256-12 equal 150ns and 120ns
respectively. It is not recommended that
chips with aslower access time of 150ns
are used. You will also need sixteen
0.1beF decoupling capacitors and I
strongly recommend that you use goodquality turned pin IC holders, as opposed
to soldering the memory chips directly to
the board. Turned pin IC holders offer
minimal resistance and the contacts are
funnel-shaped with gold-plated contact
springs. They also offer protection
against capillary action, plus they have
four jaws to grip the IC leg.
The modification
Step 1. Lay the computer face down
and remove all the self-taped screws
which hold the case together. Do not
remove the three screws holding the
disc drive in place. Turn the computer

Existing
RAM
area
16 a 41256

over and remove the top cover. This will
reveal the metal-shielded case, disc
drive, power supply and keyboard.
Step 2. Remove the keyboard by
unplugging the connector located on the
main PCB. Next remove the disc drive. To
do this you will have to remove a small
metal screen at the back of the drive; this
will reveal the drive's power supply and
edge connector. The drive is held in
place by three long screws located
underneath
the computer.
Remove
these and pull the drive forward; this will
make the job of disconnecting the power
supply and edge connector a lot easier.
Take care when pulling the edge
connectors away from the disc drive.
Step 3. Next remove the metal screen
over the power supply unit to reveal the
supply board. Remove all the screws
holding the main PCB to the bottom of
the case (on my 520 there were five in all).
Three screws are located on the front of
the board and the remaining two are
used to hold the power supply unit in
place. Before you can proceed you will
have to remove the power supply board.
This is done by first removing the supply
and edge connector on the front of the

DISC

New
RAM
area
16 x 41256

I

DRIVE

I

PSU connector

3x68R

9x33R

3x68R
If needed

68000

CPU

Fig 1: Layout of the Atari 520STFM. The dotted area is the power supply unit which sits over the RAM
area when fitted
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PSU board, then pulling and lifting the
board up and away. You will have to play
about a little before the board frees
itself, but there should not be too many
problems. Once it has been removed,
you will have a clear view of where the
new RAM chips are going to fit (see Fig
1). If your board is anything like mine,
then all the holes intended for the new
memory chips will be flooded with
solder. Remember, all these holes need
careful desoldering, so a fair degree of
patience and skill is required.
Step 4. The next job is to remove the
large metal screen that surrounds the
main PCB, which is held in place by
several lugs' at various points around
the side of the case. Once these have
been located and bent straight, remove
the top of the screen to reveal the
component side of the Atari 520STFM.
You should now be able to lift the PCB
away from the bottom of the case. Once
you have done this, remove the other half
of the screening plate from underneath
the PCB. Always remember to handle the
PCB with great care.
Step5. This stage of the modification is
perhaps the most difficult. Take a good
look at the PCB and locate the sixteen
places which will take the new memory
chips, also find the positions of the
sixteen decoupling capacitors and the
three resistors marked R71, R72 and R73
(see Fig 1 for the general layout). It is
possible that R71, R72 and R73 may
already be fitted to some models, in
which case, you will have one less
soldering job to do. Unless you are very
lucky, all of these holes will now need
desolderirig. The best tool for this is a
solder sucker, which will suck away the
solder and leave the holes clear. If the
solder pad becomes too hot there is a
danger of it lifting and coming away from
the board, so if any of the holes don't
clear first time, leave it and go on to the
next. I would advise you to try and
desolder the board from both the top and
bottom sides, this will help to avoid
lifting of the PCB pads.
Step 6. Once you have successfully
desoldered the IC, capacitors and resistor pads, clean the board with a paint
brush to clear any loose solder.
Step 7. Solder into place the turned pin
IC sockets. Make sure all of the
connections are good and allow plenty of
solder to flow on to the joint. You will find
that the solder will flow down the leg of
the IC holder, making a joint on both
sides of the board. Check all of the joints
for solder bridges etc, and solder the
sixteen decoupling capacitors and resistors into place, if not already fitted.
These can be fitted anyway round but,
again, check all of the joints and make
sure you don't have any solder bridges.
Caution
At this stage Ichecked to see if the
computer was still working by temporarily fitting the disc drive and power
supply unit on to the bare PCB. This is not
advised unless you really know what you
are doing, because the power supply
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carries 240V mains and some of the
components are live. Always remember
that mains voltage can kill. If you are in
any doubt, then temporarily fit your
computer back together and test it that
way. Connect amonitor to the computer
and place the system's disc into the drive
and switch it on. If all is well the drive
should read the ACC files etc, and after a
couple of seconds the normal Atari
desktop should appear.
Problem
At this point Iencountered aproblem.
At switch on the disc drive spun for about
half asecond then stopped, and my SM125 monitor remained blank. When I
connected a colour monitor to the
computer, all it displayed was a screen
full of colours. Iknew that this had to be a
memory fault, so Iset about trying to find
the problem. Istarted by checking all of
the solder joints and made sure that
there were no solder bridges etc, but the
disc drive still would not work. Then I
checked the connections between all of
the memory chips using an audible
continuity bleeper. Most of the pins on
the memory chips were connected
together, so putting one probe on one
leg of the first chip and the other probe
on the same leg of the last IC socket
produced a 'beep' from the meter.
Eventually, Idiscovered that the fault
was due to atrack on one of the IC pads
which must have broken while clearing
the holes of solder. The crack was
invisible to the naked eye and could only
be checked with an continuity checker.
Once the track had been bridged with a
piece of wire, the computer fired up
without any problems.
Plugging in the RAM
After you have fitted the IC sockets,
capacitors and resistors and checked
that your computer is still working, it is
just a simple matter of plugging in the
new RAM chips. Be careful when
plugging in the chips, since it is easy to
apply too much pressure and bend the
pins. Also remember to plug in the RAM
chips the correct way round. If everything is working as it should and the
modification has gone to plan, you will
now have acomputer with 1megabyte of
memory.

Extra resistors
The upgrade notes failed to mention
anything about fitting an extra three
resistors, so when Iplugged in the extra
RAM and tried the computer it would not
work! The SM-125 monitor was either
blank or showed a multitude of colours
on my TV set. As soon as Iunplugged all
of the extra RAM chips, the machine
worked without any problems. I then
plugged in one chip and Igot the same
fault. Iwas sure the computer was not
reading the new RAM, but why? Iwent
through all the connections again with
my continuity checker, but they all
seemed to be fine. Ithen traced acouple
of pins from the RAM already fitted to the
Atari which went to three resistors just
below the RAM area. After checking the
same pins from the new RAM area, I
found that these went to three vacant
places intended for resistors R71, R72
and R73. As soon as these resistors were
fitted, the computer worked without any
problems and reported that Ihad afull 1
megabyte of RAM.
All that is required now is to assemble
and test the machine. You should have
no problems putting together the micro,
but take care when reconnecting the
power supply and disc drive edge
connectors. Ifound the hardest part was
reassembling the screening box and
putting the lid back on. If you do not have
a memory tester then load a program,
such as aword processor or aRAM disc,
to determine the amount of free RAM
available. Using 1st Word Plus with the
spell checker loaded, Ihad over 620k
available for text.
Conclusion
The Atari 520STFM with its standard
512k is avery powerful computer, but the
additional half megabyte of memory
makes the machine much more flexible.
With the recent introduction of new
programs such as 'Calligrapher', which
really needs a full megabyte to run
effectively, an upgrade for some people
is a priority.
If you are considering upgrading your
Atari, then you have to decide whether to
attempt the modification yourself or to
let adealer fit the extra chips. Whatever
your decision, Iam sure you will find the
extra memory useful in the future.

Components List
16
16
16
3

41256-15 or 4256-15 RAM chips
16 pin turned pin IC holders
0.1 f.LF miniature capacitors
68R resistors

Maplin FJ65V
Maplin YR758

Component notes
The memory chips are available from many sources, and it is worth looking
through the Atari user magazines to see what is available in the way of upgrades.
If you purchase an upgrade kit, you will have asecond set of notes to refer to as
well as this article.
The chips are available from Mapl in Electronic Supplies Ltd, PO Box 3,
Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR, priced at £12.95 each (order code QY74R), or from STC
Electronic Services, Edinburgh Way, Harlow, Essex CM20 2DF, priced at £10.13
each (stock number 10894C).
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THE POCOM PRM 1200
PACKET DECODER
by Ken Michaelson GR3DG
The PRM 1200 is a packet radio
decoder for the short wave listener
which accepts and decodes all packet
transmissions, with the addition only of
the normal receiver (SSB for HF and FM
for VHF) and a monitor with composite
input; no computer or driver program is
required. The unit is manufactured by
the well-known firm of Poly-Electronic,
in Bassersdorf, Switzerland.
Description
The unit consists of the PCB packet
decoder and the video PCB, which
provides acomposite signal for connection to a monitor or television receiver.
The decoder PCB contains ten ICs and a
number of discrete components. There
is one 40 pin LSI chip which, Iassume,
acts as adedicated microprocessor and
is possibly aZ80. Three of the remaining
chips are 28 pin versions.
The PRM 1200 uses the AM7910 modem
chip and has a 6264 16k CMOS RAM
associated with the software EPROM.
The software chip is labelled with the
version number and identification number ('A'), which have to be quoted when
obtaining extra software. The 1amp 250V
fuse fitted to the board can be replaced
by removing the video board situated
above it. The board measures approximately 175mm deep x 100mm wide. The
technical specification is shown in the
Table.
The 'On/Off' switch soldered on to the
front end of the main PCB works in the
continental fashion, ie, up for on. There
is also an 8-way DIP switch, of which only
four ways are used. The four switches
control the operation of the unit and will
be commented on later. The effective
tuning display consists of a twelvesegment red LED bar array, and is also
soldered on to the main PCB.
At the rear of the case, there are three
sockets arranged in a roughly triangular
shape. Two of these are PHONO sockets:
the top socket is for the video out and the
lower one is for the signal in. The third
socket is the usual 2.1mm power socket
which accepts 10 to 13V dc. The rig's
current consumption is about 600mA.
The video board (fitted above the main
board) is connected to the main PCB by a
10-way ribbon cable with plugs at either
end. There are eight ICs on this board,
one of which is a40 pin LSI type 8516. The
two other main ICs are 28 pin versions: a
6116 8k RAM and a 2764 8k EPROM, into
which the necessary software has been
soldered. The other ICs are of the
straightforward '74' series.
The three main ICs are all in sockets, as
are the four main ICs on the main board
below, and can be replaced in the event
of trouble or change of software.
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The PRM 1200 is housed in a plastic
case measuring 140 x 45mm x 190mm
(WHD), and is separated by unscrewing
four screws from the underside.
Operation
To operate the PRM 1200 is simplicity
itself. On switch on a cursor moves
across the screen building up the
opening display: POCOM PRM 1200
PACKET RADIO MONITOR SYSTEM,
followed by the version number and the
manufacturer's name. This is surrounded
by a box and looks most effective. The
positioning of the switches are displayed
at the bottom of the screen, eg, 1200
BAUD - NRZI ON - FILTER OFF > NO
ERRORS IN SELF TEST <. Underneath
this message, POCOM PACKET RADIO
is shown in reverse video. The messages
are displayed immediately under the
self-test information, where a flashing
cursor shows the start of a line.
The unit decodes either 1200 baud or
300 baud signals (1200 baud for VHF or
300 baud for HF), and it is merely a
question of deciding which baud rate you
want to receive and then moving switch 2
either ON or OFF (ON for 300 and OFF for
1200). It is also possible to decode
speeds of 600 or 2400 bauds using
combinations of switches 1 and 2 (600
bauds: switch 1 ON, switch 2 OFF, and
2400 bauds: both switches 1and 2ON).

In order to receive packet radio using
the AX-25 protocol (NRZI) switch 3has to
remain on, but using switch 4, the filter
switch, gives an alternative of packets
received. With the switch OFF all packets
('U', 'S' and 'I' frames) are decoded, but
with the filter ON only the 'I' frames are
monitored. This applies to all four
speeds. Whenever a change in the
switching arrangement is carried out, it
is necessary to do areset. This operation
sounds very complicated, but merely
involves switching the unit off and then
on again to reinitialise! The manufacturers state that the unit must be switched
off
whenever
the
switches
are
altered.
Conclusion
The unit worked well on the HF bands,
particularly on 14MHz, where a number
of interesting packet stations were
copied, including VEs and Ws.
As an additional facet for the short
wave listener to follow transmissions on
the various bands, the PRM 1200 is
worthy of serious consideration.
The PRM 1200 costs £258.00, plus £2.50
for postage, packing and insurance. The
price is inclusive of VAT. My thanks to
Dewsbury Electronics, 176 Lower High
Street, Stourbridge, West Midlands, tel:
(0384) 390063 or 371228, for the loan of the
PMR 1200 for this review.

Technical Specification
Codes of operation

Amateur packet radio to AX.25 standard at 300, 600,
1200 and 2400 bauds
Commercial data transmissions to CCITT V23
Commercial data transmissions to Bell 202 at 600 and
1200 bauds
Press services at 200 bauds/eight-channels

LF sensitivity

50mV with limiter stage for variable signal input
LF input via phono -socket on rear panel

Video processing

Integrated video board with twenty-four lines of
eighty characters each
Standard ASCII character set to US and German
standards with upper and lower case letters
Character matrix 7x9 for high resolution
Composite video signal output 75 ohms 1.0 V/pp to
connect a normal commercial video monitor with a
bandwidth of 15MHz or more

LF demodulator

High-quality special modem
steep-edged filter selection
controlled

Data output

Serial interface at 9600 bauds
Data format: ASCII code, eight-bit, no parity, one stop
bit

Self-test

Built-in self-diagnostics to check all the important
functions

please mention AMATEUR RADIO when replying to any advertisement
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SURPLUS COMPUTER STOCK

Prices below normal trade. Some 1/
10quantity rate. Send
19p SAE or label for free catalogue. (OVIERIMAS 2 REPLY COUPONS)

720K 5.1 INCH DRIVES
Japonese mode (YE-DATA) high reliability. modern, low component count, cast chassis drive. Surface mount
design These drives have been removed horn almost new systems being upgraded. They are in perfect
condition, are boxed and carry a full six month (money back if not satisfied) guarantee. 80 hack double
sided 1M byte (unformatted). £39.50 each (can £3). £35 ten or more. Quantities of 25 or more POA. Box of
ten discs £9.95 (cart £1.50).

Millions of components: thousands of different lines
Rechargeable
Nickel
Cadmium
batteries
(ex
unused
equipment) AA(HP7) 1.25 volt 500 mA
Set of four £2
ITT Mercury Wetted relay 20-60 VDC Coil. SPCo, 2A
79p. 10-£5
LED illuminates Red, Green or Yellow depending upon
polarity/current. 5x21
/ mm Face
2
25p or 100 for £23 or 1000 for £200
10,000 Resistors. / to 2watt. 10 to 22meg. 1/2% to 10% NOT a
jumbled mass, but ready sorted into values
£25 collected £29 Mail Order
5mm Red Flashing LED
25p or 10 for £2.25
Watch/Calculator/Lighter etc Mercury Batteries Made by
Ray-O-VAC 10 mixed popular sizes
£1.50, 50 for £5.00
IN4004 or IN4006 Diodes
300 for £6.50
KBS005/01/02 3 amp 50V 100V 200V/bridge rectifiers, 35p/36p/
40p. 10 off £3.20/£3.40/£3.70. 100 off £30/£31/£34
Plessey SL403 3Watt amp, From Bankrupt source, hence sold
as untested
4for 60p or 10 for £1.20p
5mm LED, clear, lighting hyperbright (600mcd), red up to 200
times brighter (gives beam of light)
25p, 100/£20, 1000/£150
Mullard 5mm LED, 40 red, 30 green, 30 yellow = 100 mixed
£7
'HARVI' Hardware packs (nuts-bolts-screws-self tappers, etc)
marked 35p retail, 100 mixed packs for £11.
Modern silver/black/aluminium, etc knobs 50 mixed, £6 (sent as
10 sets of 4 + 5sets of 2- 15 different type/sizes).

IONDWILL 216 AT COMPUTER
Fully IBM comperrtble 10MHz 80286, 1Meg RAM, 5.25' 1.2 Meg drive, 101 Key Keyboard, Case PS0 Hercules
cord. MS DOS. Basic etc, etc. Lowest ever price in UK £475.00 (cost £15).
EPSON IV MODEM TTL MONO MONITORS (GREEN)
High resolution. IBM and Hercules compatible. TTL. Suitable for direct connection to above £48.50 (cart
£550).

1 3

RACAL V22 MODEM ups1222
Full duplex comms at 1200. 600 and 300 baud (CCITT V2Z. Standard phone line (PSTN) or private circuh (PC)
Auto answer. BT Approved. Self tests. Manual Included. Uncased card £2495. Seven cords in rack £19500
(cart one £3.50, seven £15).
HARD DISC DRIVES
CDC Wren 80 M byte ST 506 32ms £349.00 (cart £5)
Rodirne 26 M Byte £119.50 (cart £4)
FLOPPY DISC DRIVES
Shugart SA455 5.25' (360K IBM) 40 hock double sided £34.95 (cars £3.50)
Panasonic 525' (720K IBM) 80 hack double sided £34.95 (cart £3.50)
Bondwell 5.25' I.2 M byte drives IBM AT style £49.95 (Cost £3.50)
Y-E Data 35' (720K IBM) £39.50 as above.
POWER SUPPLIES
Famed N180 casecl 180 watt PSU -5V at 20A, -4-12V at 2A. •12V at 2A, -24V crt 5A and -5V at 1A. £26.95 (con
£3).
DAIS3WHEEL PRINTERS
Olivetti: 25 CPS daisy printers complete WITH DUAL BIN SHEETFEEDERS and RS232 interlace Emulates IBM,
Grime and Olivetti. Ribbons available. £175.00 (cart £6.50).
Triumph Adler Royal, 20 CPS. 132 column, variable pitch, ribbon and typewheel Included. RS232 interface
only. £99.50 (can £6.50). HURRY STOCKS COMING TO AN END.
TACIT ULTRA-FAST DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
Prints at up to a maximum of 500 CPS. Made to a very high standard for continuous use Compact slimilne
desktop model (only 26 inches wide) £34900 (cart £25).
>MORI COLOUR MONITORS
CM1457AE le PGA, 30.48KHz. Can be converted to VGA for approx £75.00 to provide high quality maximum
640 by 480. £149.00 (cart £6.50).

SEND PAYMENT PLUS 19p SAE
Postal orders/cash - prompt dispatch.
Cheques require 15 days from banking to clear.

CM1255DE Ir24Klitt suit Olivetti or convert to EGA? £85.00 (cart £5).
TRANSDATA Model 307 ACOUSTIC MODEM
V24 interface, 300 Baud, ortginate mode, etc. Fits modern or old style phones £9.95 (cart £3.00).
ETC SCRIIE KEYSOARDS
Keyboards as supplied with Scribe word processors These ore serial units but no dato Is available £5 95
(con £3).

Cheques drawn on Barclay's Bank not accepted.
Prices you would not believe before inflation!

VAT and Carriage must be added to all items.
Everything new unless stated otherwise.

BRIAN J REED

PLEASE NOTE NEW ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMIER

TRADE COMPONENTS, ESTABLISHED 32 YEARS
161 ST JOHNS HILL, CLAPHAM JUNCTION
LONDON SW11 1112.
Open 11am till 6.30pm Tues to Sat. Telephone 01-223 5016

MatMOS

Matmos Ltd

Unit 11, The Enterprise Park
Lindfield, West Sussex RH16 2LX
Phone: 04447 2091 or 04447 3830. Fax: 04447 4258

NAVICO

CENTRE ELECTRONICS
* EDDYSTONE ORIGINAL WORKSHOP +
INSTRUCTION MANUALS *

ARM1000
AMR 1000S

Here are just a few examples of the ones available:

FROM £234.89

Models EC 958 @ £7.50 each, models 1000/1, 1002, 1004 @ £4.00
each, models 1570, 1590, 1830, 1837, 1838 -@ £4.75 each, models 990R
990S, 1990R, 1990S, @ £5.50 each. Prices include post & packing -UK

Thames %picnics lid

only. Overseas enquiries welcome. Please enquire about other
models not listed ALSO about the limited quantity of NEW spares

244 Furtherwick Road, Canvey Island, Essex SS8 7BY

that we have in stock for many Eddystone Receivers including Dial
Plates, Knobs, Transformers, Valves and many other service parts.

Telephone 0286 680930

EA12, 770S, 770R, 880, 830 EC964 @ £8.00 each; 960, 910, 770U @ £6.00

!!:31

each; 730, 850 @ £5.00 each; 920, 504, 640, 680, 358, 950, 930 g. £4.00

Telefax 0268 510599

Ell

VISA

each; 940, 909, 556, 659, 750, EC10 @ £3.50 each; 888, 840, 870, 820, 670,
730/1A, 740, 720, EB37, EB35 @ £3.00 each.

* EDDYSTONE RECEIVERS ALWAYS IN STOCK *

r

NEWSAGENT ORDER FORM

TEST EQUIPMENT
THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFER
Marconi Signal Generator type TF2015 10MHz-510MHz in FM, AM,
CW, output all solid state, complete with manual, very nice

To (name of newsagent)

condition £200.00.
Other test equipment available.

Callers welcome Thurs, Friday, Sat.
Hours 10am-5pm.

Please order a copy of Amateur Radio for me every month

345 Stockfield Road, Yardley
Birmingham B25 8JP
021-706-0261
Good prices paid for any Eddystone spare parts,
equipment etc.
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NAME
ADDRESS

receivers,
,

Newstrade distributors: SM Distribution, 16-18 Trinity Gardens,
London SW9 8DX. (Tel: 01-274 8611)
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sary, long-distance operation becomes
possible.
This does not mean that our new
colleague should immediately join the
ranks of the square hunters and DX
fiends, but it does make possible -even
in only the slightest of lifts-contacts up
to ahundred or more miles away, and to
experience the type of operation which
is normal on all but the channelised VHF
bands. Furthermore, in the fullness of
time, the addition of arelatively inexpensive transverter permits operation on
50MHz where, at appropriate times
during the sunspot cycle, intercontinental working is possible.
So to those wise people who stand
behind the counters of the amateur radio
emporia up and down the country, Isay,
'Think carefully when you recommend
equipment to a new operator. Think not
only of such factors as cost, reliability
and your profit margin, but also whether
the equipment will nurture an abiding
interest in amateur radio. For if it does,
over succeeding years that newly
licensed amateur will return to your
counter again and again.'

MUSINGS

OF AN OLD TIMER
Iwas in the local emporium the other
day waiting my turn to be served behind a
customer who had only received his
transmitting licence a few days previously.
He had obviously sought the advice of
the assistant who insisted that the most
suitable and, in fact, the only appropriate
equipment for him was a 2m FM
transceiver and an omnidirectional
aerial.
On my journey home, Ithought about
this advice and it somehow jarred in my
mind.Admittedly, the 2m FM band cannot
be bettered for mobile operation and
local chats, but does it really provide the
newcomer with anything more than a
SUPER-CB channel with better signal to
noise ratios and, thanks to the repeater
network, somewhat improved range?
What it patently does not provide is any
more than the most miniscule insight
into the many fascinating facets of
amateur radio.
Channelised FM operation, either on
2m or 70cm, has nothing in common with
any other band or mode. A period of
monitoring the calling channel in the
south-east of England will reveal that
possibly as high as 90% of calls are made

SPECIAL OFFER
FERGUSON AND
PANASONIC UNIVERSAL
HEADS (3HSSV AND
3HSSN) AT £13.25
FOR MOST OTHER
MODELS ASK FOR PRICE
Video Heads for Amstrad, Fisher,
Hitachi, Orlon, Salsho, Sharp,
Sony and Toshiba also in stock
IDLER ASSEMBLIES
Shorn
VC9300/9500 etc
11.75
VC481/581 etc
.11.90
9C9300/9503/481/581 etc Original
_t11.50
Moe/
0111 l/33/14/17/19163 etc
£1.70
909308/9500 etc Play Idler
£3.65
909308/9500 F/F Idler
11.50
VT8003/8300/8503/8700 F/F ROW 1440F
11.90
V15003/8500 etc Flay idler Assembly
VT8003i8500 etc FF ,Rew Pulley
9.0.70
Fermeen
Take up Clutch (Mechanical "100040 ........................ £4.98
3V29/30 take up Idler
£1.20
3129/20 Take up Clutch
31129/30 Reel Idler
13.50
3V35 Reel Idler
11.2.40
3635/36/38/39 take up Clutch
113.00
Sanyo
VTC5000/5156/6500 Idler Roller Assembly
41.95
VTC500I0/5150/6500 Reel Drive Pulley Unit................
£0.00
%nowt*
NV370 Idler Arm Unll (VXP0521) Gen
12.25
8168408/8610 Play Idler (VXP0243)
£0.95
86332/777/788 idler Unit (VXP0463)
£3.95

Footnote
The pseudonym 'Old Timer' conceals
the identity of an amateur who has spent
over forty years on the amateur bands. In
that time he has constructed and
operated equipment on every amateur
band from 160m to 23cm. He is as keen
today as the very first time he used a
soldering iron.

A.Z. ELECTRICS

Stock Hems despatched by return

VIDEO HEADS

to a specific station, whilst the vast
majority of CO calls remain unanswered.
As a measure of this, I recently
conducted asimple experiment in which
Icalled CO on the calling channel ten
times each night for aweek. From those
seventy calls only two QS0s resulted,
despite the fact that my signal was of
substantial strength over an area of
nearly five thousand square miles.
Under similar circumstances, who
would blame our newcomer if he quickly
became disillusioned and changed his
allegiance to 'tiddlywinks'!
Even when he makes afew friends on
the band and his QS0s become more
frequent, interest can very easily wane,
for there is very little challenge in
working local and semi-local stations.
Perhaps better advice would have
been for our new colleague to have
purchased a multimode and a small
beam. Had finance been a problem, a
look along the 'used equipment' shelves
would have probably revealed either an
old multimode or separate equipment for
both FM and an SSB operation at a
similar cost.
With the availability of even 2W of SSB
and a small beam, home-made if neces-

P61600,688 keer (VXP0515)
4.3.75
NV333/366 kBer Arm 08(1.0997)
£3.10
NV840(V8600/8610/8620 (VXP0245)..
863331366 etc (12P0401) NV70(0200/7803 000'6344
Nv2CO3/3000 (VXP0331) 060053329)
150.70
Bank Tension Bands
Fran £1.60
Fish«
P.5116151dIer Assembly . Genuine_
£5.013
P/HP6 15 Gear idler Assembly
£4.35
FY111'905/910 Gear Idler Assembly_
44.35
5541520/530 Idler
£2.15
M1520/530 Piley
44.70
Sony
SIC5/7 Rewind et
C4.20

VIDEO MOTORS
Reel Motors
Sanyo VTC5009/5150/5300/5400/65(e
Sharp VC9300/9500 etc Genuine
Panasonic NV333/366 Genuine
113.20
Ferguson 3V29/30 NC 8117201)/300
Dnen Motors
Ferguson/NC (Mechanical models)
.1131.45
Sharp 5C7300/770CV7750/8300 Genulne_____£24.43
Copolon Meters
Fergusc4VNC (Mechanical models).
£21.45
Ferguson 3V35
4.22.50
Sony 5I.C7/C5 (BHFIICCO)
0.28.50
Sharp VC730CV770/7750. Genuine
£30.50
Htlochl VT33
0.30.00

REMOTE CONTROLS

Ferguson, Grundlg, ITT, Phillips, PY0. Sony and Hitachi.
Vark3us models IV& Vldeo
5.'013.50
$ony remote confrol rubber pods State rnadel

UNE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Deco° I
00
£4.50
IT1CVC20................................................................................ £9.78
Ill CVC25. 30, 32
£4.60
ITT Compact 80 series
£16.75
Rank Bush 120A.
£9.25
PhIllice
f12.50
lbom 1690, 1691. 1694, 1615.
£7.10
All Sony Please ask for quotalfon.

TV ON/OFF SWITCHES
ITT. Phillips Decoct ram. Rdellty.Grundlg. Sony etc
State model for peas

BELT KITS
Most models ..

Mom non from 5So

Access& Visa Accepted

PINCH ROLLERS
Mod models

801075
LIC1088
BC147A
BC172C
BC2IM
BC2148
8C237. ..
8C238
BC30813.
8C327 25
BC325-40
8C337
BC.547A..
8C548
8C55911.
8,0137
80237
80238
1302438
8.0243C.
80244
130244C .
81195.
81196.
81197..
81190
81259
81458
81459
81471
BF472.
811369 use 131471

Mom born 12.40

TRANSISTORS
.£0.10
.£0.10
£0.07
£0.07
£0.07
.£0.07
10.07
.44.07
£0.07
10.07
10.08
14.07
10.07
£0.07
£.o7
£0.07
£0.30
£0.22
£0.22
10.30
£0.30
£0.30
£0.30
10.07
£0.15
£0.15
10.07
£0.22
£0.22
£0.22
£0.211
£0.25

81270 use BF472
01.11013..

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

AN305
.
£3.10
AN38211(.16.75
AN3822..t7.50
AN6310..£4.25
856326. ..................,14.00
AN6360..13.75
AN6362..t4.25
896387.........................U.50
AN6671K.£5.50
8746677. .....................£5.20
AN7I 69....
£3.50
800109 ..........................11,10
8A6209
11.75

£0.75

BU208.
£0.70
BU2OBA
10.75
85208 (Toshiba)
10.85
802080
40.75
BU326.4
10.75
8U407..10.50
011426A...
£0.75
1111503
BU508A
_£0.75
84.15080
£0.911
41806
10.75
80807
10.75
Bel 1
£0.75
BUX64
10.60
SG264A
_£5.95
11129.
£0.30
11P31....10.30
tIP32.
10.30
TIP41.
£0.27
11P42.
£0.25
11P42C
10.40
11P112
10.46
2SC14138
£2.50
25C2958.
£2.50
25C3153.
113.40
250639
- £0.35
2501397._
2501398.
£2.25
2501497-02
1445
2501497.06
£5.95

882386........................£1.90
BA6302A
11.50
11.70
BA6305
11.75
881377
t2.00
8813081
£1.80
HA13008
HA11714..U.50
41611715....................£3.20
LA4460
£1.70
LA4461
11.80
LA7601
11.25
M5454.
11.45

1451393
£4.25
1454543
11.75
MC1458- use
UPC14.58
514,401
£3.75

1138,82CM

1082653A....03.75

108,1035__.11.90 1132611A_ .£1.00
10A10358..,,11.90
TDA1044 _ £1.50 TDA3541. .£2.25
1DA1082 .._ £3.20
10A11705 .. £1.20
511(J5332
£3.50 TDA1190 ..._ 11.90 10A1667A £2.80
515422............£1.00 1D81412......11.00
51X5451
£5.50 TIDAI 510 __ 14.50 1083651_. .12.00
10A1515A...12.50
010441 .........14.70 TDA1770-£3.00
STR1096__ 13.60 TDA1940_11.10
$194211 .,_,
,,15.98 1081950 _t2.50
511/60205_14.90 108,2003..... 11.30
1A7227P .. £2.00 TDA2005___ 11.70 TDA9503.. 12-65
167240
.12.50 TDA2030_ 11.40
167241 ...........£2.50 11DA2270._. 12.20
TA7267P
£2.80 1082510,_14.30 UPC1230....£1.75
1D82521/3...13.68
101125400,
.,1I.10
10A25131/2581Q
UPC1377C_ f2.20
1811382 ,11.50
TBABCO
10.85 10A2590._.1.2.00 UPC1394C_ t1.70
AM( FOR ICI NOT METED

OTHER SPARES
Universal Vkleo Copying et
Moo Cassette Lornp - Ferguson/K/C etVwIthout
£040
Vldeo Cassel% Lorna -Sharp/PanasonlciArrolTocl/
1111acN
£0.50
Moo Cassette Lam- Sharp 9300 Mc complete elth
piastIc moulding.
£0.75
unnersal Cassette LOM:440ma/60rna
£0.50
CRT Anode Cops.
.S8.60
Universal triple,
S.4.S0
Universal Triplet wet Focus Pot.
01.00
thorn TX10 Focus Unit._
£4.50
VIdeo Tape Splicing IC
£6.95
Hitachi IV Frame Module 8046251
.£4.60
Cameo Housing Assembly tor Ferguson 3V35/36/36/39/
42/43/44/43
..£25.25
SERVICE AIDS -MV17011CLEANERS, NEAP CLEANERS, FOAM
CLEANERS, SILICON GREASE, DESOWERINO SRAM ETC
NOW AVAILABLE. ASK FOR PRICES • VIDEO AND AUDIO
PLUGS, CONNECTORS, LEADS ETC IN STOCK •RESISTORS,
CAPACITORS, FUSES ETC NOW AVAILASLE.
FOR SONY AND PANASON1c AUDIO, N AND VIDEO SPARES,
131)0TE PART NO .SEND FOR NEW PRICE UST.

Please add £1.00 per order for p&p and then add 15% VAT.
VISA
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183 Acre Lane, Northampton NN2 8DX. Telephone: (0604) 847800
please mention AMATEUR RADIO when replying to any advertisement
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LOOK WHAT YOU GET
EVERY MONTH IN

'

A
ADIO

* DX DIARY

Don Field G3XTT with all the
news of rare DX, contests and DXpeditions
MLLE MC A MI

-ryrewuvo

Glen Ross G8MWR with
all the news and comment from bands
above 50MHz

* SECOND-HAND

Hugh Allison with
valuable advice on buying second-hand
and
plenty of tips
on
repairs and
improvements to your gear

* SHORT WAVE LISTENER
Trevor Morgan GW4OXB with the latest short
wave news

MORE NEWS, MORE FEATURES, MORE FUN,
MORE STYLE THAN ANY MAGAZINE AVAILABLE
ON THE MARKET TODAY
Make sure of your copy by placing a regular order at your newsagents or
by taking out an inflation proof subscription, with early delivery to your
door each month

BUILD A POWER AMPLIFIER
FOR 2m HAND-FIELDS
by Harold Goble G4FDQ

Having acquired a Trio 2200GX as the
only means of working on 2m, it soon
became obvious that a bit more power
was needed to transmit from my home
0TH using a 5/
8 collinear to stations
further afield.
The receiver on the 2200GX range of
transceivers is geared to work with at
least 10W on transmit and as a preamp
was not really necessary, a simple FM
power amplifier was called for.
Outputs
The outputs of the 2200GX are approximately 800mW and 2.5W. The PA transistor Iused was the SD1143, which will run
with an input of just over 1W of FM and
give about 15 to 18W out, depending on
the actual drive applied to it. The 800mW
gives a fair output, but the transistor
severely overruns if the rig is accidentally switched to 2.5W. Therefore, a
100 ohm carbon resistor must be
included in the input to the PA to drop
the power to about 1.25W when the rig is
on full power (see Fig 1).
The RF switching can be done by using
an RF sensing circuit which operates a
relay through aswitching transistor. This
gives the advantage of two power
settings with the amplifier in circuit.
For hand-helds with only 1W output,
the 100 ohm resistor can be omitted and
the front end tuned to 50 ohms. As very
few components are required, build the
PCBs by cutting out the lands on which
the components are mounted and stick
them in place with super-glue on to
double-sided, copper clad board. For
those who prefer to make aconventional
PCB by etching, the same layout would
apply.
Construction details
This project requires a minimum of
tools and very little test equipment and
can be built 'on the kitchen table', wife
permitting!
As already mentioned, the PCBs are
made using the same techniques as for

fixing stud on the back of the transistor.
Temporarily bolt the PCB to the heatsink
using the transistor to hold them
together. Mark the outline of the heatsink finned area on apiece of paper. Cut
out the outline and use this as atemplate
to mark the hole in the bottom of the box.
The box can then be cut in readiness for
the final assembly later. Remove the
transistor and put it aside for soldering in

Assembling the amp board
Before commencing the soldering
work, place the power transistor in
position and mark the places on the
lands to show the outline of the
connections. These areas can then be
left clear of components until the
transistor is finally soldered in place.
Position the heatsink on to the back of
the PCB and drill a hole in it to take the
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Fig 3b: RFC wound components

Components List
Component
Double-sided, copper clad board
Transistor SD1143
Transistor BC108
Capacitors (all at 30V working)
4 10mm diameter variable Mylar film or ceramic (shown as 2-25pF)
2 in disc ceramic
11pf tubular (small)
1100fd electrolytic PCB mounting
133pF minimum disc ceramic
1100 ohm 2W resistor
1six-hole ferrite core
2S0239 chassis-mounting sockets
26swg enamelled copper wire
20swg tinned copper wire
14swg silver-coated wire
4Ba and 6Ba, fixing nuts and bolts
54Ba solder tags

Supplier

Cirkit

Cirkit

Relay assembly
Relay two-pole changeover 12V coil
11.8pF minimum tubular ceramic capacitor
12.2n tubular ceramic
Diodes
24148
14013
Heatsink (4in x2.4in)

Maplin 4.5°C/W FLA I
U
Radiospares 401-497
4in x 21/
2in

Aluminium box (6in x 4in x 2in)
1small rubber grommet
Wire for 12V input leads
5011 coax for internal connections

place as the last part. This avoids
subjecting the transistor to unnecessary
heat while working on the other components. Now solder in the other components, as shown in Figs 3a and 3b.
Check the PCB with an ohmmeter for
short circuits to earth around the lands.
Then fix the transistor in place through
the PCB and the heatsink, applying a
little heatsink compound where the boss
meets the heatsink. Solder the transistor
in place.
RF switching relay
The relay is adouble-pole changeover
with a12V coil. Should you encounter any
difficulty obtaining one, afour-pole relay
can be used by omitting two of the
switches. In any case, check that the
contact layout is the same as in Fig 3a. If
not, wire your relay as shown in Fig 4a.
Mount the PCB using the single fixing
shown, then wire up and fit the components, as shown in Fig 3a. At this point,
the Fig 3a assembly can be checked to
ensure
that
the
switching
works
properly. To operate the relay, fit the
power leads as shown in Fig 4b, ie, + to
the relay coil and — to the PCB (earth).
Place a temporary link between the
collector and negative line and check
that the circuit is operating correctly to
the output leads with an ohmmeter, ie,
Tx/Rx is through to Ant' (de-energised)
and the PA board input, and that Ant is to
the PA board output (relay energised).
The box
The aluminium box, available from
most component stockists, should measure 6in x 4in x 2in (WHD). It is best to
consider the bottom of the box as
eventually being the top, leaving the
removable lid as the base.

Fig 4a: Wiring diagram for the relay
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The input and output sockets used are
of the chassis-mounting type (S0239),
and one of these should be fitted to each
end of the box at apoint 3in from the front
and lin from the bottom. Use asolder tag
to fit the coax braiding to the box; fit
another tag to each end under the socket
fitting screws. Then position the PA
board lengthwise along the box with its
edge nearest to the 100mfd cap, close to
the front (see Fig 5).
The cooling fins of the heatsink pass
through the bottom, and then the
assembly is bolted in position. A singlepole switch should be fitted to the front
of the box on the right to switch the
positive supply to the relay.
The relay board is then fitted as in Fig
5, this makes the coax leads to the board
and sockets as short as possible. The
board is fixed by soldering two 4BA
solder tags to the side of the small board;
these should be bent upwards at right
angles to enable the assembly to be fixed
through the side of the box. After the
remaining wiring in the box is completed, the PA is ready for testing.

Fig 4b: Fitting the power leads to the RF relay

Testing
Once the multi-range test meter has
been connected, set it to the 5amp range
in the positive lead to monitor the
current taken by the PA. The SWR/power
meter fitted to the output goes into the
dummy load. If the transceiver has a low
power position, this should first be fed to
the input.
With the supply on and the Tx/Rx
transmitting, check for current (the
ammeter will indicate collector current
plus relay coil current) and movement on
the power meter. If there is power
showing, peak the output trimmers for
maximum output on the meter, then the
input ones. Continue to adjust the
trimmers alternately until maximum output is indicated on both meters. Switch
the Tx/Rx to 2.5W and continue to peak
the trimmers for maximum. If the relay
does not hold in to start with, earth the
collector of the BC108 for the initial low
power adjustments and remove the link
as soon as the relay holds on its own.
Finally, check the rig on the air through
the antenna with the SWR bridge circuit.

Fig 5: Suggested layout for the relay board

HL PRODUCTS
NEW

£42

HEATHERLITE MICROPHONES

Mobile Microphone now available with new design MIC/TONE
MOBILE MICROPHONES AVAILABLE FOR ALL
board.
MOBILE RIGS.
Tone operated from biased switch.
je Yaesu, Kenwood, Icom, Navico, Azden, FDK etc.
Adjustable audio gain/tone freq/tone gain.
Will fit IC28, IC3200, TM731, 231, 701.
Plugged with control box + scan £27.50, without scan £25.
*single earphone add £4: *post + packing add £1.50 *

MAJOR

PLUGGED FOR FT4700 with switch biased to tone in rig £31.50.
HAND-PORTABLE MICROPHONES for rigs with jack plug connections. All makes available including IC2G, IC32, TH75E, FT727, FT23, DJ-100E.
Switch-box, mic, plugged with earphone £18.50, without earphone £15.50.
Mic only (built in FET) to make your own control box, circuit inc

£8.50

Mic and earphone for use as above

£12.50

COMING SOON
BASE STATION MICROPHONE. -Combined medium weight earphones with built-in boom microphone -desk top control system -to suit your rig.

HEATHERLITE PRODUCTS, 75 St Catherines Drive, Leconfield, Nth Humbs HUI 7 7NY.Tel: 0964 550921
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C.M. HOWES
73 from Dave G4KQH

Professional RF design, manufacture and consultancy.
HOWES KITS for the Novice and Radio Amateur.

Why pay factory-made equipment prices, when you can have much more fun building your own station?

Assembled

Assembled
RECEIVERS

Kit

Kit

PCB

PCB

DeRx20 20M Amateur Band SSB/CW

£15.60

£21.50

AZHC280 80M Transvert for 2M Rig

£52.50

£3.50

DcRx40 40M Amateur Band SSB/CW

£15.60

£21.50

DcF0(54 5.4MHz HF Air Band RX
DeRx80 80M Amateur Band SSB/CW
DOI:160160M Amateur Band SSB/CW

£15.60
£15.60
£15.60

£21.50
£21.50
£21.50

MICROPHONE AND TRANSMITTER ACCESSORIES
AP3 Automatic Speech Processor

£15.90

£22.80

CM2 Quality Mic with VOGAD
MA4 Mic Filter/Pre-amp

£11.90
£5.60

£15.90
£9.90

DXR10 10, 12 & 15M SSB/CW RX

£24.90

£36.90

CVF20 20M VFO for TX/Transceive

£10.40

£16.90

MBRX HF SSB/CW Marine Band RX
TRF3 SW Broadcast TRF Receiver

£29.90
£14.80

£44.90
£20.20

CVF40 40M VFO for TX/Transceive

£10.40

£16.90

CVF80 80M VFO for TX/Transceive
SWB30 SWR/Power Indicator, 30W

£10.40
£12.50

£16.90
£17.30

TRANSMITTERS
All 60 80 & 160M AM/DSB/CW 10W
CTX40 40M up to 3W 0/P 0RP CW
CTX80 80M up to 5W 0/P QRP CW

£34.90
£13.80
£13.80

£53.90
£19.90
£19.90

£3.80

£13.50

VF160 NEW! 80 & 160M VFO for AT160

IBA

TBA

MTX20 20M up to 10W 0/P CW TX

£22.90

£29.90

ST2 Side-tone Practice Oso

RECEIVER ACCESSORIES
AA2 Active Antenna Amplifier

£7.50

£11.50

ASL5 External SSB & CW Filter

£14.90

£22.50

CSL4 Internal SSB &CW Filter

£9.90

£15.90

£27.90

£33.90

£7.90

£11.90

£16.80

£21.90

CONVERTF-RS/TRANSVERTERS
CV220 2M Converter for 20M RX

£17.50

£23.90

C1RJ30 All HF bands +6M ATU, 30W

CV620 6M Converter for 20M RX

£17.50

£23.90

DCS2 "S Meter" to suit RX kits

HC220 20M Transvert for 2M Rig

£52.50

£83.50

XM1 Crystal Calibrator

UK and Europe, please add £1.00 P&P to your total order value. Other countries add £2.00 per kit for airmail. UK delivery is normally within 7 days.
All kits include full, clear instructions, good quality PCB (with printed parts locations), and all
board mounted components. Sales and technical advice are available by 'phone during office
hours. A free catalogue is yours for an SAE.

Mail Order to: C.M. Howes Communications
Eydon, Daventry, Northants NN11 6PT
Telephone: 0327 60178

VISA

Access

Atak
,g et

POOLE LOGIC
49 Kingston Road •Poole •Dorset
Tel: 0202 683093

UNIQUE NATURIST &ADULT SOCIAL CLUB

Your Radio Book Supplier

Exclusively for liberated and uninhibited
people who want that little extra out of life
us- Three nightclubs

Examples from our wide range
of ARRL and other books stocked

or Informal get-togethers, BBQs, beach parties plus lots more
us- Many theme nights -dress as you dare
is- Naughty and exotic cabarets
'or Monthly newsletters and programme
so- Quarterly personal contacts supplement
or Massage tuition
or Invitations to the "Sex Maniacs Ball"
or-Special events and achance to meet people throughout
Britain

STRICTLY PRIVATE
FRIENDLY 8( VERY DISCREET
ALL FUN LOVING ADULTS WELCOMED
TO FIND OUT MORE YOU SHOULD PHONE

0898 777 613
'It was an incredible sight'
'The most outrageous club in Britain'
'It was afantastic night'

News of the World
The People
News of the World

Britain's fastest growing and number one adutt social contact club

SEPTEMBER 1989

ARRL Handbook (very useful book)
£13.50
ARRL Antenna Book
£10.50
ARRL Yagi Antenna Book
£9.50
ARRL Novice Antenna Book
£4.70
ARRL W1 FB Antenna Book
£5.25
ARRL QRP Notebook
£3.60
UHF Compendium Parts 1-2 Complete
(English)
£17.40
UHF Compendium Parts 3-4 Complete
(English)
£18.50
All prices include postage

We stock over 100 different titles of books
dedicated to amateur radio.
Give us acall on (0202) 683093 with your Access or
Barclay card number for that book you have been
looking for, or write to:
Poole Logic, 49 Kingston Road, Poole
Dorset BH15 2LR

please mention AMATEUR RADIO when replying to any advertisement
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FREE CLASSIFIED ADS
FREE CLASSIFIED ADS CAN WORK FOR YOU
We are pleased to be able to offer you the opportunity to sell your unwanted
equipment or advertise your 'wants'.
Simply complete the order form at the end of these ads. Feel free to use an
extra sheet of paper if there is not enough space. We will accept ads not on
our order form.
FOR SALE
• Nato 2000. Best set to convert to 10MHz, £120.00.
Yaesu 9600 with converter, £425.00. Tel: (0283)
221870
II Realistic PRO-57 ten-channel scanner, 6888MHz, 138-174MHz, 380-512MHz, with broadband
preamplifier. Both with power units and discone
50-700MHz, with coaxial cable. Only four months
old, £100.00. Philip Berry. Tel: 061-428 7170
• Yaesu FRT7700 antenna tuner unit, working
Forder, £25.00 ono. Mr Rigby, 34 Clarence Street,
Morecambe, Lancs LA4 5EX
II Trio R2000 CW 2m VC10 converter, original
packing, one owner, mint condition, £450.00 ono.
Tel: (0222) 709456 after 6.00pm (Cardiff)
• Uniden Bearcat 50XL, 66-512MHz with gaps,
plus set of Ni -Cads, £80.00 ono (as new condition).
Yaesu FT707 with PSU and ATU, GWO, £650.00. Tel:
(0604) 890821 daytime or (0604) 412690 after 6.00pm
• BRT400 gen coy Rx. GWO and very clean with
h/book, £145.00. Trio prof SWR/PWR meter, mod
PF810, 200W, £75.00. Hantarex TV monitor, as new,
12in, £50.00. Digital Belman DM10 multimeter,
£20.00. Marconi xtal calibrator TF1374, £12.00.
Armstrong tuner-amp in oak case, £15.00. SP25
r/deck, £10.00. Tel: (0908) 313507 (Milton Keynes)
al Realistic PRO-80 hand-held scanner, covers 68960MHz with gaps, listen to aircraft, military and
mobile phones, 200 memories, multifunction. CW
Ni -Cads and manual, £180.00. Mr Jon Blacker. Tel:
(0622) 29404
• Yaesu FT902DM transceiver with FC902 ATU
and Y0901 multiscope. Complete base station with
all instruction manuals. This station is in perfect
order and can be tested on all freqs prior to sale.
Comes complete with leads, boxes etc, £895.00 ono
or will deal for I-IF portable station such as FT707,
120S, 130S. Tel: (0446) 742749
• HQ170 comms Rx. Good condition, £80.00, cash
only. Buyer inspects and collects. Alan Botley. Tel:
(0923) 220977 after 8.00pm weekdays and anytime
Sat/Sun
11 3cm gear, ex-lab equipment. TV C mount zoom
lens Fuji, SSTV unit for Spectrum computer, ZX81
complete. Exchanges? J Brown, 45 Marlborough
Avenue, Falmouth, Cornwall TR11 4HS
111 Marconi signal generator TF995A/3/S FM/AM
1.5 to 220MHz. With xtal cal,int ext mod, metering
of mod and output fine, course attn has built-in IF
amp. Top grade precision instrument, all accessories, pads etc, £60.00. Also many valves for sale,
some very old, some very strange. G6WGK. Tel:
(0742) 746550 (Sheffield)
• Marine band Daiwa 156MHz-162MHz, eleven
fixed channels, also fully tunable manually,
crystals fitted to all channels. In mint condition,
£55.00 ono. Tel: Holbeach 22649 after 6.00pm
(Lincolnshire)
• BNOS power supply, 12/40A, six months old,
£235.00. Welz VSWR and power meter SP300, 1.8500MHz, three sensors, 1-1000W, RMS, £40.00.
Black Star frequency counter meter, 600.5Hz600MHz, £70.00. 1000W dry dummy load, model
MFJ-262, £30.00. Trio MC60A microphone, £50.00.
Rodney. Tel: (0689) 58825
• Books for sale. Radio and TV Servicing by
Newnes, six volume set from 1956 to 1962 inclusive,
£40.00. Yaesu circuits manual covering lots of
models, £6.95. CB circuits manual, £5.00. Military
surplus circuits manuals, four volume set, £30.00.
AVO CT160 valve tester service manual, £5.00.
Valve databook for CT160 tester, £10.00. Plus £1.00
postage. S J Austin, 8 Greenwood Avenue,
Chinnor, Oxford OX9 4HN
• Still under guarantee, Altron three-element
mini beam, covers 6, 10, 15, 20m, hardly used,
£130.00. Tel: 021-552 7560
• Kenwood TS-680S, HF + 6m, with MC43S hand
mic, boxed, as new, £775.00 ovno. Also, Icor,, IC-32E
dual band hand-held with BP5A b/pack, slight
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scratch on keypad, £340.00. Or exchange both for
TS-440S with ATU fitted, must be as new. Write to:
Alex G7DSH, 9 Farley Road, Leicester LE2 3LD
• Sony ICF2001D receiver, 150kHz-30MHz, thirtytwo memories, sync, AM, wide and narrow AM,
SSB, airband, bandscan, memory scan, any scan,
keyboard and rotary tuning, twelve or twenty-four
hour clock, four programme alarms, portable,
ideal for base station use, six months' old, £230.00
plus free WRTH, bargain! Tel: 01-870 5643, after
5.30pm weekdays
• Four monitors, video quality: Honeywell 12in
green screen, ideal computer or amateur data
work (RTTY, etc), perfect working order, £19.50
each. Tel: (0242) 514357
• Yaesu YM24A speaker mic, £15.00. PA3 adapter/charger, £10.00. FNB2 Ni -Cad pack, £15.00.
Microwave Modules 2m linear preamp, 10/1005,
100W linear, £100.00. Howes 20m Rx, £10.00. PF1
Tx/Rx manual, £2.50. FDK 750XX multimode
workshop manual, £6.00. Tel: 091-370 1429
• Advance PI signal generator, 100kHz-100MHz,
£20.00. Pye PF2UB 70cm portable, crystals for RBO,
RB10 and SU18, with spare batteries and charger,
£55.00. Or exchange Heath kit SB620. Barry G1VZW.
Tel: (0254) 581949
• Yaesu FT-901DM with SP-901P, £500.00. Will
exchange for general coverage receiver, buyer to
test and collect. Tel: (0432) 263295
NI Zetagi 200W amplifier with AM/SSB switch and
standby on/off switch, BV131 model, as new, £95.00.
KX2 Mizuho sky coupler, as new, £35.00. 40ft dipole,
including dog's legs, traps and twin down lead,
with Marconi switch to switch (from dipole to dog's
leg) for short wave radio use, attic-mounted or
outside, new, £50.00. Will exchange 200W Zetagi
amplifier for Cobra 148 GTL-DX with SSB/LSB,
Lo/Lo, low/mid/high/Hi/Hi, UK FM and +Alpha
channels, perfect order, or President as same. Tel:
(0407) 860575
• Swap new Sony ICF-7600D5 for: Sangean ATS
803, Saisho, Matsui, or similar. Must be in excellent
condition. Write to: T Atkinson, 41 Willow
Crescent, Leadgate, Consett, Co Durham DH8
7RQ
• Yaesu FT-290 all mode 2m transceiver, complete with Ni -Cads, charger, carrying case, boxed,
new condition, used twice only, genuine inspection and sale, documents available, cost £390.00,
accept £300.00. Tel: 021-449 7178
II Collins TC5 series Tx collinear 52245, 1.5MHz12MHz, with power pack, as Amateur Radio
December 1987. Offers. G4JBL. Tel: (0273) 452617
II Apple Ill computer with five megabyte hard disc
plus Microline printer, offers. Will exchange for
HF or VHF Tx/Rx or WHY? Tel: (0908) 648150
• 101ZD Mk3, 10-160MHz, mic and fan with 902
ATU Mk3, mint condition, boxed, manuals, £700.00
ono. Three-element tribander DX33, £95.00. Books
from 1941 to 1949, offers. Tel: (0443) 790248
• Kenwood 140S HF transceiver, mint condition,
mic, manual, boxed, £687.00. Tel: (0606) 45584
• loom IC25E 2m mobile rig, mic, good condition,
£175.00. Six-element ex-yagi with rotator control
box, £40.00. Tel: 031-608 3451 after 6.30pm
al Hobby mat lathe MD65 with cutting tools, three
jaw chuck, gears, lizin drill chuck and machine
vice. Will swap for any decent 0.1 to 30MHz
AM/FM/SSB CW Tx. WHY? To the value of £300.00.
Write to: P Noone, 7 New Boston, Haydock,
Merseyside WA11 OLX
• HF communications receiver, 0-30MHz, allmodes, with FRT-7700 ATU, plus FRV-7700 converter, £340.00 ono. Tel: (0489) 576378
• Sony C5 Beta video recorder for repair or
spares, £15.00. Twelve Sony video cassettes, £5.00
each. Buyer collects. Tel: 021-458 5374 evenings
• Icom IC240 2m FM transceiver, standard C7800
70cm FM transceiver, various coutant A series
PSUs, various 7400 series ICs, and Aviation Week

magazines, offers. Tel: (0734) 782236
• BBC B + issue seven, everything fitted,
Commodore 64 and VIC20. Will swap for FT-707, or
similar. Tel: (0563) 27950
• BBC 2 computer with forty games, tape
recorder, with Kamtronics all-mode and fax,
EPROM, leads and manuals, £400.00. Tel: (0745)
334668
• Kenwood TS680S, new, £750.00. PS430 Trio PSU,
£120.00. Kenwood TR-751E 2m multimode, £530.00.
Kenwood ATU AT-230, £150.00. Every item in
virtually new condition and boxed. Tel: (0324) 32594
anytime
• Trio TS430S, excellent condition, fitted with FM
board and AM filter, narrow SSB filter, narrow CW
filter, complete with handbook and fist mic,
£625.00. Microwave Modules XVTR for above,
28MHz in, 144MHz out at 10W, also excellent
condition, £75.00. Both, £650.00. Alan QTHR. Tel:
(0268) 45573 after 6.00pm
• Oscilloscope: Advance 0S25A dual beam, mint
condition, full working order, £55.00 ovno. Advance
signal generator, 100kHz-100MHz, valve in good
condition, model E2, £35.00 ovno. Advance VHF
square-wave generator, SG21, 3kHz-10MHz select
outputs and trigger levels solid-state, £20.00 ovno.
Yaesu FRT7700 antenna tuner, good condition,
£40.00 ovno. Tel: 01-571 1609 ask for Mark
MI Sony 2001D, three months old, with Sony AN1
active antenna, £240.00. Also JIL SX200 scanner,
£170.00. Tel: 01-722 4684
• Exchange: Yaesu dummy load wattmeter
YP1502; frequency range: 1.8MHz-200MHz; power
scales: 0-6W, 0-30W and 0-150W: 240V built-in fan
for PSU, boxed, instructions. Write to: TWaters, 42
Tregundy Road, Perranporth, Cornwall TR6 OEF
• Liner Two 2rn SSB rig, mobile, £70.00. Yaesu FT23R 2m hand-held, mini portable, soft case, Ni -Cad
charger, dc adapter charger, mini external mic
(slightly damaged aerial socket) but works
perfectly, £200.00. Matsui HF receiver, £65.00.
Portable multi standard TV, £50.00. Schneider midi
system, CD, double cassette, etc, £150.00. Tel:
(0302) 781377
• Exchange good HF receiver with ATU for Sirius
computer with 10 megabyte handisc 1.2 (megafloppy), plus lots of software, cash either way. Tel:
(0767) 80263
II Oscar CB, £12.00. Communications CB, £12.00.
Write to: Mr Mail, St Clair Cottage, Holm, Orkney
KW17 2RZ
II WWII receiver, good condition, working, £25.00.
Write to: B Littlewood, 29 Silverthorne Lane,
Cradley Heath, West Midlands B64 5AY
• Radio receiver: very rare HF receiver designed
for US Navy, housed in 5ft rack, some spare
modules, manual and service record, slight
attention needed, £250.00. Defence electronics
21.4MHz tracking receiver used by NASA, can be
used with Nems-Clarke VHF receiver to demodulate FM with AFC, including manual, £100.00. Tel:
(0925) 727160 evenings only
• Yaesu FT-726R, 70cm (430-440MHz), 2m (143.5148.5), 6m (50-54MHz) abd duplex/satellite unit.
YM48 mic, dc lead and technical supplement.
Excellent condition, £875.00. Will split but only if all
units are sold. Four element 6m Jaybeam yagi
(new), £25.00. Kenpro mast head bearing (new),
£15.00. Crystal calibrator, 1-500MHz, £10.00. Two
10W dummy loads (PL259 connections), £5.00 the
pair. Tel: (0952) 255225
• Racal RA117E receiver. Good condition and
working order. With 100, 300Hz; 1.2, 3, 6.5, 13kHz
filters installed. Complete manual, £150.00. Tel: 01570 5603
II Trio TS120S five band transceiver, with PSU,
100W output, £400.00. Also Trio 2000, plus VHF
converter, £350.00. Tom Lorimer, 443 Delgatie
Court, Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland KY7 4RW. Tel:
(0592) 771583
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II Circuit diagram or service manual for a Hiflex
Gould 700W PSU by Advance Power Supplies.
Mike Smith, 37 Highfield Avenue, Meir, Stoke-onTrent ST3 5LZ. Tel: (0782) 310066
• Slimline telescopic tilt-over mast, extended
height 30ft to 40ft. All letters answered. Malcolm
Smith, 25 Ewart Road, Bentley, Walsall WS2 OEU.
Tel: (0922) 614472
•Icon') AH7000 wideband antenna. Icom SP3 ext
speaker. Datong FL3 filter. Tel: (0206) 394336 after
7pm
• Ex-RAF radio and radar equipment, any condition, especially: TR3151, T3549, control panel-type
5, junction box 67, Rx unit -type 50, TR3188, T3538,
R3189, R3537, drive unit 114, switch - type 220, Ind
237, junction box 266A, TR9 (just the case and
chassis). Tel: (0483) 572653 ask for Phil
• Dragon 32 instruction book, disc drive and
interface. J Brown, 45 Marlborough Avenue,
Falmouth, Cornwall TR11 4HS
• Heathkit Mohican for spares, or oscillating coil
for B band 80m radio. Tel: (0344) 883918
al People required to join mailing list to enable
them to make new friends by having access to pen
pals world-wide. Distance is no object. This club
caters for people aged sixteen and upwards, male
or female. Please note that membership is free.
For more details send an SAE to Penworld, 31
Arundel Road, Luton, Beds LU4 8DY
• Service manuals or information required for
Ferguson 3V25 video tuner/timer (JVC TU22EK),
Sony HVC2000P video camera, Sharp IT-35CZ
CCTV camera, Plessey CSI PCT2200 cordless
phone, Sanyo FT962L car radio cassette, Tantel
Alpha Prestel adaptor. Also wanted, RIG iiewsletter No 6, Radcom 6/82. Would appreciate being
allowed to copy any item if not purchasable. Will
refund costs incurred. Tel: (0482) 443942 evenings
until 10.00pm
• Kenwood TM-42E 70cm mobile transceiver.
Must be complete with all accessories, original
packing and mint condition. Paul G4XHF. Tel:
(0293) 515201

• Two chrome strips for front sides of Racal
RA17L; US callbook. Tel: (0908) 313507 (Milton
Keynes)
• SSB rigs, working or not, for scrap or spares.
Tel: (0604) 890821 daytime, or (0604) 412690 after
6.00pm
• Yaesu 7700 with all accessories, ATU converter,
etc. ATU suitable 0-30MHz. Tel: (0283) 221870
• Mobile mount for Trio 2300. Ray G400K. Tel:
(0842) 752748
MI One of the following: Rx Panasonic, RF -6300;
ICF-6800W, orange; CRF-330K; or Satellit multiband digital Rx. Must be in excellent condition and

FREE CLASSIFIED ADS
FREE CLASSIFIED ADS CAN
WORK FOR YOU
We are pleased to be able to offer readers
the opportunity to sell your unwanted
equipment or advertise your 'wants'.
Simply complete the order form at the end
of these ads - feel free to use an extra
sheet of paper if there is not enough
space. We wi ll accept ads not on our order
form. Send to Amateur Radio, Classified
Ads, Sovereign House, Brentwood, Essex
CM14 4SE,
reasonably priced. Write to: F Amoroso, 60
Highfield Road, M6 5LA
• Handbook or photostat copy for Adzen PCS4000, or info please. Write to: 29 Silverthorne Lane,
Cradley Heath, West Midlands B64 5AY
II Any information, circuit diagram, specification,
etc, on B34 communication receiver. This was
possibly the naval version of the Eddystone model
358 receiver. Write to: M M Koch, PO Box 369,
Pietermaritzburg, 3200, Republic of South Africa
• HW8, hardly used, mint condition, profes-

sionally built, plus cash for HF rig with top band.
Tel: (0484) 645923
• Add-on's for Yaesu FT-726, 50MHz-430MHz
units, satellite board, CW, narrow filter and MD1
microphone. Fair prices paid, or PC-compatible
hard drive available for swap. Tel: (0582) 33885
• HF scanner, 1MHz to 50MHz range, will swap for
Amiga computer software. Lots of titles available:
Dungeon Master and Deluxe-Print, Paint Photblab
and Music. Also, cash offers made if scanner can
be sold for no more than £50.00. Tel: (0443) 437853
ask for Matthew
• Urgent: set of PCB extenders for Drake model
TR7 transceiver. Stan G3XON. Tel: (0483) 36953
• 430S with power supply and ATU, or 440, must be
in good condition, cash or exchange for 101ZD
Mk3, 10-160, with mic and fan, all boxed with
manual. Offers? WHY? Tel: (0443) 790248
• Racal RA121 single sideband adaptor, either
single unit or in rack with receiver. Tel: (0730) 62049
II Old model radio control gear, multi channel
reed or single channel Minimac, OS, Pixie,
Waltron, etc. Condition of electronics not important. Part or full systems wanted. Tel: (0602) 293408
weekday evenings
• Heathkit manual or copy transistor checker IT1B. Tel: (0273) 452617
• 30 amp PSU, Icom/Kenwood, must be in good
condition. Write to: T Waters, 42 Tregundy Road,
Perranporth, Cornwall TR6 OEF
• FT-767GX, 2-6m modules - £12.00 offered for
perfect example. Tel: (0302) 781377
• Belcom
LS-202E
hand-held,
swap,
part
exchange, WHY? Tel: 091-370 1429
la Hand-held scanner with airband coverage, will
swap two scanners: Fair Mate SPM 57680 FM/AM
and Realistic PRO 2008 FM. Tel: 021-788 8447
• Price and particulars of ATV. Also Uniden 2830
Tx/Rx or Concord 3. Belcom LS1021 and NATO
2000. Tel: (0283)221870
• Yaesu NC15 dc power supply and quick charger
for FT-209R hand-held. Tel: (0604) 414498
• FRG-7700 receiver, must be in good condition,
no extras. Tel: (0542) 41043

FREE CLASSIFIED AD FORM
Send to: Amateur Radio Classified Ads Sovereign House Brentwood •Essex CM14 4SE
Classification: (tick appropriate box) If you want to insert ads under more than one classification use separate
sheets for second and subsequent ads

For Sale

USE BLOCK CAPITALS

ri

Wanted

(One word per box)

To avoid mistakes please write clearly and punctuate your ad

Name/Address
Postcode/Telephone

USE SEPARATE SHEET FOR MORE WORDS
Ensure that you have included your name and address, and/or telephone number
CONDITIONS: Ads will be published in the first available issue on afirst come first served basis. We reserve
the right to edit or exclude any ad. Trade advertisements are not accepted
SEPTEMBER 1989
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THE VALVE DATAMAN
1914-1959 for circuits, service sheets,
manuals, handbooks on all valve and
early transistor equipment including
audio, military (British & Foreign),
radio and TV. Quotation by return via
letter (SAE) or phone. Brochure
supplied with SAE. Credit card orders
taken over the phone.
THE DATAMAN
Tudor House, Cossham Steet,
Magotsfield, Bristol BSI 7 3EN
Phone: 0272 565472

NATIONWIDE DELIVERY
Scanners and some amateur accessories
delivered to your shop. Contact for aprice list

DEALERS contact us today for very fast,
Friendly Service, Competitive Prices, Widest
Range & Latest CB Products

Parma House, 433 Wilmslow Road,
Manchester M20 9AF
only 3 minutes from the M56

Order Line: 0800 262963
Tel: 061-445-8918 061434-5701
Fax: 061-445-0978 Tiff: 668762 PAMACO G

S S

Selectronic

MILITARY SURPLUS EQUIPMENT MANUAL

M

A .. SRADIOY
TE
S
AMATEUR
COMPUTERS SOFTWARE

Giant collection Military Equipment Circuits/Data.
Only £8.50 including Post/Packing. Or LSAE Index
Just one of many unique Repair and Data Guides.
LSAE for your FREE catalogue.

PC-PAKRATT: IBM-PC Software for the PK232
£19.95
P1<-FAX -IBM-PC FAX Software for PK232
£19.95
MACRATT/FAX: PK232 Driver Program for Apple Macintosh
£59.95
CO MM-PAKRATT: Commodore 64/128 Software for Pt(232 £59.95
CO M M-FAX: Commodore 64/128 Software for PK232
£59 95
COMM-FAX-CT: At above but cartridge, manual only
£39.00
PK-232/BBC: BBC Software for the PK232
£28.95
P1<-88/CBM: Commodore 64 Software for the PK-88
£59.95
PK-f38/BBC: BBC Software for the P1<-88
£20.95
TNTERM: Advanced Software for the BBC
£49 95
PK232: 7Mode Intelligent TNC, Jne manual cables
£599.95
PK88: Budget Packet Radio TNC (new ROM avail)
£137.95
FAX OPTION: Older PK232 upgrades, manual cable ROM .....C49.95
AMIGA-FAX: TX-RX Facsimile System (now cased unit)
AMIGA-SSTV: TX/RX SSTV System for Commodore Amiga
£109.95
AMIGA FAX-SSTV: Software on disc only (no interface).. ..... C.59.95
MET-1: SHF Weather Satellite Receiver (SAE INFO)....
t369.95
TWA-3: Micro Weather Station with Anemometer (SAE INFO)
£137.94
PCW: IBM PC or Campatible Weather Station
£264.44
PCWGRAPH: Extended Software for PCW above
£30.44
ROM19139: New update ROM for PK232(CW ident etc) .......
C17.00
5C1205: f20 CPS 80 Col Printer no NLO
£114.94
SC1500: 180 CPS 80 Col Printer with NLO
£173.44
STAR LCIO: 80 Col Multi Font NLO 144 CPS
£230.00
STAR LC24-10: 24 Pin Low Cost Multi Font
£399.00
AMIGA A500, 1Meg Drive Free Modulator 1- Software.
.C379.00
NEW AMIQAA5O0PK232DÇVEWS0ÇTWA
SAE INFO........ TEA
HF125: General Coverage HF Receiver (ask for spec sheet).... £395
NEW: WE ARE NOW NAVICO APPOINTED DEALERS: AMR 1000M
IN STOCK
ATARI ST PK232 Software (all modes) Triple Screen (PD)...... £5.00

Radio communications and scanning receiver specialist

WORKSHOP SERVICE MANUALS
Available for most Audio, Amateur Radio, Televisions, Video
Recorders, Military Surplus, Test Equipment etc. LSAE
Enquiries, state Make/Model etc.

203 High Street
Canvey Island, Essex,
Tel: 0268 691481
(Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30)

MAUMTRON (AR)
8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, Oxfordshire OX9
401' Tel: (0844) 51694

Amateur radio equipment also in stock

closcias

ADIO
This method of advertising is available in
multiples of asingle column centimetres (minimum 2cms). Copy can be changed
every month.

RATES
per single column centimetre:
1insertion £7.00, 3- £6.60, 6- £6.30, 12 - £5.60.

ACS SYSTEMS ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE
OPENING OF THEIR NEW EMPORIUM IN MOUNTAIN ASH
(20 MINUTES FROM CARDIFF)
CALL IN WENDY MAKES THE COFFEE ,SOME OF THE
NAMES WE SUPPORT
ATARI AMIGA: AMSTRAD: ICS: NAVICO tSTANDARD:
STAR: UNIDEN TOP FLOOR FOR COMPONENTS KITS AND
HEAVY GEAR' ,

30 COMMERCIAL STREET, MOUNTAIN ASH.
TEL: 0443 478040

limummaimuummiammurnummummummummumg
111 AMATEUR RADIO SMALL AD ORDER FORM
TO:

JAPANESE Ic's (PART OF OUR RANGE)
AN7178 £2 95. BA5406 £2.20. HA1377 £2 20. HA1392 f2 50, Hpt1394 £2.95.
HA139712 75.HA13f6 £2 75. HA13001 £2 95, LA4460 £1 80. LA4461 £1 BO.
LA4507 £4 25. LC7137 £4.50, M51517 C2.130, MB3705 CI 80, MB3712 f1.50.
MB3722 C3.50. M B3730 £2.50, M B3731 f3 50. STK481 £7.50. STK4830940.
TA7205AP f100. TA7272AP C1,30. TA7240 £2 95, TA7241 £2.95, TA2270
C2 75, TA727I £2.75, TAr274 £2.95. TA7280 £3.50, TA728I £295. TA7282
C2 95, T47283 £2.95. TA7288 £2.95, TA7611 £3.20, UPC575 £1.00, UPCI156
fl 95, UPC1181 £1.10. UPC1182 CI 10. UPC1185 £750. UPC111R1 C2 75,
UPCI230 f7 50. UPC1263 1250, UP1277 £2.75, UPC1278 D2 75. UPC1365
in 6o. UPC1394 CI 95.
ADO 6(1p POST AND PACKING AND THEN ADO 15% VAT TO TOTAL

Amateur Radio •Sovereign House
Brentwood Essex CM14 4SE England

PLEASE RESERVE
1

COPY

T POWELL 10 PADOMOTON GREEN LONDON WS 11.0
OPEN 10011-101110A1445P01, SATIAAM.12 NOON.
TELIEMS011& 01 723924m
ACCESINMA. 11189910188 OR21011 ACCMITED OVER £5.00

enclosed

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD
20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes
Fife KY7 5OF
Tel: 0592 756962 (Day or Night)

Ide/019
MOM..
••••

Open: Tues -Fri 9-5; Sat 9-4; Sunday by appointment
Good range Kenwood &Yam etc, plus
Quality Secondhand Equipment
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D

6 issues

D

El

by International Money Order and
Crédit Card

CREDIT CARD EXPIRY DATE

COMPANY

/

I

'

I ADDRESS
' SIGNATURE
I
I
I

12 issues

Cheques should be made payable to
Amateur Radio. Overseas payments I

(Add 15%VAT)....

CHARGE TO MY ACCOUNT

IF

D 3issues

columns

to follow

PAYMENT ENCLOSED:

a

(0277) 219876

centimetres by

FOR A PERIOD OF 1issue

à

1
TELEPHONE

C

III

I
"
à
1
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WHOLESALE
DISTRIBUTORS
OF CB
Tel: 061-445-8918 061-434-5701
Fax 061-445-0978 Tlx: 666762

061-446-2347
PAMACO G

Distribuators of CB,
Scanner and some
amateur equipment.

WE DE1JVER NATIONWIDE

Order Line:

PlIMII

0800 262963

House, 433 Wilmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF

BRAND NEW QUALITY COMPONENTS
ONd C1.00 PER PACK
400 Mixed Resist ors ,143-1 Watt
5 Cepperclad Stripboard. like
50 Mixed WW & Power Resistors Vero but no holes. 100 s 125mm
25 Mixed Pots & Presets
size al" or 0.15" pitch
100 Mixed Polyester Capacitors
50 10071 Transistors, long leads
200 Mixed Ceramic & Mica Caps
1 Sound Effects PCB with Data.
200 Mixed Capacitors, all types
Just add LS & Switches for Siren,
50 Mixed Electrolytic Capacitors train, trim
R hone. etc, etc
10 Slide switches, two types
2 Power esistors. 1ohm 100W
25 Mixed Zener Diodes
10 Clip-on Transistor Heatsinks
12 Mixed W W Potentiometers
3 Red LED Displays, 7segment
20 Transistor Sockets, 4 pin
5680 uF/63v Electrolytics
139,000 uF/20v Electrolytic
56800 uF/10v Electrolytes
100+ Hardware, cg Gromrnets. 3 15000 uF/25v Electreilytics
Knobs, Clips, Clamps, etc
50 Components Mystery Pack
Malt Pert Superb selection of all type. of new om anent.
W

e
eeiie
d

Post/packin
.rr g

r
g

MRZ COMMUNICATIONS LTD
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME

ervâivsisrlee'

u
/1°11'
at Unbeatable Prices. Many more component &
for free list Mail Order Only. ,Add 85p

\
ra T f,.sk

«KRIM UNIT 9 16.20 GEORGE STREET,
BALS/ILL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM B12 9R13.

RADIO EQUIPMENT

4,

Amateur

4e'
a

BUSINESS

AIR

MARINE

AMATEUR

<>

&pee l.

Aerials & Lashing Equipment

T.R.

e ficDo@

FOR FREE COPY
JUST SEND SAE 91/
2x6 1
/
2

TAR COMMUNICATIONS
King William Street, Stourbridge,
W. Midlands DY8 4EY

e 0384

4/S4

Save time, trouble and expense on that project by having the
components you require to hand
Our kits are ideal for the Development Lab, service engineer,
Repair Shop, Tech college and hobbiest alike The components
supplied in our kits are new and to full specification. They come
individually packed in handy re-usable plastic tubes all contained
within a storage unit.
RESISTORS 1/
4 w CF. 5%
KIT 25E12-20 12F1-1MEG (60 values, 20 of e.) 1200 = £12.00
KIT 25E24-20 12R-1MEG (120 values. 20 of ea.) 2400 = £21.00
Replacement tubes complete with Resistors 25p ea.
RUI$TORS 1
2 w CF. 5%
/
KIT 50E12-10 12R-1MEG (60 values 10 of ea.) 600 = £13.75
Replacement tubes complete with Re. 25p ea.
RESSITOR MIN KIT 1/
4 w and' 135 CF.
KIT 25E12-20 12R-1 MEG (60 values. 20 of ea.) = 1200
KIT 50E12-10 12R-1MEG (60 values. 10 of ea.) = SOO =SOO
FUSE KIT 20.5mm. 25-10amp SB & OB 10 of ea. (300) - £26.25
MOOR DIOOU KIT
400mW KIT Z12-10 2.7-V 10 of ea. (150) = £12.00
1.3w KITZ12-10 2.7-27V 10 of ea. (150) = £19.00

TEL: (0782) 619658
7DAY SERVICE

fflGUIEUR EQUOPMERM
Ibuy, sell and exchange
For the deal you've been looking for, phone Dave, G4TNY,
anytime on (0708) 862841 or (0836) 201530 9am-7pm
Tues-Sat or send SAE
personal callers by appointment please
G4TNY Amateur Radio
UNIT 14, THURROCK COMMERCIAL CENTRE, JUUET
WAY, SOUTH OCKENDON, ESSEX, RM15 4YG.

IAN FISHER COMMUNICATIONS
OF STANHOPE
CB Works, The Market Shop, Market
Place, Stanhope, County Durham

AGRIMOTORS

MERTON CB AND RADIO CENTRE
MERTON GARAGE AND POST OFFICE, MERTON.
Nr OAKHAMPTON, DEVON EX20 3DZ
OPEN 6DAYS 9.30-5.30 LUNCH 1-2pm
EARLY CLOSING THURSDAY 1.00pm
(SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT)
SPECIALIST IN 934 MHz
SUPPLIERS OF ALL 27MHz AND 934 MHz EQUIPMENT
AMATEUR ACCESSORIES CATERED FOR
08053 200

Rather good 1/
2 mile radius 2channel walkie talkies £83.50 each

A.D.A.M. Electronics
P.O.Box 24, Church Crookham, Aldershot.
GU13 ODH. Tel: 0252 617193

YAESU
o
IC OM

Alan Hooker
Electonics

42 Nethernall Road, Doncaster Tel: 0302 325690
Open Mon-Sat 10-5pm Closed Thursdays

•

158 Lower Green,
Pouteon-le-Fylde, Blackpool
Tel: (0253) 885107

Open 9308m - 12.30. 1.30 -5.30. Closed Wed & Sun_
Electronic Component Specialists.
A wide range of electronic components, IC's. capacitors.
transistors. resistors, plugs and sockets etc.

Large stocks of coaxial cable, plugs, sockets and adaptors.
Stockists of the new CT1600 Hand-Set. 800 channels covering
2mtrs. Price on request

AIRBAND RADIO
Very latest sonic 4=8342 multiband radio receiver airband +PMR
from 54MHz to 176MHz two aerials £21.00
AH available via mail order. Retail/Wholesale
OPEN: MON -SAT 10.30am-6.00pm SUN 2.30 -4.30
RING FOR DETAILS (0388) 528464

DIODE KEE
400mA IN4148 (200) 1Amp 4007 (50 ea.)
3 amp 5401,5408 (25 ea)
Total 350 = £12.00
Any kit can be put together, if you or your company have a
requirement for special or mixed kits we will be happy to quote.
Please send sae for full component and product list Please add
50p P&P and 15% VAT to all orders MAIL ORDER ONLY

ETESON ELECTRONICS

ID (0388) 528484
Main Distributors of 27MHz CB radios and the NEW CEPT models
including UNIDEN and ONT.
Including U.K. and CEPT walkie talkies.

ZENEIR TWIN KIT
KIT Z12-TWIN-10 2.7-27V 10 of ea. (300) = £30.00

SEPTEMBER 1989

ALL THE SUPER
BARGAINS
ARE ON THE
INSIDE FRONT
COVER

390944

COMPONENT KITS RESISTORS,
CAPACITORS, FUSES, DIODES ETC

NAVICO

* PSSS....

TURN YOUR SURPLUS
IC's TRANSISTORS etc, into cash, immediate
settlement. We also welcome the opportunity
to quote for complete factory clearance.

CONTACT:
COLES-HARDING & CO
103 South Brink, Wisbech, Camas
TEL: 0945 584188/Fax. No. 0945-588844
Est Over 10 years

ALAN KELLY
COMMUNICATIONS LTD
Manufacturers of MET Antennas
New & used amateur radio
equipment

Tel: (0527) 79556
and (0527) 71165
Open: Tues-Fri 9-5.30pm;
Sat 9-3pm

COURSE for CITY & GUILDS, Radio
Amateurs Examination. Pass this important
examination and obtain your licence, with
an RRC Home Study Course. For details of
this and other courses (GCSE, Career and
professional examinations, etc) write or
phone - THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE,
Dept JS24, Tuition House, London SW19
4DS. Tel: 01-947 7272 (9am-5pm) or use our
24 hr Recordacall service 01-946 1102
quoting JS24

please mention AMATEUR RADIO when replying to any advertisement
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ADVERTISING RATES &INFORMATION
DISPLAY AD RATES

series rates for consecutive insertions

OMM rem z width mem

ad »ace
1,a page

61 x 90

128 x90 or 61 x 186
128 x 186 or 263 x 90
263 x 186
x394

1
/
4

page
t/2 page
1page
double page

1 Issue

3 Issues

6 Issues

12 Issues

£6600
1115.00
£225.00
£430.00
£830.00

162.00
1110.00
£210.00
£405.00
1780,00

059.00
1105.00
£200.00
£385.00
£740.00

153.00
192.00
1180.00
C345.10
166000

colour rates
exclude cost
of separations

COLOUR AD RATES
depth mua zwidth mat

ad space
1,2 page

128 x 186 or 263 x 90
263 x 186
263 x394

1page
double page

series rates for consecutive insertions

1 issue

3 Issues

6 issues

£305.00
£590 00

£290.00
£550.00
£1,070.00

£275.00
£530.00
11,010.00

£113090

SPECIAL POSITIONS

Covers:
Bleed:
Facing Matter:

£24500
£470.00
£900.00

Outside back cover 20% extra, inside covers 10% extra
10% extra (Bleed area = 307 x 220]
15% extra

DEADLINES

•Dates affected by public holidays

Sep 89

2Aug 89

3Aug 89

9Aug 89

Oct89
Nov89
Dec 89

30 Aug 89
27 Sep 89
250ct 89

31Aug89
28 Sep89
26 Oct 89

6Sep 89
4Oct 89
1Nov 89

11 Aug 89
8Sep 89
60ct 89
3Nov 89

31 Aug 89
28 Sep 89
26 Oct 89
23 Nov89

CONDITIONS 8« INFORMATION
SERIES RATES
Serres rates also apply when larger or additional
space to that initially booked is taken.
An ad of at least the minimum space must appear
in consecutive issues to qualify for series rates
Previous copy will automatically be repeated if no
further copy is received.

If sanas rate contract Is cancelled. the advertiser
will be liable to pay the unearned series discount
already taken.
COPY
Except for County Guides copy may be changed
monthly.

A 'hold ad' is acceptable for maintaining your
series rate contract. This will automatically be
inserted if no further copy is received.

No additional charges for typesetting or illustrations (except for colour separations).

Display
Ad
and
Small
Ad
series
contracts are not interchangeable.

Colour Ad rates do not include
separations. Printed - web offset

rate

For illustrations just send photograph or artwork.
the

cost

of

PAYMENT

Above rates exclude VAT.
All single insertion ads are accepted on a prepayment basis only, unless an account is held.
Accounts wi Il be opened f
or sonos rate advertisers
subject to satisfactory credit references.
Accounts are strictly net and must be settled by the
publication date
Overseas payments by International Money Order
or credit card,

Commission to approved advertising agencies is
10%.

CONOMONS
10% discount if advertising in both Amateur Radio
and Radio a Electronics World.
A voucher copy will be sent to Display and Colour
advertisers only.
Ads accepted subject to our standard conditions,
available on request

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
Amateur Radio, Sovereign House. Brentwood, Essex CM14 4SE.
(0277) 219876

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Air Supply

23

Lake Electronics

35

Brian J Reed
JBull

13
51

Marlec Engineering Co Ltd

33

Nevada Communications
No 1Systems

19
10

Poole Logic

35

Radio & Telecommunications
Correspondence School
Ralfe Electronics
Raycom

29
25
2

Candy Club
Cirkit
Cobonic Ltd
SAW Communications
P M Components
Display Electronics

22

R N Electronics

18

GCHQ

33

Samsons (Electronics)

39

Heatherlite Products

21

Thames Marionics

35

Waters & Stanton
Western Electronics

52
19

ICOM
ICS International
50

44
13
18
29
4,5

26,27
23
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No. 1LIST BAKERS DOZEN PACKS
All packs are f1 each, if you order 12 Men you are
entitled to another free. Please state which one you
want. Note the figure on ate extreme left of the pack
ref number and the next figure is the quantity of items
in the pack, finally ashort description.
802

5 13A spurs provide a fused outlet to a ring main
where devices such as a clock must not be
switched off.
4 In flex switches with neon on/off lights, saves
leaving things switched on.
2 6V lA mains transformers uorioht mountina with
fixing damps.

BD/
1109
Boll

1 61
4 in speaker cabinet ideal for extensions, takes
/
our speaker. Ref 80137.
12 30 watt reed switches, it's surprising what you can
make with these-burglar alarms, secret switches,

13013

relay, etc., etc.
2 25 watt loudspeaker two unit CI ossovers.
1B.O.A.C. stereo unit is wonderful breakdown value.
2 Nicad constant current chargers adapt to charge

Bon
BD29
13030

almost any nicad battery.
2 Humidity switches, as the air becomes damper the
membrane stretches and operates amicroswitch.

8032
BD42

5 13A rocker switch three tags so on/off, or change
over with centre off.
1 24hr time switch, ex-Electricity Board, automatically adjust for lengthening and shortening day.

BD45

original cost £40 each.
10 Neon valves, with series resistor, these make good

BD49

night lights.
1 Mini uniselector, one use is for an electric jigsaw
puzzle, we give circuit diagram for this. One pulse

BD56

B067

B091
BD103A

80122
BD128
80132
80134
B0139.
130148

110149
80180
80193
80196
B0199
130201
80210
B0211
B0221

read AC amps with this.
1 Suck or blow operated pressure switch, or it can
be operated by any low pressure variation such as
water level in water tanks.
1Mains operated motors with gearbox. Final speed
16 rpm, 2watt rated.
1 6V 750mA power supply, nicely cased with mains
input and 6V output leads.
2 Stripper boards, each contains a 400V 2A bridge

rectifier and 14 other diodes and rectifiers as well
as dozens of condensers, etc.
10m Twin screened flex with white pvc cover
10 Very fine drills for pcb boards etc. Normal cost
about 80p each.
2 Plastic boxes approx 3in cube with square hole
through top so ideal for interrupted beam switch.
10 Motors for model aeroplanes, spin to start so needs
no switch
- 6 Microphone inserts-magnetic 400 ohm also act
as speakers.
4 Reed relay kits, you get 16 reed switches and 4coil
sets with notes on making c/o relays and other

BD293
BD305

Sound
and
impact
controlled,
responds to claps and shouts and
reverses when it hits anything. Kit
with really detailed instructions. Ideal
present for budding young electrician. A youngster should be able to
assemble but you may have to help with the soldering of the components on the pcb. Complete kit £8. Our ref 8P30.

push if modified
8 Keyboard switches-made for computers but have
many other applications.
4 Transistors type 2N3055, probably the most useful
power transistor
1 Electric clock, mains operated, put this in abox and
you need never be late.
5 12V alarms, make a noise about as loud as a car

ups-mains connections etc.
2 Oblong push switches for bell or chimes, these can
mains up to 5amps so could be foot switch if fitted
into paffress.
1 Mini 1watt amp for record player Will also change
speed of record player motor
3 Mild steel oozes approx 3in x3in x I
in deep-standard electrical
50 Mixed silicon diodes.
1 Tubular dynamic mic with optional table rest

CAMERAS.

Three cameras, ail ny famous makers. Kodak. etc One
disc. oné 35mm ana one tristamatic. Ail in t
irst class condition, believed
to be in perfect working order. out sold as untested. You can nave the
three for £10 including VAT. whicn must De aDargain--it only for the
lenses, flash gear, etc. Our ref 10P58.

675 VOLT MAINS TRANSFORMER

KB mounting, 20VA. A

very well Mane (British) transit], mer Ideal tor laser power supply, etc.
Price £4. our ref 4P38.

EXTRA SPECIAL CROC CLIPS

Medium size, just right for
most hook-ups. Normally sell for around 10p to 15p each. These are
insulated and have alength of spring rod connected to tnem but this is
very easy to snip off if you do not need it. 20 for El. Our ref BD117A,

COPPER CLAD PANEL for making PCB. Size approx 12in
long x81
2 1n wide Double-sioed on fibreglass middle which is quite
/
thick (about 1116in I
so tnis woulo support quite heavy components and
coula even form achassis to void amains transformer. etc Price £1
cace. Our ref BD683.

POWERFUL IONISER

Generates approx. 10 times more IONS than tne ETI and similar
circuits. Will reltein your home, office, workroom etc. Makes you
feel better and work harder-a complete mains operated kit, case
included. E12.60.L2 P&P Our ref 12P51.

POPULAR ITEMS
Some of the many items described in our current list43
which you will receive if you request it
MOSFETS FOR POWER AMPUFIERS AND HIGH CURRENT DEVICES
140v 100w pair made by the famous Hitachi Company. Reference
25K413 and its compliment 25J118. Only £4 the pair Our ref 4P42
HI-VOLT CAPS Not ceramic but the much more reliable foil type. Good
range from f
nf to 35µ at voltages lkv to 2.5kv. Keen 'prices, good quantity discounts. Request list.
AGAIN AVAILABLE-THE SOLID STATE RELAY Will switch up to 10A
AC load and can be triggered by very small current from photo cell,
computer, etc f2 each. Our ref 2P183.

DATA RECORDER FOR COMPUTERS For playing games or

BATTERY OPERATED TRAVEL MECHANISM. On a plastic panel
measuring approx tin y31
2 in. Is driven by areversible 12V battery
/
motor, fitted with pulley and belt which rotates athreaded rod ana
causes aplatform to travel backwards and forwards through adistance
of approx 5in. Price £5. Our ref 5P1413.
MAINS OPERATED WATER VALVE with hose connection for inlet and
outlet suitable for low pressure. Auto plant watering, etc. Only £1 each.
Our ref BD370.
20VOLT 4AMP MAINS TRANSFORMER. Upright mounting with fixing
feet. Price £3. Our ref 3P59
12VOLT SOLENOID. Has good liain pull or could be matte to push if fitted with a rod. Apprcx. 11
/ in long by 1in square. Price £1. Our ref
2
BD232A.
160HM PM SPEAKERS. Approx 7in x4in. 5watts. Offered at avery low
price so you can use two in parallel to give you 10 watts at 8ohms. El
for the two Our ref BD684.
Ep
s
HT
i TRANSFORMER dkv 2mA E
xftnusea equipment £5 Our ret
39

31
2 in FLOPPY DISC DRIVE-DOUBLE SIDED, DOU/
BLE DENSITY, 80 TRACK Shugart compatrole, has 34 way IDC

4 CORE TINSEL COPPER LEAD As fitted to telephones, termlnairrig
with flat BT plug 2for £1 Our ret BD639
EHT TRANSFORMER Bk. 3mA HO Our ref 10P56

for listening to music cassettes. It has aoullt-in condenser microphone
and loudspeaker (muted if you use the extension socket). Has the following controls: pause, stop/eject, fast forward, rewind, play and
record. Also has built-in tape counter, extension headphone and microphone socket and volume control. Built-in power supply enables it to
run from the mains DUI provision also for battery operation. In 'as new'
condition, but customer returns so may have fault. Price only £10 and if
you order 4you get afifth one free Our ref 10P65

connector ano will interlace min almost any computer Made by the
famous Japanese NEC Company Price £59 50 plus £3 insured post

-

- ATARI

65XE COMPU-

DOUBLE MICRODRIVES. We are pleased to advise you that the Double
Microdnves which we were offering at about this time last year as
being suitable for the '01', 'OPO' and several Other computers are
again available, same price as before namely £5 Our ref 5P113
VERY USEFUL MAGNETS. Flat, about 1in lung, Vain wide and Vorn
thick. Very powerful. 6for £1. Our ref BD247Ia).
ACORN COMPUTER DATA RECORDER REF ALF03 Made for the Electron or BBC computers but suitable for most others. Complete with
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ILK At 64K this is most powerj ful and suitable for home and

, games. Can on yours for only
£45 plus £3 insured delivery.

;

65XE COMPENDIUM

Contains. 65XE Computer its data recor
der XC12 and its )oysuck witn ten games for £62 50 plus £4 rnsureo
delivery

AGAIN AVAILABLE: ASTEC PSU.

Mains operated switch

mode, so very compact. Outputs 12V 2.5A. *5V 6A, 1
-5V .5A, *12V
.5A. Size: 71,On long x43/ein wide x2°/vie high. Cased ready for use.
Brand new. Normal price £30-, our price only £10. Our ref 10P34.

VERY POWERFUL 12 VOLT MOTORS.

Vard Horsepower.
Made to drive tne Sinclair C5 electric car out adaptable to power agokart, amower, arail car, model railway, etc. Brand new. Price £15 plus
£2 postage. Our ref 15P8.

PHILIPS LASER

ORGAN MASTER Is athree octave musical keyboard. It is oeaut
ifully made, has full size (piano sizel keys, has gold plated contacts and
is complete with riboon cable and toge connector. Can be used with
many computers, request information sneet. Brand new, only £15 plus
£3 postage. Our ref 15P15

mer up boil.
50 Leads with puso -oc /
4 in tags- a must for hook1

80283

SPACESHIP.

lens.
6 5 amp 3 pin flush mounting sockets make a low
cost disco panel.
1 in flex simmerstat- keeps your soldering iron etc.
always at the ready.
1 Mains solenoid, very powerful, nas 1in pull or could

130259

80268

ELECTRONIC

gadgets.
6 Safety cover for 13A sockets-prevent those inquisitive little fingers getting nasty shocks.
6 Neon indicators in panel mounting holders with

B0252

130263

BUSH RADIO MIDI SPEAKERS Stereo pair. BASS reflex system, using afull range 4in driver of 4onms impedance. Mounted in very
nicely made black fronted walnut finish cabinets. Cabinet size approx
B1
/ in wide, 14in high and 31
2
2 in deep Fitted with agood length of
/
speaker flee and terminating with anormal audio plug. Price £5 the pair
plus £1 post Our ref 5P141.

This is helium-neon and has apower rating of 2mW. Completely
safe as long as you do not look directly into the beam when eye
damage could result. Brand new, full spec. £30 plus £3 insured
delivery Mains operated power supply for this ruse gives 8kv
striking and 1.25kv at 5mA running. Complete kit with case £15.
As above for 12V battery. Also £15. Our ref 15P22.

horn. Slightly soiled but OK.
2 6Mo 4M speakers, 4 onm made from Radiomobile
so very good quality.
1 Panostat, controls output ot boiling ring from sim-

110242

Two-piece push-button desk or wall
mounting telephone. Fitted with standard BT flat plug for immediate
use. Standard model fa Our ref 8P31. If not collecting add £2 for
special packing

into motor, moves switch through one pole.
2 Flat solenoids-you could make your multi-tester

B059

B0120

MODERN TELEPHONES.

mains adaptor, leads and handbook £10. Our ref 10P44. Plus £2 special
SOLAR
ackingc.a.

LS Will give agood current (depending on size) from sunlight or bright daylight. Module Agives 100mA. Price £1. Our ref 80631.
Model Cgives 400mA. Price f2. Our ref 2P199. Module ()gives 700mA.
Price £3. Our ref 3P42.
SOLAR POWERED NI-CAD CHARGER 4 NI-Cad batteries AA IHP71
charged in eight hours or two in only 4hours. Irisa complete, boxed
ready to use 'inn Price f6 Our ret 6P3
METAL PROJECT BOX Ideal size for battery charger, power supply.
etc sprayea grey, size Bin xeyin x4in high, ends are louvred tor ven.
tilation otner sides are flat and undril led. Price £2 Order ref. 2P191
4-CORE REX CABLE. Cores separately insulated and grey PVC covered
overall. Each copper core size 7/0.2mm Ideal tor long telephone runs
or similar applications even at mains vintage 20 metres £2. Our
ref 2P196 or 100 metres coil fl. Order ref. 8P19
6-GORE REX CABLE. Description same as the 4-cure above. Price 15
metres for EL Our ref. 2P197 on 100 metres Et Our ref 9P1
13A PLUGS
,
Pins sleeved for extra safety, parcel of

5

for £2 Oraer ret

2P186
13A ADAPTERS Takes 213A plugs, packet ot 3for f2 Oraer ret. 2P187
28V-0-20V Mains transformers 21
2
/
amp 1100 wan) loading, tapped
primary 200-245 upright mountings £4. Order ret 4P24.
BURGLAR ALARM BELL-6'; gong OK for outside use it protected trom
rain. I2V battery operated. Price ES Ref 8P2.
CAPACITOR BARGAIN-axial ended, 4700µF at 25V. Jap made. normally 50p each, you get 4lor ft. Our ref 613.
SINGLE SCREENED FLEX 7.02 copper conductors, pvc insulatea then
witn copper screen, finally outer Insulation. In fact quite normal

FULL RANGE OF COMPONENTS

at very keen prices are
availacle from our associate company SCS COMPONENTS. You may
alreaay have their catalogue, if not request one and we will send it FOC

screened flex 10m for £1. Our ref BD668
MES. BULB HOLDERS Circular base batten type fitting. 4tor £1. Our
ref BD127a

with your goods.

SPRING LOADED TEST PRODS-Heavy duty, made by the famous
Bularn company very good quality. Price 4for fl Ref BD597

MONO RADIO CASSETTE RECORDER

AM/FM with ail the
normal controle in 'as new' conartion but customer returns or shop
rejects, so may need attention. Price £10. Order 5of these and get a
sixth one tree. Our ref 10P66

PRETTY CASSETTE PLAYER in handy carrying pouch with
silk type shoulder cord. Ideal present for ayoung girl. New, tested and
inp3e
4
5rf
.ect order. Just needs headphones and batteries. Price £
4.
Our ref
p
HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR. 9in black and white, used
Philips tube M24.306W Made up in alacquered frame and has open
sides Made for use with OPD computer but suitable for most others.
Brand new. £16 plus ES post. Our ref 16P1.

12 VOLT BRUSHLESS FAN.

Japanese made. The popuer
square shape I4 1
2 in x4Vain x1
/
4 in) The electronically run fans riot
/
3
only consume very little current but also they do not cause interference
as the brush type motors do. Ideal for cooling computers, etc., or for a
caravan.
each Our ref 8P26

FDD BARGAIN

31
/ in made by Chinon of Japan Single sided, 80 track, Shugart
2
compatible interface, interchangeable with most other 31
2 in and
/
51
/ in doves. Completely cased with 4pin power lead ana 34 pin
4
computer lead £40 plus £3 Insurer] delivery. Our ref 40P1.

MINI MONO AMP on p.c.b size 4 X 2'tapp.)
Fitted Volume controlando hole for atone control should yopu require it. The amplifier
has three transistors and we estimate the output to be 3W rms.
More technical clam will be Inducted
with the amp. Brand new,
perfect condition, offered at Inc very
low price of f1,15 each, or 13 for f12.00.

Jik NBULL ELECTRICAL

Dept AR, 250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 50T
0110ER TERMS: Cash. PO or cheque with order Orders under
fib add £1.50 service charge Monthly account orders accepted from
schools and public companies. Access and Bicard orders accepted.
-minimum f5. Phone (0273) 734648 or 203500

3-CORE FLU BARGAIN No. 1- Core size berm so ideal for long extension leads carrying up to 5amps or short leads up to 10 amps 15mm
for Q. ref. 2P189.
3-CORE FLEX BARGAIN No. 2- Core size 125mm so simple tor long
extensIon leads carrying up to 13 amps, or short leads up to 25A. lOrn
for £2. Ref. 2P190.
ALPHA-NUMERIC KEYBOARD-This keyboard has 73 keys giving trouble tree life and no contact bounce. The keys are arranged in IWO
groups, the main area is aOWERTY array and on the night is a15 key
number pad, board size is approx. 1311 x4"- brand new but offered at
only atraction of its cost namely £3, plus fl post. Ref. 3P27
1/8th HORSEPOWER 12 VOLT MOTOR Made by Smiths, the oody
length of this is approximately 3M, the diameter 3in and tne spindle 5.
16th of an inch diameter. It has acentre flange for fixing or can be fixed
from the end by means of 2nuts. A very powerful little motor which
revs at 3,013Orpm. We have alarge quantity of them so if you have any
projects in mind then you could rely on supplies for at least two years.
Price £6. Our ref BPI, discount for quantities of 10 or more
3 VOLT MOTOR Very low current so should be very suitaole for
working with solar cells. £1 each Our ref 80681.
MINI SPEAKERS to use instead of headphones with your personal
stereo-simply plug in to earphone socket. Excellent sound quality,
only Ea per pair. Our ref 4P34.
INNER EAR STEREO HEADPHONES Ideal for lady listeners as they will
not mess up your hair dol Come complete in aneat carrying case. Price
£3. Our ref 3P56.
STEREO HEADPHONE AMPURER Very sensitive. Amagnetic cartridge
or tape head will drive It Has volume control and socket for stereo
headphones. 3V battery operated. fl each Our ref B0680
FET CAPACITOR MICROPHONE EAGLE £2.200 Output equivalent to a
high class dynamic microphone while retaining the characteristics of a
capacitor micropnone. Price £1 Our ref BD646
SUB-MIN TOGGLE SWITCH Body size 8mm x4rnm x7mm SBDT with
chrome dolly fixing nuts. 4for El Our ref BD649.
SUB-MIN PUSH SWITCH DPDT. Single hole fixing by hexagonal nut 3
for £1. Our ref BD650.
DISPLAY 16 CHARACTER 2UNE As used in telephone answering and
similar machines Screen size 85mm x36mm x9.3mm. Alpha-numeric,
dot matrix module with integral CMOS micro processor. LCD display.
Made by the EPSON Company, reference 16027AR. Price £10. Our ret
pso

SCANNERS

WE'VE GOT THE LOT!

W ECARRY THE LARGEST STOCKS -W ITH COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE BACKUP
BEARCAT MARINE BAND H/HELDS
UBC 50XL(io CH MEM.)

£99

(66 88 MHz, 136 174 MHz, 406 512 MHz)

BC 55XLT.( 10 CH MEM.)

£99

(29-54 MHz, 136-174 MHz.406-512 MHz)

BC 70XLT(20 CH MEM.)

£149

(29-54 MHz, 136-174 MHz. 406-512 MHz)

SONY RADIOS
SONY ICF 2002 (150 KHz-136 MHz)

£299.95

SONY ICF 7600 (153 KHz-108 MHz)

£129.85

SCANNING RECEIVERS
AOR 3000 (call for details)

EARCAT AM/FM Fi/HELDS
UBC 100XL (1604 mEm.)

AOR 900 Handheld with 900MHz £235

£179

(66 88 MHz,118 174 MHz, 406 512 MHz)

BC 100 XLT (100 CH MEM.)

£765

AOR 2002 Base with Full Coverage.£487

£199

SONY AIR 7Airband H/held

£229

SONY PRO 80 Wideband H/held £299
SONY AN! Active Antenna
£49
COBRA SR 925 Base Airband (29 54, 118 174, 406 512 MHz)

£149

(29-54, 118-174, 406-512 MHZ)
UBC

200XLT (200 CH

£229

MEM )

(66-88. 118 -174. 406-512, 806-956 MHz)

LOW NOISE PRE-AMPLIF1,
*FOR HANDHELD/BASE SCANNERS

SPARE BATTERY PACKS FOR BEARCAT 100

*Covers 25-2100 MHz
*Low Noise GaAs FET

AND 200 XLT NOW IN STOCK

BLACK JAGUAR Mk I1I
The new Mark Ill is probably our most popular
handheld scanner with 16 channels of memory and
asensitive receiver. Selectable AM/FM reception
and the facility to power the set from the mains/car,
using one of the many accessories now available.
Frequencies: 28-30, 50-88 MHz, 115-178 MHz. !

*Switchable Band Pass filters
*Variable Gain Control
This new amplifier is amust for the
scanner enthusiast and will allow reception
of signals that were inaudible without it.
Some Pre-amplifiers cover from 100 KHz upwards but this causes the shortwave bands to be amplified creating intermodulation problems at VHF/
UHF. Our new ABIS pre-amplifier uses switchable filters to give optimum performance on the
band in use and starts from 25 MHz avoiding the shortwave bands.

£199

200-280 MHz, 360-520 MHz

SCANNING ANTENNAS
BLACK JAGUAR ACCESSORIES

NEVADA WB1300 Discone (25 1300 MHz)

(Suitable for all models. BJ200. Challenger etc 1

Mobile Mount

Stainless Steel top of the range

£6.95

Base Mount

NEVADA DISCONE (50 700 MHz)
8Element High Quality
NEVADA PA 15 (100-960 MHz)

£5.95

BJ1 Car Supply (Mk Ill version only)
BCA6 Mains Slow/Fast Charger
Airband Rubber Duck Antenna

£14.95
£14.95
£6.00

SA7 UHF Stub Antenna
Telescopic Antenna (TNC)

(40 CH MEM.)

For Scanning Enthusiasts

£169

Select 2antennas at the mast-

(29-54. 136-174.406-512 MHz)

BC590 XLT (100CH mem

head remotely from one cable.

£199

Frequency: DC to 1.3 GHz

(29-54. 118-174.406-512 MHz)

BC800 XLT

(40 CH MEM.)

Connectors: 'N' Type

£229

£49.95

(29-54 MHz. (18-174 MHz. 406-512 MHz. 806-9(2 MHz)

BC950 XLT (100CH MEM.)

£89

MASTHEAD ANTENNA SWITCH

£169.99

(29-54. )18-174. 406-512 MHz)

BC210 XLW

£27.90
£24.90

20 El. Beam with over 12dB gain

£115

(66-88, 136-174,406-512 MHz)
MEM.)

MAGNETIC MOUNT Complete
GUTTER MOUNT Complete

LOG PERIODIC (105-1300 MHz)

(16CHMEM.)

BC175 XLT (16 CH

£24

A new Colinear Ant, with over 9dB
gain at 900 MHz
£49.95
NEVADA MOBILE ANT. (50 1300 MHz)

£4.95
£6.75

BEARCAT BASE/MOBILE
UBC145 XLT

£59.95

LOW LOSS JAPANESE COAX

£249

(29-54 MI-P.118-174 MHz. 406-512 MHz. 806-952 MHz)

Essential for optimum performance with wideband UHF scanners.
We have directly imported this cable which has exceptional low

SEND £2 FOR OUR NEW

loss and is good for frequencies up to 3GHz.

BUMPER CATALOGUE
INCL. UO's WORTH OF VOUCHERS

JIEVAD

189 LONDON ROAD NORTH END PORTSMOUTH

MODEL 5D (8.1mm Dia)
MODEL 8D (11.1 mm)

£0.56 per MIR
£1.40 per MTR

MODEL IOD (13mm Dia.)

£1.99 per MIR

USE YOUR CREDIT CARD
FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH
P02 9AE

HOTLINE (0705) 662145

